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• Undelete Erased Files
• Graphic Disk Map
• Optimize HPFS and FAT Volumes
• Automated HPFS Disk Optimization
• Backup INI and Desktop File
• Backup Super Block and spare blocks
• Recover HPFS Volumes
• Protect and Backup Boot Sectors
• Identify and Mark Bad Sectors
• Reconstruct Boot Sectors
• Protect/Lock Files
• Pemanently Erase Sensitive Data
• Disk Sector Edit (ASOI or Hex)
• Alter File Attributes
• Display File Fragmentation
• Support for large disk drives (>2 GB)
• LAN Server 4.0 HPFS M Support
• Plus 200 other enhancementsl

Soff'1111t:h S,S,,,ms. Inc., WOrkstatlon Dins/on
1300 5 Meridian, Suite 600, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73108

For OS/2 Version 2.1 or 3.0 Warp

Specialists since 1989
Please clrde #19 on reader service card.

JBA Guidelines.
The Application Generator for people who use C++
AND those who don't want to.
Database Connectivity

Graphical User Interface

Access to simultaneous, multiple databases is transparent
through JOT. Supported databases include: 082, 082/2,
082/400, 082/6000, Oracle,
Lotus Notes Server, and 20
more through native ODBC.

An intuitive and natural interface for the direct manipulation
of on-screen design for OS/2
and Windows, with over 30
powerful controls for tl1e professional developer. Includes all
the standard controls plus
Gauge, Button Bar, Grid and
Graph.

Logic, Language, and Compiler
A platform-independent highlevel language, JOT combines
the RAD features of a 4GL
with the generation of native
code (C++ and RPG) for the
Client AND Server. Existing
legacy 3GL code can be
directly interfaced. And
CORBA-compli ant objects can
replace logic at any time in the
future.

The Repository

Network Connectivity

The repository supports and
surrounds the entire programming environment with the
facilities for teamwork development. Databases can be created
on multiple hosts from a single
definition . Data definitions can
be directly imported into a GUI
program.

By mixing the connectivity components as required, applications
can be built as thin clients, tl1ick
client/server with application
partitioning, and fully distributed
Object-Oriented. Supported hosts
are: OS/2, AS/400, UNIX, MYS.

Object Messaging
The Message layer is fully
compatible with all current
Object Request Broker (ORB)
standards. JOT verbs provide a
single interface to current
technology and the 00 of
tomorrow. Guidelines provides
CORBA IDL and IBM SOM
support.

Constructed on a six-segment development model,
JBA Guidelines has been built to answer the needs of
developers who wish to produce software capable of
addressing heterogeneous computer networks from
one single development point.
Guidelines is available in option packs to serve the
needs of single PC developers right up to enterprisewide development teams.
Call for an evaluation CD-ROM.

Available from Indelible Blue
l-800-776-8 284

to, OS/2

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
© JBA

JBA International
1-800-JBA-INTL
In Europe: (44) 1789-400212
Internet: http://www.jba.co.uk
Compuserve: Go Guidelines
Please circle #22 on reader service card .
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Connectivity. What image does the word conjure in
your mind? Do you imagine machines? Cold, unfeeling, lifeless boxes of circuitry connected by wires?
Probably. But connectivity can mean more than that.
The concept of connectivity transcends hardware.

Great! That's what we want to do. Another
reader told us, "What you say may be true about
Windows 95 being more hype than fact, but don't
start feeling sorry for yourself and IBM. OS/ 2 is not
the end-all you make it out to be .. . ." Great! We
want to hear both sides of every story.

It's what these machines connect that's important.
People-people sharing common resources, people
sharing common goals, people exchanging information-people connected in a way that adds a human
element to lifeless technology. People use technology to communicate in ways never before possible, at
speeds only imagined just a few short years ago.
Some argue that these technological advancements
are making communication impersonal. Are they?
That's doubtful when you consider how much easier
communicating has become. You use this technology
daily-communicating with those near and far at
dizzying speeds. Think about it. With the speed and
ease of the Internet, you can now quickly fire off a
note to someone when previously you might have
only considered sending a letter or placing a phone
call. You've made a connection that may never have
existed had the technology not been available.

Your comments arrive from many sources: e-mail,
snail mail, faxes , phone calls. One of the most efficient ways to voice your opinion is to fill out and
mail the evaluation card located in the magazine.
We guarantee that we read and consider each and
every evaluation. Please take advantage of this
postage paid card to send your comments and/ or
to rate our articles, or use our new "Fast Fax
Feedback" form on page 52. Remember, the communication channels run both ways. We also strive
to provide you with quick and easy ways to receive
information. The Reader Service Card is one of the
best ways to quickly obtain information about
products or services you read about in Personal
Systems. You'll find it between pages 56 and 57.
Whatever methods you use, let's stay connected!

We know- because we hear from you,frequently.
And that's what we want! Just last issue we had a
resounding response to our editorial "Is Hype Hip?"
We saw different viewpoints expressed, some a little
more vehemently than others, but we appreciated
all of them. Keeping the lines of communication
open is important to us.
We must be connected to you, our readers, to continue to provide a publication that serves your
needs. It's gratifying to know that many of you take
the opportunity and deem the magazine important
enough to let us know what you like about Personal
Systems and to share your ideas on how to improve
it. I'll share with you what one reader said about
the magazine, "I pore over a lot of journals as I
strive to keep up with the changing technological
landscape. Many leave me feeling like I know less
after I've read them than before. I come away from
Personal Systems feeling like I've just finished a
fine dinner-full, contemplative , and satisfied."

2
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This issue's connectivity topics have widespread
appeal. If you're interested in using OS/ 2 Warp
Connect, the network version of OS/ 2 Warp, you
will find a wealth of information in part one of
"Getting Warped and Connected Too!" Edward
Duhe and Bret Curran lay the foundation for
installing this version of Warp and introduce you
to its connection capabilities. If you're administering a LAN, you know the importance of security.
"Security and Auditing in IBM LAN Server"
overviews LAN Server's security and auditing architecture. If you're interested in adding "roaming
office" capability to your business environment,
don't miss "Infrared: I.ANs Without Wires."

Personal Systems is connecting you-to the world
and to the world of connectivity.

Lia Wilson, Assistant Editor

Newl

New Multimedia Sound Card for Micro Channel

Product

Innovative 'ChipChat Sound Card' provides state-of-the-art multimedia audio for
Micro Channel computers. Supports DOS, Windows, OS/2, and AIX ...

I

ChipChat®
Sound Card, an exciting new
product that provides state-of-the-art
multimedia audio for Micro Channel
computers.
Add this sound card to your PC
and hear CD quality audio from your
favorite multimedia programs.
The ChipChat Sound Card fits into
a full or half sized slot on a Micro
Channel®computer. It's hardware
compatible with just about every DOS
game and educational software out
there, including those that require
SoundBlaster® compatibility.
The ChipChat Sound Card comes
with it's own high performance software drivers with 16-bit audio for
Windows®and for 08/2®. It also "works
like a charm" with the 8-bit audio
SoundBlaster drivers which are
shipped as standard with 08/2.

Exceptional Product

NTRODUCING THE

Audio In
Microphone
Audio Out

ChipChat Sound Card for Micro Channel

State of the Art Music Synthesis
The ChipChat Sound Card provides state-of-the-art music synthesis
in two forms: FM and WaveTable.
FM uses mathematical formulas to
emulate the sound of musical instruments. FM synthesis provides good
quality sounds and is economical.
W aveTable synthesis stores 128
actual musical instrument samples on
a tiny chip, so it makes music that
sounds great - just like the actual
instrument! W aveTable is truly
state-of-the-art, and is the "method of
choice" of the music industry.

The ChipChat Sound Card comes
in two different models: The ChipChat
Sound-16 with FM for $199, and the
ChipChat Sound-32 with FM and
WaveTable for $259. If you buy the
Sound-16 and later decide you want
W aveTable, an upgrade is available.
The ChipChat Sound Card is
designed and manufactured in the
USA and has been subjected to rigorous tests to guarantee a solid and
exceptional product.
The ChipChat Sound Card will
upgrade your Micro Channel computer
to the latest in multimedia audio.
They're available direct from ChipChat
Technology Group (313-565-4000) and
come with the protection of the 30-day
moneyback ChipChat Guarantee.
Ordering information is found at the
bottom of this page.

Technology
Update

Send messages to wireless pagers from the Web

ChipChat Wireless Communicator lets your Web Server act as a Paging Server ...

Y

ou CAN NOW 'Page-Enable' your
World Wide Web site with the
ChipChat® Wireless Communicator.
The ChipChat Wireless Communicator is a software product for 08/2
which sends text messages to wireless
pagers. It includes an easy to use
object interface and a command line
interface which is easily called from
other programs, including Rexx.

Works with IBM GoServe
ChipChat also has the ability to be
called from the IBM®GoServe
Gopher/Web server software. Using
ChipChat and GoServe, a web author
can embed the ability to send instant
wireless messages in their web documents.
One exciting application of this is
for a company to offer 'Premier Support Services'. Password-filtered
customers can fill out forms on web
pages and have the text transmitted

immediately to a pager. A technician
receiving the message could call back
with a rapid response.

threaded 32-bit object software based
on IBM's SOM technology. It's been
"through the wringer" with extensive
corporate beta testing and has passed
a suite of rigorous tests set by IBM.
Join thousands of customers who
are successfully using ChipChat for
their 08/2 wireless paging needs!
ChipChat Wireless Communicator
is available direct from ChipChat
Technology Group for only $79 and
comes with the protection of the 30 day
moneyback ChipChat Guarantee.

Versatile, Easy, Reliable. $79
ChipChat can also send pager
messages from other applications,
including Rexx, and the command line!
ChipChat has an easy-to-use,
workplace shell interface. You simply
drag a ChipChat Pager object out of a
template, configure the settings, and
start sending messages!
ChipChat is advanced multi-

The ChipChat Guarantee
If you're dissatisfied with a
ChipChat product for any reason,
if it isn't everything we say it is
and more, then return it within
30 days for a prompt, cheerful
refund.

r------------------------ ------------- -Phone 313-565-4000, Fax 313-565-4001,
or Web http://www.ChipChat.com

1

,□

How to Order
a Chi Chat

ChipChat Sound-16 Card with advanced FM music; DOS, Windows, and OS/2 support (AIX drivers are optional); CD quality
16-bit sound; 12-channel audio mixer; MPU-401 MIDI; Dual joystick port. (Can be upgraded to include WaveTable). $199.
10 ChipChat Sound-32 Card - all the features of the ChipChat Sound-16 PLUS Incredible WaveTable music. $259.
1 □ ChipChat Wireless Communicator software with the easy-to-use
workplace shell interface, powerful command line
I
interface, ability to 'Page-Enable' your applications, and ability to 'Page Enable' your Internet WWWeb site. $79.

We accept Visa, MasterCard, and American Express. Add $10. for shipping.
I

L

@ Copyright 1995

ChipChat Technology Group, 24224 Michigan Avenue, Dearborn, Michigan 48124 USA

__ ChipChat-Japan, Koga, Fukuoka Japan, phone: 81-(092)-943-0798 fax: 81-(092)-944-2253 __ _
Please circle #21 on reader service card.
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Is it the espresso or OS/2
Warp Connect?
While OS/2" Warp Connect may not come

four floors away or four time zones. So you can

with a twist of lemon, it can do something that's

conference by video. Collaborate by chalkboard.

nothing less than extraordinary.

Communicate.

It will let you access multiple servers on

And you can do it all with the speed and

multiple networks at the same time, wherever

reliability of OS/2, the software that readers of

you might happen to be.

Info World voted Product of the Year for three

Just make one phone call and enter your

consecutive years. If you're looking for network

password. That's all
it takes to connect

connectivity, com-

Can your softw ar e do

thi s ?

into Internet, NT,"

patibility and true
multitasking, you

UNIX~ etWare~ Windows" for Workgroup and

should remember one important thing: It's not

IBM servers. And that's all it takes to share drives

only where the working world is headed, it's

and printers, graphics files and databases. Even

where it is right now.

applications. It's amazing, really.

To find out how OS/2 Warp Connect can

And because there are separate memory

help your business, call us at 1 800 IBM-3333,

address spaces built in, it's crash-protected. So

ext. EA.100. Or visit our web site at http://www.

a problem with one program won't crash

austin.ibm.com/pspinfo/os2.html. You'll

everything you're running.

find it quite stimulating.

With OS/2 Warp Connect, you can
create Person to PersonMconnections
with up to eight people, whether they're

------ -- -- ---------·---Solutions for a small planet'"

OS/2 Warp Connect Fullpack 1s available from 1BM for $189 by cal 1ng 1 800 IBM-3333. ext. EA 100 In Canada please call 18000S2-WARP. ext 094 Reseller prices may vary The IBM home page is located at http://WWW ibm com The OS/2 logo is a lrademark of the
InIernatiooaI Business Machines Co1poral!on. IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks and Person to Person and Solutions lor a small planet are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. All other company and/or product names are trademarks and
registered trademarks of their respective companies © 1995 IBM Corporation. All rights reserved
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ABOUT THE COVER

Noted Dallas artist Bill Carr's highly effective
use of visual imagery peifectly depicts the idea
of connectivity on this month's cover.
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Personal Systems
Advertising Representatives

Personal Systems accepts paid advertising for applications, products, or services that run on or complement IBM's
personal computer hardware and software products. To obtain a media kit
and advertising rate information, contact one of the Personal Systems advertising sales representatives at the
address below.
Lewis Edge & Associates, Inc.
366 Wall Street
Princeton, NJ 08540-1517
(800) ADS-4PSM
Winfield Boyer ........
Lewis Edge, Jr. ........
George Halo, Jr. . .... ..
Joseph Tomaszewski ...

Road Trip! Shopping the Internet
In Van Land rum's latest Road Trip, he provides us an alternative to the crush of
holiday crowds- shopping on the Internet. Settle into your easy chair, grab
your mouse, and display your fondest gift selections.

TECHNICAL

28
37

44

. Ext. 124

Getting Warped and Connected Too!
This article, the first of a two-part article, looks at the networking components
in 0S/2 Warp Connect, focusing on 0S/2 Warp Connect's installation and its
connection capabilities.

Infrared: LANs Without Wires

Imagine creating an instant, moveable, wireless computer network in the most
important place in your organization-the meeting room . This article discusses
how you can use infrared technology to create this powerful business environment by simply plugging in a small , pocket-sized , infrared LAN adapter card .

Security and Auditing in IBM LAN Server
If you administer an IBM LAN Server domain, you want to sleep well at night
knowing that your server resources are protected and fully audited. This article
provides an overview of LAN Server's security and auditing architecture.

. Ext. 123
. Ext. 126
. Ext. 125

Fax (609) 497-0412
CompuServe 72457,3535
Internet I_edge@netins.net

LITTLE SOLUTIONS

MCI Mail 275-0987
Voice (609) 683-7900

@
Printed on recycled paper and may be recycled.
Printed in U.S.A.
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What's New?
This issue's product review covers many topics of interest including optical
storage, LAN server administration, speech recognition , visual development,
BBS software, disk installation , productivity, and more. We also review several
books on the PowerPC and 0S/2 Warp .
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Questions and Answers
Find answers to some frequently-asked questions about LAN products.

IBM Personal Systems Tee/mica/ Solutions is
published bimonthly by Personal Systems Competency
Center, International Business Machines Corporation,
Roanoke, Texas, U.S.A. Send any correspondence and
address changes to Personal Systems at:
IBM Corp. Mail Stop 40-83-04
One East Kirkwood Blvd.
Roanoke, TX 76299-0015

Personal Systems can be found on the Internet's WorldWide Web at: http://pscc.dfw.ibm.com/ psmag/
Note to IBM personnel: IBM employees in divisions

12, 23, and 72 can subscribe to this publication using
OV/VM and the !NEWS facility: select hard copy for
the PS_SOL category. IBMers in other divisions in the
United States can subscribe via SLSS to GBOF-7532.
IBMers outside of the United States can subscribe via
SLSS to GBOF-6007.
© Copyright I995 International Business
Machines Corporation

24

Command-Line Commando
Sharing his fears about the impending "death of the DOS prompt," Todd
Watson takes a humorous stand against the trend toward human-centric
computing.
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Multi-User Performance Testing in a Client/Server Environment
This article discusses an often overlooked but critical ingredient of developing
a client/server environment-the need to conduct a multi-user performance
test before putting the client/server system into production. The author cites
cases in which failure to implement this test caused significant problems and
expenses after rollout.

DCE Cell Performance: High Water Marks
Will DCE Security and Cell Directory Services handle the needs of a 10,000user enterprise? This article discusses the tests and environments designed to
address this performance and capacity question. This study yields some hardware and configuration high water marks that can be helpful in planning largescale cell topologies.

Plug and Play in PC DOS 7
Plug and Play technology lets you install and configure peripheral devices in a
computer system. This article first covers Plug and Play components, then
details how PC DOS 7 implements Plug and Play support.
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What's New?
WipeOut for Warp
BocaSoft, author of the
BocaSoft WipeOut screen

saver for OS/ 2, has a new version that includes significant new features
for OS/ 2 Warp and OS/ 2 users. These
new features include green monitor
support, System Object Model (SOM)
compliance, enhanced password function,
and an easy-to-use interface designed as
a notebook with 3-D custom controls.
WipeOut 2. 0 provides full screen saver
support for OS/ 2, DOS, and the WIN-OS2
environments. Full screen monitoring
scans both mouse and keyboard to determine if user activity is occurring within
any open session.
Password protection is part of the screen
saver and lets you set up a system password when the system is started, requiring a password to access the timed-out or
rebooted system. The system boot portion
of the password enforces security at a
very low level, long before the OS/ 2
Workplace Shell is started.
For more information, circle 1 on the
Reader Service Card.

LAN Server
Administrator Utilities
Creative Assistance Software
offers a comprehensive set of
utilities for LAN Server 3.0 and
4.0 administrators: WhoAml/PM, NetPM,
CapWatch, and WatchLogon.
WlioAml/PM, an inexpensive tool using
a Presentation Manager notebook, helps
LAN Server help-desk personnel to determine problems by providing information
about the requester and user account
configuration.
NetPM 2.0 provides LAN Server adminis-

trators with new management capabilities
including the following:
■

8

Multidomain management
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■

Auto-configuration

■

Multiple graphs

■

Statistics logging

■

LAN configuration and activity reports

■

Group alias and group application
assignments

■

Directory space limitation management

The varied demands placed on network
servers by multitasking operating systems
such as OS/ 2 make tracking server utilization critical. Cap Watch tracks server
utilization against configured capacity
parameters.
Watclilogon provides password error
monitoring for LAN Server 3.0 and
4.0 domains with user account disabling,
administrator notification, and a
configurable time to automatically enable
the affected accounts.

For more information, circle 2 on the
Reader Service Card.

Program Manager on
OS/2 Desktop
MKWINOS/2 is a commercial

OS/ 2 program from C F S
Nevada, Inc. that will create the
equivalent of your Windows Program
Manager object as an OS/ 2 desktop folder
named "Program Manager Desktop
Equivalent." All of the Windows group
objects, along with all of the program
entries within each group object, are also
created as OS/ 2 objects with the Program
Manager Desktop Equivalent.
MKWINOS/ 2 is significantly different from
the Add Programs or Migrate Programs
facility in OS/ 2; it creates program objects
for only those applications that you have
set up under Windows. MKWINOS/ 2 does
not search your drives looking for possible
candidates. Those previously created
OS/ 2 Windows-related objects remain
unchanged and can be removed at your

discretion. Beyond simply creating OS/ 2
objects, MKWINOS/ 2 merges Windows
files and properties into WIN-OS2 on an
OS/ 2 fullpack system. A backup facility is
provided to restore the WIN-OS2 files and
directories if necessary.
Each OS/ 2 folder (the desktop folder as
well as the group folders) will be the
same size and in the same relative
screen position as they were on your
Windows system. Each .GRP folder will
contain the same Windows programs as
the original with each program set up
as a seamless WIN-OS2 object. The characteristics for each seamless program object
include the default settings established
for your system with the OS/2 W1N-OS2
Setup facility and adjusted for the particular program with the settings found in
MKWIN0S2. DBX-an updated version of the
DATABASE. TXT file provided with OS/ 2.
MKWINOS/ 2 works with all versions of
OS/ 2 2.1 and above, including both the
"blue box" and "red box" versions of OS/ 2
Warp, as well as Warp Connect.
For more information, circle 3 on the
Reader Service Card.

Optical Storage and
Retrieval System
SPOOLVIEW 4.4 , DataTrade's

optical storage and retrieval
system for computer generated
reports (C.O.L.D.), contains significant
enhancements:
■

Support for advanced Junction print
(APP), PCL5, and Postscript filesAdvanced data streams that include
graphics can be stored in their native
formats. SPOOLVIEW's engine dynamically decodes and creates bitmapped
images to view, print, or fax.

■

Support for native OS/ 2 client and
server-The addition of the OS/ 2
platform completes SPOOLVIEW's
support of primary operating systems.

1

UCAN GE1 ''WARPED" AND "CONNECTED!'
0S/2® Warp Connect and AttachPak.
Your links to a new world of connectivity

-

IBM® 0S/2 Warp Connect. Your complete
connectivity solution. It gives you a comprehensive
desktop environment that links you to colleaguesand the information resources and seNices you rely
on-via a host of network functions. And it's packaged
with 0S/2 Warp, ready to go to work when you
open the box
Connect delivers peer networking, access to the
Internet, easy integration with all LAN seNers (local
or remote) and more! 0S/2 Warp Connect also
includes BonusPak - a powerful set of full-function
applications.
The bottom line? It's the most productive way to run
and network your computer!

AttachPak- The Perfect Partner for 0S/2 Warp
Connect. AttachPak has been designed as a
complementary product that offers business
customers advanced connectivity features, including:
additional networking, groupware, communications,
and systems management functions for the enterprise
environment.
Add AttachPak to 0S/2 Warp Connect and you have
the ultimate connectivity solution for larger networks.

·--·
••
••
---

Product Desc

I OSIBM1328

I

OSIBM1348
OSIBM1349
OSIBM1347
OSIBM1346
OSIBM1356
COIBM 892
llllimIDmPIII

I

I
I
i

ed

OS/2 Warp Connect w/WIN-OS/2
OS/2 Warp Connect w/WIN-OS/2 ■Ill!
OS/2 Warp Connect w/WIN-OS/2
OS/2 Warp Connect
OS/2 Warp Connect
OS/2 Warp Connect
AttachPak for OS/2 Warp Connect

■-

■-

$165.00
$159.00
$159.00
$126.00
$121.00
$121 .00
$164.00

I

Call Softmart®toll free today: 800-328-1319
Softm,ttt, Inc. is a leading provider of software
and support seNices. Ullf procurement
capabilities and technical seNices help
you increase productivity_ and IT}axim,ze
the return on your o~<ranization s
technology investment.

lldilnart®
11-c Sell Productivi~

Please circle #23 on reader service card.

IBM

Software
Advantage
Provider

Authorized
Software
Dealer

Call Softmart for details on
this new program.

IBM and 05/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Prices do not include shipping and handling. Sales tax charged where
applicable. Softmart is a registered service mark of Softmart, Inc. COPYRIGHT © I 995 by Softmart, Inc.

■

■

■

■

Speech Recognition Bundle

Complete module for authoring CDROM media-CD-ROM has become a
viable, acceptable, cost effective
replacement media for microfilm and
microfiche, as well as an alternative to
WORM (write once, read many) and
rewritable optical disks.

Dragon Systems, Inc. has bundled their speech recognition
technology with Novell Inc.'s
WordPetfect 6.1 and PerjectO.ffice 3.0.
Integrated within the Novell applications is
Dragonmctate Ta/k=#>To PerjectO.ffice, a
speech recognition application that lets
you control WordPerfect and the
PerfectOffice suite, the Windows environment, and most other Windows applications completely by voice. Included are
2,000 new productivity macros, customized for Novell, that simplify controlling PerfectOffice applications. These
applications include WordPerfect,

Advanced caching routinesSPOOLVIEW uses a combination of
C.O.O.L. and C.O.L.D. magnetic caches
to achieve the fastest possible retrieval
time. Automatic cache purging is based
on retrieval activity and retention time.
Enhanced application programming
interfaces (APis)-Many entry and exit
points allow software manufacturers,
resellers, and integrators to easily integrate SPOOLVIEW C.O.L.D. with any
document imaging system.

QuattroPro , Groupwise, InfoCentral,
Presentations, DAD, and Envoy.

With DragonDictate Talk~>To PerfectOffice,
you can talk to WordPerfect, PerfectOffice,
and other Windows applications. You can
open files, format, print, or fax documents, navigate within the Windows environment, and control and launch any
Windows application just by talking. You
can add complete dictation functionality
by simply upgrading to DragonDictate
for Windows Starter Edition 1.1, a
special 5,000-word system designed

Enhanced report viewer-This new
viewer incorporates a multiple document interface with full graphics
capabilities.

For more information, circle 4 on the
Reader Service Card.

especially for Novell. This version contains all
of Talk~>To PerfectOffice's functionality.
DragonDictate Starter is ideal for users
who create numerous documents on a specific topic, for those who want an efficient
alternative to the keyboard when cost is a
key consideration, and for people with
repetitive stress injuries or other disabilities. The system lets you navigate and control any Windows application without
building any special macros.
For more information, circle 5 on the
Reader Service Card.

Programmer's Editor for 0S/2
If you refuse to be constrained
by inflexible editors,
Compuware's PREDITOR/2 is
for you. PREDITOR/ 2 capitalizes on native
32-bit performance and exploits OS/ 2's
Workplace Shell. This technology is for
developers who must change capabilities
to fit their requirements and who require
extended editing functions without the
delays associated with rigid programming environments.

Version 2.1 contains the following
enhanced features:

to1110111le Dl1iounl1
WIIII f'lle Sollwa,e
Ad1111nl••·

P,o.,....

If you expect to purchase a minimum of
$20,000 worth of any combination of IBM
software (or $100,000 over two years), call
today for detailson how to save up to 45%.

by Comport
Create and process images of most formats
with this powerful graphics tool. Your
creativity is limited only by your imagination.
(Seethe illustration above). Import images via
popular scanners (2 5-plus supported), video
camera, and Kodak Photo CD. Set your
creativity free! Powerful toDb include
airbrush, cloning, smear, color adjustment,
exciting special effects filters, much more.
CMPfS MSRP $+29.-88 ....... $95.00

DevTech, maker of the award-winning
DeskMan/2, has created the powerful
DeskMan/2 Productivity Pack. Combined with
DeskMan/2 v.1.51 (and a free upgrade to
v2.0, when available), an outstanding
selection of invaluable OS/2 utility products,
and money-saving coupons for product
upgrades, it is a "must have" for all OS/2 users!
The Productivity Pack includes, at one low
price: DeskMan/2, DCF/2 Lite, The Graham
Utilities*, Relish v2.12, & CPU Monitor Plus*.
'(special version created exclusively for this package)

DEVSO MSRP-$-99,-% ... Save $25.95

OT Of
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These are iust a few of the
hundreds of 05/2 solutions
ovoiloble right now from
Indelible Blue, Inc.
Web Site:
http://www.lndelible-blue.com / lb

•

=- '
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JD ,·'>Loi Op/;ons ·

lhe Next Generali-On Environment for tie Next Generation Operating System

11

Something Wonderful isAboutto Happen."
...Years Ahead of Its Time
Your personal computer is faster and more powerful than yesterday's mainframe.

So why are you still struggling to get to your programs, find your data, or simply organize your work?
Now Object Desktop truly delivers on the promise of speed, ease of use, and flexibility, with powerful features like HyperCache,
Object Navigator, HyperDrives, Object Archives, Tab and Keyboard LaunchPads, and a multifunctional Control Center. Object Desktop
makes your computer more productive, more intuitive, and simply more enjoyable. Object Desktop is the most advanced desktop
environment ever created, marking the dawn of a whole new era in personal computing.

fot

Phone: 313·453-0328
WEB: http://oeonline.com/-stardock
Email: stardock95@aol.com.

OS/2
The Next Generation Environment for the Next Generation Operating System
Please circle #20 on reader service card.

■

Detached window mode-Lets you
freely move toolbars and windows anywhere on the display, while it maximizes the use of valuable screen space.

■

Color syntax highlighting-Lets you
quickly target and eliminate bad code
and keywords with color highlighting,
plus it has built-in support for languages including C/ C++, COBOL, REXX,
and PASCAL.

■

C and C++ source browsing-Contains
more hypertext browsing power for C
and C++ programs with a new CTags
Make dialog box along with incremental
compilation for the source database.

■

Hex editing-Helps you edit files containing non-text characters. When in
hex mode, the screen contains two
columns: the hex characters on the left
and the matching ASCII characters on
the right.

■

Smart templates-Lets you quickly
expand two characters into multiple
lines of code with a single keystroke,
eliminating the time-consuming
drudgery of typing the same code over
and over.

■

Line drawing-Lets you redefine the
arrow keys on the number pad to draw
lines in four different styles.

For more information, circle 6 on the
Reader Service Card.

Visual Development Tool
Template Software, a provider
of advanced object-oriented
(00) visual development tools
for distributed systems, has released
SNAP and the Workjlow Template on
OS/2 Warp. Template Software's family of
advanced development tools exploits the
architecture and the inherent scalability
of the entire IBM Power line. An application generated with a Template product
for networked Warp supporting a few
users can be scaled to operate in a configuration of networked Warp and AIX
PowerPC servers or on POWERparallel
SP2s supporting thousands of users.
SNAP and the Workflow Template are
architected to exploit OS/2 Warp's new
power and functionality. Applications
built with Template technology using
Windows or Motif are automatically
portable to native Presentation Manager.

Preserve
your xBase
investment!
• Develop new 32 bit,
native PM ready
opplicotions
• Migrate existing
xBose opplicotions,
suchosthosedevef
oped in FoxPro®,
Clipper®ond
dBose®

A Performance
Wiimer!

Take command
withOnCmd~
The native OS/2®
xBase Database
Development
Environment.

• No windows overhead
• Client Server Reody
• Typicol~ index large
dotoboses 2X os fostos
the competition in l/2
the diskspoce
• 35D+ Commands/
Functions
• Unlimrred Runtime
License Available

Anolher fine produd ~om On-Line Ooto 5 Hill Sheet, P.O. Box 65, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2G 3X4
Phone (519) 579-3930 Fox (519)579-2130 Compuserve: 70022,104 Internet oncmd@onlinedotocom
FOR MORE INFO,
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FAX THE HOTLINE · 519 579 - 2130
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Template's tools provide inherent support
for multitasking, multiprocessing architectures. As a result, you can take advantage
of OS/ 2's full preemptive multitasking to
simultaneously perform multiple activities, making it possible to deliver even the
most complex applications in less time
with fewer people.
For more information, circle 7 on the
Reader Service Card.

Bulletin Board Software
AdeptSoft is now shipping
AdeptXBBS, an OS/ 2, 32-bit,

Internet friendly, multithreaded,
multiuser, multilingual, Presentation
Manager bulletin board system (BBS) software with a user interface that is totally
customizable. The package includes
AdeptREXX and lets the system operator
control a BBS without having to be an
experienced C or C++ programmer or having to learn a new BBS-specific language.
AdeptXBBS's addition of the AdeptREXX
programming language brings a proven
programming language standard to BBS
system operators. REXX is the default
batch/programming language for IBM's
DOS 7.0, OS/ 2, AIX, and mainframe computers. AdeptREXX enhances the base
REXX language with more than 150 BBSspecific functions, giving you almost 300
available REXX functions. Additionally,
there are thousands of pre-existing REXX
programming modules available, including complete database subsystems, control
over OS/ 2's Workplace Shell, and program
management facilities.
AdeptXBBS includes support for visual REXX
environments such as VisPro REXX and VXREXX. It also allows multi threading of REXX
programs, letting you start multiple, simultaneous REXX programs from within the same
program-even passing data cleanly from one
thread to another.
For more information, circle 8 on the
Reader Service Card.

New Developm ent Systems
from Watcom
Powersoft, Watcom Products
Division, has announced a new
release of its high-performance,
multiplatform development system,
Watcom FORTRAN 77 version 10.5.
This version delivers improved productivity
with a graphical integrated development

environment (IDE) designed to develop
both character-mode and graphical user
interface (GUI) applications on a wide
variety of platforms.
With Watcom FORTRA 77, you can
exploit the performance of 486 and
Pentium machines and the power of OS/ 2
and Windows in your applications.
Version 10.5 increases performance with
improved optimization technology such as
recursion elimination and floating-point
scheduling. Its new graphical IDE gives
you a suite of multiplatform development
tools including an advanced GUI debugger, text editor, and profiler.
Watcom FORTRAN 77 delivers the advantages of 32-bit performance. Powerful 32bit instruction processing gives you a significant speed advantage-typically a minimum 2x processing speedup over 16-bit
environments. On 32-bit systems, Watcom
FORTRAN 77 exploits the 32-bit flat memory model to allow applications to
address up to 4 gigabytes of memory.
Together, Watcom FORTRAN 77's 32-bit
power and Intel's x86 32-bit processors
provide a desktop platform capable of
handling many mainframe FORTRAN
applications.
Watcom C/C++ also has a new version
10.5, which now includes Visual
Programmer by Blue Sky Software,
enabling rapid 16- and 32-bit Windows
development. Watcom C/ C++'s cross-platform capabilities let you develop programs for a wide variety of environments,
including OS/ 2 Warp, OS/ 2 l .x, extended
DOS, 16-bit DOS, most Windows platforms, and Novell NLMs.

For more information, circle 9 on the
Reader Service Card.

Disk Installation Utility
Disk Manager 7.0, from
Ontrack Computer Systems,
incorporates several new
advances that maximize the performance
and capacity of IDE and Enhanced IDE
hard-disk drives. The package also
extends its platform support beyond DOS
and Windows to include OS/ 2 Warp, plus
Windows NT and Windows 95.

Disk Manager helps you overcome the
BIOS limitations common in older computers that restrict usable hard-disk drive
capacity. Typically, BIOS limitations are

encountered when you attempt to install
a new drive on an existing computer. If
the new drive has a storage capacity of
more than 528 MB, older BIOSs that are
unable to translate the hard drive to less
than 1024 cylinders will restrict usable
capacity to 528 MB.
Disk Manager also eliminates the need to
manually select drive models and parameters. This technology ensures that drives
are automatically configured for the
highest performance setting allowed by
the disk controller. It simplifies installation and maximizes performance by performing a DOS pre-boot translation that
defines disk parameters without the need
for device drivers.
Ontrack's popular Drive Rocket acceleration software is incorporated into Disk
Manager's Dynamic Drive Overlay, thus
enabling IDE disk drives to read and
write multiple sectors of data at one time.
Without this feature, ordinary IDE drives
can read and write only one sector at a
time.

Manage all
OS/2 and
Windows PCs
without
lea · g your
desk!
CleverManage
• install software and
distribute updates
_;. • track installed
software
~
.
on every machine
~~()

'

• ensure license
compliance by
application metering
• make configuration file
changes with a click of a
button on hundreds of
machines

For more information, circle 1O on the
Reader Service Card.

DeskMan/2 Productivity Pack
This powerful new package,
DeskMan/2 Productivity
Pack, gives you a wide selection of OS/ 2 productivity products. The
DeskMan/ 2 Productivity Pack includes
DevTech's DeskMan/ 2 1.51b, plus leadingedge software from Proportional Software
Corporation, Sundial Systems Corporation,
WarpSpeed Computers, and BonAmi
Software. The OS/ 2 community is calling
this package of five powerful OS/ 2 utility
and productivity tools the "OS/ 2 survival
kit."
DeskMan/2 lets you install, configure,
back up, secure, and manage desktops and
objects locally and remotely. A simple
drag-and-drop, point-and-click interface
makes DeskMan/ 2 easy to use for novice
OS/ 2 users, while its application programming interface (AP!) and full configuration/installation/distribution (CID)
enablement provide powerful command
and control of the OS/2 operating environment for corporate administrators.

Proportional Software Corporation's
DCF/2 Lite is an "on the fly" data

~~

~

• monitor applications,
disk space, memory and
files
• notify of
problems via
alphanumeric
paging, SNMP
traps, e-mail and window
pop-ups
• schedule jobs to run on
any machine in the
network
• integrate with any
'-. SNMP
{'
managers

r~

~()

• automate problem
correction through
rules

'
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compression package for OS/ 2 that lets
you create multiple, High-Performance File
System (HPFS)-formatted virtual disks on
top of your existing File Allocation Table
(FAT) or HPFS-formatted partitions, network drives, even floppy disks. DCF/ 2 is
online backup without an expensive tape
unit or individually archived files.
Relish, from Sundial Systems Corpora-

tion, is a personal time manager whose
flexible scheduling functions combine
with the Workplace Shell drag-and-drop

environment. It has an intuitive approach
to personal calendaring, using a multitasking, multithreading design.
WarpSpeed Computers' Tile Graham
Utilities is a comprehensive suite of disk,
file, and general utilities specially
designed for OS/ 2. Combined with networking options, HPFS utilities, and system diagnostics, the limited edition of The
Graham Utilities contains 15 powerful
functions from the full version.

CPU Monitor Plus, from BonAmi

Software Corporation, is a complete package of advanced performance and analysis
tools. Use CPU Monitor Plus to continuously monitor and display CPU, RAM,
disk, COM port activity, as well as dynamically monitor and control your OS/ 2 programs. The powerful analysis engine goes
through raw system data and gives you
graphs or text percentages, ratios, bytes,
or seconds.
For more information, circle 11 on the
Reader Service Card.

Our bookstor e is full of
}'!Jest-selling, smart, intriguin g titles.
·,tYet we haven't seen a single customer.

New Language Toolkits
Abraxas Software, developer
and publisher of language
development and analysis tools,
has introduced two new packages:
PCYACC/ HYPERTEXT 2000 and
PCYACC/ MIL-LANG 6.0.

You can now order the following popular and self-study books
by phone or fax from IBM's Education and Training Bookstore.
The Essential Distributed Objects Survival Guide
Hobert O,fnli, Dan /larker and ]<,ri Edwards

They're back! The quirky aliens form the popular Survival
Guide series have returned to Earth and they reall y want to
know all there is to know about client/server and objects.
You will be taken on an intergalactic tour or everything
there is to know a bout cl icnt/ se rve r and object orientation.
$29.95 LS SR 28-5898

Essential Client/Server Survival Guide
Hol>Prl Orfali. Dan llarkey and Jeri Ed,,.ards

Join a cast of Martians on this witty and comprehensive tour of
the client/server world. From operating system and communication to applications architectures that incorporate database,
transaction processing, groupware, and objects, thi s ultimate
survival guide covers it all.
$24.95 LS SR28-5572

Client/Server Survival Guide with OS/2
Holwrt O,fali and Dan Ilarkey

Picking up where the Essential Client/ Server Survival
Guide Ic rt off, thi s ultimate resource takes you deep
into OS / 2 land, with detail ed stops on such topi cs as
DCE, ODB,SQL, W/ Open DTP and more.

-------=®
--- ----- -- -==-=

$39.95 US SR28- 5494

PCYACC/HYPERTEXT 2000 includes language engines for abstract syntax notation
(ASN.l), hypertext markup language
(HTML), rich text format (RTF), Postscript,
HyperTalk, and structured generalized
markup language (SGML), all of which
provide software developers with a new
and more rapid way to generate hypertext
systems. These languages make up the
foundation of the hypertext data model
that will be used to store and retrieve
information into the next century.
PCYACC/ HYPERTEXT 2000 incorporates
significant advanced error processing features for building robust hypertext systems. You can customize error handling
and recovery and tailor error reporting to
better fit project complexities and requirements for changing environments. HYPERTEXT 2000 will generate object-oriented
C++ hypertext applications for OS/2, DOS,
Windows, UNIX, and Macintosh.

~
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PCYACC/MIL-LANG 6.0, a new set of tools
to help develop military language systems, provides mechanisms to quickly
integrate ADA, VHDL, and FORTRAN-90
language systems into defense products.
This will make it easier to generate field
programmable systems by using standard
language environments, adapting to the
military applications for hard-wired military equipment. This product is available
for OS/ 2, Windows, UNIX, Macintosh, and
MVS/VM/VME.

Our bool~s tore doesn't offer co£fee,
scones or biscott i, but we do have

plenty of food for though t.
You can now order the following popular and self-study books
by phone or fax from IBM's Education and Training Bookstore.
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OS/2 LAN Server Certification Handbook
"<.-w Riden-. Development Group
This book is a self-study tutorial covering the
courses required to become a Certified LAN
Server Engineer.
$89.99 USA SR-28-5649
Accomplished-Expert

Inside TCP/IP
l\ew Riden; Development Group
Th.is tutorial walks administrators through all
the steps req uired to install and maintain a
TCP/ IP network. It is the only book which
includes up-to-date information on new TCP/IP
protocols and ~ etWare.
$39.99 USA SR 28-5701-00
Intermediate-Advanced

Inside 0S/2 Tfurp, J-ersion 3
\lark \1inasi. '\ew Riders
This tutorial and reference provides users
with complete, step-by-step instructions and
details, which the OS/2 manuals lack.
$39.99 USA G362-0016-03
Intermediate-Advanced

Connecting Netware to the Internet
Paul Singh
A complete guide on how to get Netware online with
the Internet. It not only explains how to do it, but
also the benefits to the Internet-connected company.
$32.00 USA SR 28-5739-00
Accomplished-Expert

Connectin- • , i 1il

Netwa·
ce
la:
to th e

Internet

OS/2 Tfurp Unleashed, Deluxe Edition
Dm id \iaskowitz, David Kc>rr, et al.
This updated bestseller is the most complete
cradle-to-grave OS/2 reference and tutorial
available today.
$39.99 USA
SR 28-4318-02 1,205 pp.
Casual-Accomplished-Expert

Teach Yourself REXX in 21 days.
William E SchindlPr & Esther Schindler
Arranged in an easy-to-follow format, users will
become proficient with REXX in just 21 daily
lessons and will enjoy programming in the OS/2
environment.

$29.99 USA

0S12 Certification Handbook
'\cw Riders Development Group
This gu ide is a self-study tutorial covering the
four courses required to become a Certified OS/2
Engineer.

$89.99 USA

SR-28-5650

Accomplished-Expert
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Navigating the Internet with OS/2 Tfurp
Herb 1yson
The most complete ~uide to getting the most
out of OS /2 Warp 's Internet and communication tools. It provides a quick introduction to
the Internet while explaining how to configure
and effectively use the tools.
$25.00 USA SR 28-5665-00
New-Casual-Accomplished
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For more information, circle 12 on the
Reader Service Card.

stored and sent automatically-there is no
need to repeatedly type or dictate the
same message.

departments whose staff rotate shifts can
now page a scheduled person or group
automatically.

You can eliminate monthly messaging
service subscription rates and 800 number charges by using your PC, running
under OS/ 2, DOS, or Windows, to page
your personnel. EZ-Page can automatically
administer your "on-call, rotating" schedules. Hospitals, help desks, and service

EZ-Page offers numeric or tone paging,
alphanumeric paging, automatic broadcast
to individuals or groups, speed dialing,
history logs, full client/server design
and implementation, and contact list
maintenance.

Sending Pager Messages
With RICOMM Systems, Inc.'s
announcement of EZ-Page, you
now have a client/server, PCbased way to send pager messages to
groups or individuals with one keystroke.
You can send pre-defined or ad hoc messages. Frequently used messages can be

LAN Server Tools
Fast administration with
NetPM. Monitoring and
text reports complete the
premier tool for the LAN
Server administrator.
Monitor server capacity
parameter utilization with
CapWatch . A 'must
have' for the LAN Server
Entry administrator.

with
Watchlogo n adds
the security many auditors
demand of the LAN Server
administrator.
Password

security

WhoAml/PM

allows
any user to quickly answer
the help desk's questions
user and
about the
requester configuration .

Creative Assistance Software
(704) 544-0001 • Fax (704) 544-8031

For more information, circle 13 on the
Reader Service Card.

New Digital Camera Systems
from Electrim
The Electrim Corporation of
Princeton, ew Jersey, recently announced three additions
to its line of digital cameras:
■

EDC-JOOOM-features low noise and
medium resolution

■

EDC-lOOOL-features very low noise
and high resolution

■

EDC-JOOOD-features high speed, very
low noise, and 24-bit color

These cameras use low dark current,
frame-transfer CCD detectors and allow
for software control of contrast, brightness, and color balance. All three cameras
share the following features:
■

8 bits per pixel gray scale (more with
signal averaging or color images)

■

NOP Fortran

Exposure time ranging from 1 millisecond to 10-20 seconds

■

Sub-array scanning with software
control

Pentium, Alpha, i860 and 486

■

Compact size and light weight

■

Anti-blooming and interlace mode
control

■

Software control using DOS or
Windows

■

ISA bus interface cards

■

Data collection rate up to 2 MB per
second (2 megapixels per second)

■

High quantum efficiency (50-70 percent
peak)

Please circle #2 on reader service card.

F77 o r F90 ... lt's Still the Best!
NOP Fortran was the first 32-bit globally
optimized Fortran ta run an a PC. Running large
programs? We support demand paging on DOS
and DPMI based Windows DOS Boxes. In OS/2
and DOS we include bit map and vector
graphics libraries. Our Pentium Scheduler runs on
F77, F90, CIC++ and on all OS's, while our
Alpha and i860 compilers feature Superscalar
and Supervector optimizations. In fact , the
simple DSP and vector primitives generated by our
micro vectorization technique beat the other
Alpha Fortran compiler by a factor of 3 - we hit 88
megaflops running vector products on a 150 MHz
Alpha! And, some of the RISC techniques we use on
vector machines work for the Superscalar Pentium.

NDP Fortran continues to thrive because of its ability
to compile and run legacy codes. It includes 99%
of the VAX/VMS extensions, and they work!
One user who tried to move his VAX codes to
NT gave up, declaring that the other NT Fortran
was a toy. He bought a copy of NDP and was
up and running in a week. We also make i860
and Alpha powered EISA coprocessors. Our
last GigaCube went out the door with 24 i860s
and runs at 1.9 gigaflops. Whatever your needs,
LAPACK, IMSL, NAG , FFT's, Neural Nets,
etc., we have ii along with a fix for the Pentium
FDIV bug. Call 508 746 7341 for our White
Papers on OS/2, Pentium Numerics and Alpha
Scheduling now

DOS, 05/2, Unix, NT and 05/F

M1,roway®
16
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When connected to a PC, these new cameras, and the other four in the Electrim
line, have imaging applications in many
fields, including security, process control,
teleconferencing, astronomy, robotics, and
factory automation. All Electrim cameras

come complete with camera head, cable,
interface hardware, software, manual, and
a one-year warranty.
The EDC-1 000M features a medium resolution, square pixel CCD (324 X 484 pixels)
with low noise (60 electrons r.m.s.), and a
very small camera head (1.95-inch-square
cross section). This camera cost-effectively
converts a PC into an image processing
and analysis workstation. Like other
Electrim cameras, it features fixed pixels
(direct mapping between pixels and memory bytes) and a spectral range from 0.4
microns to 1.1 microns.
The EDC-l000L features very low noise
(35 electrons r.m.s.) and 753 X 484 resolution. The low noise, high quantum efficiency, and long exposure times offer dramatic improvements in low light level
imaging compared with standard video
cameras.
The EDC-l000D is a significantly improved color camera system for PC use, replacing the earlier EDC-1 000C. The new camera, which includes a redesigned PC interface card, has twice the speed and one
quarter the noise of its predecessor. The
EDC-l000D uses a 1/ 2-inch format frame
transfer CCD and retains the software features and low level clocking and scanning
control found on all Electrim cameras.
This camera is an excellent choice when
you want Super VGA resolution and 24-bit
or 16-bit color images. Its low noise and
long exposure time allow its use within
light levels that are one to two orders
of magnitude lower than a standard
video camera. Additionally, a high-speed
live imaging mode is available through
sub-array scanning.
For more information, circle 14 on the
Reader Service Card.

New Transient Voltage
Suppressors
Superior Electric has introduced two new 19-inch rack
mount STABILINE Power
Quality Interfaces (transient voltage suppressors/RF! filters) that divert and attenuate all modes of power disturbances
before they reach computer circuitry and
other sensitive electronic equipment.
Their unique, performance-proven multistage suppression and filtration design is

state-of-the-art and utilizes MOVs, gas
tubes, inductors, and filter capacitors.
The hybrid design technology offers superior performance and the circuit allows
bi-directional protection from source or
load power disturbances. Both are compact, lightweight, quiet, and require only
plug-in connection. With a panel height of
lU (1.75-inch space), they conform to
ANSI standards for 19-inch rack mounting. Both are covered by a full 10-year
warranty.
Model PQI-2115R is designed for 120

VAC, 60 Hz, single-phase operation. Loads
up to a unit maximum of 15 amperes can
be connected to six conditioned output
receptacles. Model PQI-2310R is
designed for 220/240 VAC, 50 Hz, singlephase operation. Loads up to a unit maximum of 10 amperes can be connected to any
of the six conditioned output receptacles.
For more information, circle 15 on the
Reader Service Card.

IBM Power Series:
A Business Perspective

[O]

IBM Power Series: A
Business Perspective, writ-

ten by Jim Hoskins and David
Bradley and published by Maximum Press,
is a comprehensive, easily understood
book about the IBM Power Series. The
book provides a historical review of the

PowerPC project and introduces the IBM
Power Series architecture and models. It
offers a closer look at the elements giving
these unique systems their "zing," including microprocessors, disk drives, multimedia components, software technology,
graphics circuitry and more. It also examines the many new options and peripherals available-disk and memory expansion,
CD-ROM, video add-ons, PCI adapters, displays, printers, etc. IBM Power Series
reviews the alternative operating systems
available, including OS/ 2 Warp, Windows
NT, AIX, and Solaris, to help you make the
best choice.
A "hands-on" section helps new users get
started, and a chapter on communications
helps business users ease Power Series
systems into their existing networks. To
help you plan how to best deploy these
systems, IBM Power Series explores
issues such as software compatibility,
emulation, performance, migration
planning, lease versus purchase, maintenance, technical support, and more. The
authors outline the appropriate Power
Series systems for three hypothetical businesses (small, medium, and large).
IBM Power Series: A Business
Perspective: ISBN 0-9633214-5-5. For
more information, circle 16 on the Reader
Service Card.
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Unite parts included

L
Unite® Scanner Object
Add color, grayscale
and bitonafscanning
to your applications.
Elegant interface supports
personal to 110 PPM
scanners.

I

Unite®lmage
Viewer Object
Add image viewing,
manipulating and faxing
to your applications.
Compatibility with many
file formats.

Cirrus Technology, 5301 BuckeystownPike, Frederick, Maryland 21704

Unite® Storager Obiect
Storage and retr:ievaffor
optical and CD-recordable jukeboxes. Multithreaded design for
s_uperior performance.
05/2 Wa_rp device drivers
included.

1•800•272•1135
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Exploring the PowerPC
Revolution!
Exploring tile PowerPC
Revolution!, another
PowerPC title from Maximum
Press, tells the whole PowerPC story, from
the events that led to the formation of the
landmark IBM-Apple-Motorola alliance to
the most recent PowerPC products and
business strategies.

[DJ

Written by Jim Hoskins and Jack
Blackledge, this fully illustrated book
begins with an historical overview of the
PowerPC project, then takes a closer look
at the new PowerPC architecture and at
each of the new PowerPC microprocessors
(601 , 602,603, 603E, 604,620, and
more). It details the new PowerPC-based
personal computers from IBM, Apple,
Motorola, and Bull. The book also examines operating system alternatives, compatibility challenges, emulation techniques, and other software issues. It
includes the latest information from all
PowerPC fronts , including industry consortia, adopting manufacturers, operating
system alternatives, application software,
human-centered computing, and the latest
shifts in IBM's, Apple's, and Motorola's
strategies.

Exploring the PowerPC Revolution! ISBN
1-885068-02-6. For more information,
circle 16 on the Reader Service Card.

The OS/2 Warp Survival Guide
Tile OS/ 2 Warp Survival
Guide, published by John
Wiley & Sons, Inc. and written
by Doug Azzarito, advisory programmer
for IBM'S Personal Products Software division in Boca Raton, and David W. Green,
technical author and editor, promises to
"give you all the tips, tricks, and techniques you need to survive in a Warped
world." The authors fulfill this promise by
providing a book to help anyone moving
to OS/ 2 Warp-regardless of the level of
experience with personal computers and
operating systems.

[DJ

If you're new to OS/ 2, this book will
introduce you to the Workplace Shell,
present you with the concepts of an
object-oriented graphical user interface,
show you how to access and use the many
programs that come with OS/ 2 Warp,
teach you how to customize the Workplace
Shell, and provide exercises to help you
get more out of OS/ 2 Warp.

Your Complete Solution to OS/2 Security & Control!
KidProof/2, the single machine version of the best-selling De sktop
Observatory for OS/2 , gives you complete co ntrol over your OS/2 desktop ,
applications and data files in just five easy steps.

0

Just set up your desktop
the way you want and
click this button to take a
•snapshot•

icon restrictions and
locations are stored away

Q Assign each user of your
system their own desktop
profile. As each user logs

8 AII of the icons on the
desktop show up here
automatically!

in with their own
password . they get the
desktop you assigned!

KidProof/2 is the ultimate answer to your frustrations with OS/2's Workplace Shell. KidProof/2 lets you create a
custom ize d desktop for each user of you r system , and recreates that desktop for them each time they log on to the
computer. Each user sees only the icons for the files and programs they are allowed to use, and no more . As the
system administrator, you control user access and what is displayed on the screen.
But the re is more to KidProof/2. Since the icons are built dynamically when the user logs on, you have direct control
over restriction options . For example, yo u can keep an icon from being deleted or moved .
You can even apply system •wide protection , like prohibiting Ctrl-Alt-Oelete resets .
for your stand-alone OS/2 system management and secu rity.

A~A~~~

Available now!
Call Indelible Blue

800-776-8284

KidProof/2 is the perfect solution

n

••

Pinnacle Technology, Inc. • PO Box 128 • Kirklin , IN 46050 • 317.279.5157 • 800 .525 .1650
The OS/2 Ready! logo and OS/2 are trademarl(s of the IBM Corporation. C 1995 Pinnacle Technology. Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Please circle #29 on reader service card .

Even if you are already familiar with
OS/ 2, you'll benefit from reading about
OS/ 2 Warp's new tools and features and
learn how to exploit OS/ 2's object-oriented advantages.
You're an advanced OS/ 2 user, you say?
Increase your skills with the chapters covering low-level OS/ 2 commands and
parameters (all of which are unique to
OS/ 2 Warp) and advanced topics such as
the print spooler, video device drivers,
and system configuration. There's also a
chapter on REXX, complete with a sample
REXX program, for those who need a little
helpful programming knowledge.
Users migrating from DOS or DOS and
Windows to OS/ 2 Warp will find the chapter designed specifically for them particularly useful. This chapter details OS/ 2's
DOS and Windows sessions and provides
advice on tuning parameters for the DOS
and WIN-OS2 settings to help you get the
best performance from your DOS and
Windows programs.
This well-organized book has several features readers of any experience level can
appreciate. One of the most helpful is the
use of "icons" or symbols next to bits of
information that pertain to different
users' needs. For instance, the symbol containing the c : > prompt alerts DOS users
that the accompanying information is particularly relevant to them, while the window-bearing symbol denotes information
Windows users should read. There's even
a symbol attached to information that
you won't find documented in any of the
OS/ 2 manuals. These symbols serve as
useful "road signs" to help you quickly
navigate the book's contents to find the
information you need.
The book's readable style and complete
explanation of terms and concepts make
it a valuable tool for learning and effectively using OS/ 2 Warp and its BonusPak
applications.

The 0S/ 2 Warp Survival Guide: ISBN 047 1-06083-6. For more information, circle
17 on the Reader Service Card.

Developing Multimedia
Applications Under 0S/2

[DJ

Written by members of IBM's
Multimedia Presentation
Manager/ 2 (MMPM/ 2)

development team, Bill Lawton, Brad Noe,
and Marcelo Lopez, John Wiley & Son's
Developi11g Multimedia Applicatio11s
Under OS/2 provides a comprehensive
look at MMPM/ 2 and how to program
powerful multimedia applications.
Written for anyone who wants to learn to
develop OS/ 2 multimedia applications
using MMPM/ 2, this book gives insight,
tips and techniques, and samples of
MMPM/ 2 application development. It also
describes the uses of multimedia for general Presentation Manager applications
and provides programming details of
MMPM/ 2 programming not found in the
MMPM/ 2 toolkit manuals.

Nevv Product

LinkRight
forLANs
File transfer for networks.
Includes both User versions
for temporary connections
between two systems and
Administrator version for
cloning. Clone complete
systems or just a few files.
Uses NetBIOS Multicasting
to send one to many for
multiple clones. 100 User
License.

It also covers:
■

Hardware supported under OS/ 2 Warp

■

How to program the media control
interface (MCI)

■ 1/0

procedures

■

How to access individual track headers

■

Audio playback, record, musical instrument digital interface (MIDI), and direct
interface video extensions (DIVE)

■ The

digital video device interface

■

How to capture digital video

■

MMPM/ 2 window controls

■

Updated and corrected reference to the
application programming interface
(API) and command set

■

Step-by-step instructions for putting
together a sample multimedia application with all code on disk

$249.00

Also avalible from Rightware:
LinkRight for parallel and serial port file transfers.

To order call
1-800-776-8284
Rightware Inc.
Phone: (301) 762-1151
Fax: (301) 762-1185
Please circle #30 on reader service card .

Now there's industry standard sound for your PS/2!

SoundPiper 16™

Developing Multimedia Applications
Under 0S/2: ISBN 0-471-13168-7. For
more information, circle 17 on the Reader
Service Card.

Designing High-Powered
OS/2 Warp Applications
Published by John Wiley &
Sons and written by long-time
IBMer and contributor to
Personal Systems and 0S/ 2 Developer,
David Reich, Designing Higlt-.Powered
OS/2 Wa,p Applications is a total "A-to-Z
guide" to designing powerful and efficient
OS/2 applications.

[OJ

This book contains insider tips and techniques for designing powerful, efficient
applications that are easy to code, test,

ti' Available now
ti' Only $199.95*
v DOS, Windows'" & OS/2®
compatible
Major credit cards accepted.

PIPER

R ese arch
Incorporated

4 7 16 No rd D ri ve • Mi nn ea p o li s, MN • 55437
Te l : (7 15) 386-7899
FAX: (6 12) 88 1-5840

• Plus sh1pp1ng & halldhng ©1995 Piper Research, Inc SoundPiper 16 is a trademark of Piper Research, Inc. Other trademarks are owned by their respective companies

Please circle #31 on reader service card .
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AT THE 1996 IBM
TECHNICAL INTERCHANGE
IN MUSIC CITY, USA!
The Opryland Hotel in Nashville, Tennessee is setting the stage
for the 1996 IBM Technical Interchange on April 22-26. Be the
first to see next year's hottest rising scars, featuring OS/2, AIX,
AS/400 and S/390. Look forward to spectacular, scar-scudded
performances highlighting hundreds of elective sessions. Tracks
include Application Development, Object-Oriente d Technology,
Networking, Client/Server, Open Systems, Multimedia,
Database, Device Driver Development and more! Hands-on labs
with IBM developers and an extensive exhibit hall showcase the
latest in software technology. Best of all will be the ever-popular
nightly receptions which will go down in history as the hottest
show-stoppers co hie Nashville!
Don't get left out in the barn! Register on or before March 8,
1996, for just $895. That's $200 off the regular registration
fee of $1,095. For more information and co receive a
brochure, call (800) 872-7109 in the U.S. and
Canada, or (508) 443-4990 if calling from outside
the U.S. and Canada.

--------- ----- ----=®
- -~==-=
1:r

and maintain. Reich introduces you to all
the features available in OS/2 Warp, tells
you how they work, and, with the help of
numerous real-life examples and scenarios, shows you how to make optimal use
of them. He covers the intricacies of:
■ The

Workplace Shell and object-oriented
programming in OS/2

■ Client/server,

multithreading, memory
management, help facilities, and running Windows applications in OS/2

■ Compilers,

tree structures, and module
structures that make your applications
easier and less expensive to maintain

■

■

CASE tools that help you structure
your program and prototype functions
quickly
Developing versions of your code that
work in languages other than English,
using only one source code tree

Designing High-Powered OS/2 Warp
Applications: ISBN 0-471-11586-X. For
more information, circle 17 on the Reader
Service Card.

Using the 0S/2 Warp BonusPak

Stepping Up to 0S/2 Warp

[D

If you are planning to move
up to IBM's advanced OS/2
Warp operating system,
Abacus' Stepping Up to OS/2 Wa,p will
give you a step-by-step guide to easily install
OS/ 2 Warp without the hassles.

Using tile OS/2 Warp
BonusPak is a fast-paced,
hands-on guide to exploiting
the power of the many applications in the
Warp BonusPak. While you might be
familiar with a variety of third-party
applications, this suite of feature-rich
applications from IBM includes many new
programs native to OS/ 2. Published by
Abacus and written by Alexander Hoff,
this book examines the following areas:
■

Multitasking with IBM 's Workplace Shell

■

Using Warp's desktop productivity
tools: word processor, spreadsheet,
charting tool, database, report writer,
and personal information manager

■

Data communications including
FaxWorks and Person to Person desktop
conferencing in the office

■

Multimedia viewer and Photo CD

■ The

IBM information superhighway

Using the OS/ 2 Warp BonusPak:
ISBN 1-55755-285-1. For more information, circle 18 on the Reader Service Card.

Lotus 1-2-3™to D82
Visual Basic™ to D82
Access™to D82

[D

Installing a new operating system is seldom fun-it includes some measure of risk
and produces a good deal of frustration.
Stepping Up to OS/ 2 Warp is a hands-on
guide that shows you how to avoid the
problems that you typically encounter.
Authors Robert Albrecht and Michael
Plura point out the "do's and don'ts" of
OS/ 2 Warp installation.
You'll see how to set up and use your DOS
and Windows applications, take advantage
of the multitasking features, adjust the
look and feel of OS/ 2 objects using notebook settings, learn dual boot procedures, and install and use the BonusPak
applications.

Stepping Up to OS/ 2 Warp: ISBN 1-55755269-X. For more information, circle 18 on
the Reader Service Card.

No Gateway Software
No Host Software
No Emulation

Fast, Direct,
Affordable
Database Access.

Now with Star SQL"M you can access D82
data directly from your ODBC applications.
StarSQL is an ODBC driver, installed only on the local
client workstation, that allows direct, transparent access
to IBM's®D82®family of products - including AS/400
databases. Avoid costly host code solutions and complicated application development while using your existing
infrastructure. All this will result in a quick rollout and
shorter development cycle
I,
for new applications.
1
1
Call 1-800-763-0050.
., !f
1/s'
T if l
http://www.starware.com
CONNECTIVITY SOFTWARE
sales@starware.com

l;, tarvvare

'!Ji_

All Trademarks are registered to their respective companies.
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Road Tripi Shopping the Internet
By Van Landru m
In Van Landrum 's latest Road Trip, he provides us an alternative to the
crush of holiday crowds-shopping on the Internet. Settle into your easy
chair, grab your mouse, and display your fondest gift selections.
t's November, and it's time to think
about what to get Aunt Millie and the
rest of the extended family for the holidays. But if you're like me, your time is
constrained and you just can't seem to
face the crowded malls. So let's jump into
the WebExplorer for a road trip to the
mall on the Internet.

I

Shopping on the Internet has received a
lot of press lately, both good and bad.
Much has been said about security issues
and whether or not shopping on the "net"
will survive. A lot of work is being done
now to find ways to make it safe to use
your credit card on the Internet. While
you wait for these security issues to be
resolved, shop for what you want on the
Internet, then order by phone. You
should, however, know something about
the company before placing your order.
Let's look at a few of the World-Wide Web
(WWW) shopping sites available today.

Branch Mall at http:/ / cybershoppe .com/
has good variety in its retail selection.
Categories offered include flowers and
plants, food, books and magazines, music
and videos, cosmetics, and home products.
An education section offers toys, books,
and other products for sale, all designed
to bring science to life.
In Branch Mall's "hobbies, toys, and novelties" section you will find the Santa
Letter. On this page, you can fax or mail a
letter with a North Pole postmark from
Santa to a child (or adult) on your
Christmas list.
For the adults on your list, a two-bottle
package of Forest Hill Chardonnay might
be the perfect gift. Forest Hill is produced
in the Napa valley by vintners David and
Kathy Manace and was featured in the
April issue of Smart Money and the Wall
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Street Journal Magazine of Personal
Business. Check out the wine selections at
http:/ / cyber shoppe.com/wine/wine.
html.
For your cyberspace friends , you might
choose the Cyberspace Navigator hata black baseball cap with a five-color
logo embroidered on the front
(http: // cyber s hoppe.com /
cybernav / cybernav.htm).
The Internet Shopping Network (ISN)
at http : / /shop . i ntern et . net was
bought by the Home Shopping Network in
September 1994. The products are primarily technology items, but a wider variety
of choices (home and office, flowers , specialty stores, gourmet foods) is being
added. You must first be a member of ISN
to buy from them. Membership, however,
is free and only a phone call away.

Hammacher Schlemmer (see Figure 1)
offers many unique products through ISN,
including items for the home, travel, and
collectibles. They offer a nice layout, effective graphics, and extensive product
descriptions.
Spiegel has a Web site called "dotSpeigel"
at http: //www.spiegel.com/ spiegel /.
This high tech, trendy site uses the latest
hypertext markup language (HTML) technology. While Spiegel's site doesn't offer a
lot of products online, there are some
interesting articles. In fact, they call their
site a '"magalog'-a 21st century, interactive magazine where you can get great
ideas on fashion, entertaining, and home
decorating; give us immediate feedback
and tips about how we can serve you better; and buy everything you can see
(with online ordering coming soon)."
The Sharper Image (see Figure 2) has
an online catalog at http:/ / www.
sharperimage.com/ t si / that is also quite
trendy. Their product categories include
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Figure 1. Hammacher Schlemmer on the
Internet

THE
SHARPER
IMAliE®

Quick Tip!
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ONLINE CATALOG

You can find this article on the
Internet at http:/ /pscc . dfw . i bm.
com/psmag/ with links to all the
addresses I've talked about. Just click
on the highlighted addresses and
ride the information highway straight
to your shopping destination.
Check out Personal Systems' whole
Web site for current and previously
published articles as well as ordering
information for back issues and
subscriptions. You'll also find information about other magazines we
publish: SQ: IBM's Magazine of
Software Technologies and / A/Xtra:

IBM's Magazine For AIX Professionals.

Figure 2. Sharper Image on the Intern et

automotive, electronics and gadgets, great
gifts, health and massage, home and safety, outdoor and garden, and travel and
luggage. Good graphics, complete product
descriptions, and a secure ordering system make shopping at the Sharper Image
easy.
Eddie Bauer is at http: I /www.
pathfinder.com/@@Y866BQAAAAAAAlb*
/Catalogl/Eddie.index.html. Whew!
I know it is a long address, but try it out
anyway to access the fine products Eddie
Bauer has to offer. Eddie Bauer provides
nice color photos of its products and complete descriptions. To order, call their 800
number.
MecklerWeb has an Internet Mall at
http://www.mecklerweb.com/ . Asof
this writing, there were 3,281 companies

listed in the Internet Mall. Unlike the
other malls, these are listings of other
WWW sites. If you have a particular company in mind, you can look it up at this
Web site to see if it is on the Web.

Van Land rum, a
marketing support
representative in the
IBM Personal
Systems
Competency Center
in Roanoke, Texas,
is both business
manager and circulation manager for
Personal Systems magazine. He is also
responsible for the Personal Systems
magazine Home Page on the World-Wide
Web (http: / /pscc. dfw. i bm. com /
psmagl). Van has a BBA degree in
Business Computer Information
Systems from the University of North
Texas in Denton. His Internet ID is
vlandrum@vnet.ibm .c om.

These are just a few of the retail malls you
can access via the Web. Search MecklerWeb
to find more online stores or use the
WebCrawler at http:/ /webcrawl er.
com to search the Web for your favorite
store. By "Web-shopping" online, you can
find gift ideas or purchase gifts and then
have the gifts sent to your friends and
relatives. After shopping the "net," you
can go to your local mall to listen to the
music, watch the shoppers, and enjoy
the atmosphere-knowing your holiday
shopping is done!

Planning a migration to
OS/2 VVarp from OS/2 2.x?
Could you use planning information that's easy to access and well
organized? To make your migration quicker and easier, check out the
redesigned OS/2 Warp Migration Assistant

It's on the Internet!
Now it's easier than ever to find the best technical advice around.
We've organized this information into four major categories ◊

Warp Technical Overview

◊

Implementation

◊

Migration Planning

◊

Operate and Maintain

It's on the Internet!
It's simple for you to go directly to the information that meets your
needs. And the Assistant is dynamic .. . new hints and tips appear
weekly. You can find the OS/2 Warp Migration Assistant on the
IBM PSCC (Personal Systems Competency Center) home page.

For more information about the PSCC
and its services, call (800) 547-1283.

It's on the Internet at: http://pscc.dfw.ibm.com/warpmi/
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Command-Line Commando
By Todd Watson
here's a trend in computing that
scares the "techno-jeebers" out of
me, if I may be allowed to write so
explicitly in the soon-to-be forbidden language of primitive ASCII Sanskrit, and I
must do everything in my worldly powers
to head off its eventuality.

T

This is actually a prospect most recently
analyzed in the pages of this fine publication's previous issue. It's called humancentric computing.
My heart sank, and my outlook grew grim
when I realized its chances for successthis fast-approaching trend-but I've convinced my editor to allow me sufficient
soybean-based ink to explicate upon this
devastating likelihood, as I'm certain
there are others in the vast wasteland of
post, post-modern information technology
of my ilk who share my trepidation.
My friends, we are about to witness the
death of the DOS prompt as we know and
love it.
Yes, I know it's a difficult prospect for
many of you to contemplate-that your
beloved COPY *.*, FORMAT C:, and DIR /S
commands could be eradicated forever.
With one fell keystroke of a single programmer's passionate display of his or
her GUI-based, icon-centric powers, you
are dealt a fate worse than having a
power outage with no UPS (the power
supply, not the freight company) to save
your DOS prompt-dependent hide.

*. COMrades, I share in your distress.
But glance through any technology industry trade publication and you'll see techno-babbling journalists (traitors, one and
all) defining the rules of the road for
future personal computing, and nowhere
do they seem to include the possibility of
navigational keystroking via the ASCII
command set.
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Somebody call the disk-operating-system
cavalry, and fast!
Allow me a moment to position my
position, as it were.
I still keep a Remington Noiseless typewriter, circa 1907, ensconced upon my
copywriting desk for the rare (but
inevitable) moments when my beloved
ThinkPad decides to head south during
the writing of my nonsensical columns. It
requires no RAM, no electricity, no monitor, no hard drive, and never, ever, presents me with a "general protection fault."
Barring that, I've got my Model # 2
L.E.A.D. word processor and the OS/ 2
Warp journalist's notebook that I swiped
from the press room at last year's bizarre
Comdex-the Neanderthal's ThinkPad, if
you will.
Understand that this
is less a sentimental idiosyncrasy
than a mandatory necessity (that's redundancy, as in oxymoronic parlance, not
RAID). As with any electron-dependent
wordsmith, I've been burned on more
than just a few occasions. If it's not the
flying squirrel attempting a brave, but
unsuccessful, landing on the transformer
outside the building, it's me accidentally
placing my clumsy left foot on the bright,
red beacon of the power strip that sits
awkwardly under the Formica surface of
my veal-fattening pen (that's Generation X
slang for cubicle). If it's not the issue of
fluctuating AC/DC electrical current, it's a
floppy drive that suddenly decides not to
cooperate when I'm on deadline.
But let me not stop there.
I don't just live in the past. I'm talking
severe, high technology, neo-Ludditism
here. Despite the fact that OS/ 2 Warp is
ground zero for the start of my computing
day, know that I've eschewed GUI-interfaced word processors in favor of my cherished, "pry-my-cold-dead-fingers-from-thekeyboard" WordPerfect 5.1 , going on five

years now. I can do in WordPerfect 5.1
what most mere mortal PC wizard
"wannabes" wouldn't dream of doing in
their most fantastical byte-bitten fantasies.
I've created style sheets that would make
Gutenberg salivate, macros that could
place the information superhighway permanently under construction with less
than a three finger salute, and mailmerges that could put Fingerhut out of the
catalog shopping business.
And hey, I have nothing against flowery
little icons giving you warm fuzzies when
you click on their whimsical little "have a
nice day" happy faces, depending upon
your particular multimedia setup, with
giggling little Star Trek-ian sounds emerging as the application launches into its
blissful productivity mode, alerting you
that all is right with the world. That's all
fine and dandy, and it plays
particularly well to the
techno-phobic set, a mammoth market at this
point in time.
I'm talking about
something much
more serious, about
technology reversion, about taking one
giant step backwards into the future of
byte straggling as we know it. Which
brings me to the fundamental and underlying issue of this fervent commentary.
Rule# 1: Computers weren't created in
order for us to have fun.
Blame the original GUI tinkerers at Xerox
PARC or the core constituency of Apple's
researchers on the Mac OS; heck, blame
Bill Gates for all I care, or even our own
warped minds in Boca Raton-blame them
all! But don't blame Howard Aiken, whose
1937 Automated Sequence Controlled
Calculator, better known as the Harvard
Mark I, designed in conjunction with IBM,
was 51 feet long, eight feet high, two feet
deep, with some 750,000 parts. This baby
was a hummer. Guided by a strip of

In response to
an overwhelming
number of requests,
posters of the
stunning cover
of the May/June
issue of / AIXtra
magazine are now
available for purchase. Reproduced
to display all of the
magnificent colors
of the original by
highly acclaimed
artist Bill Carr, each
full-color poster
measures 19"x25"
and is suitable for
framing.
Supplies are limited
and we urge you to
place your order as
soon as possible.
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punched paper tape, the Harvard Mark I
was designed to solve non-linear, differential equations and ended up calculating
ballistics tables during World War II. Now
that's a computer.
Or how about the vacuum-tubed ENIAC? It
was programmed using plug wires and
switches by men and women in white
suits who thought object-orientation
meant remembering where they'd stashed
their lunch pails.
These machines were created for the sole
purpose of hastening the business of the
day which was-believe it or not-doing
business. They were complicated, mammoth, convoluted contraptions that would
have sent Leonardo da Vinci running out
of his lab, screaming for the mid-millennium equivalent of Freudian psychotherapy.
Many an engineer drove himself mad pondering the logic behind these gargantuan
number-crunchers, later realizing as he
was dragged off to the sanitarium, that
there was no logic. They were as complex
and user-unfriendly as man-made machines
could possibly be, and rightfully so.
Computing was, in its purest conception
and form, never meant to be a pastime.
Thomas Watson, Sr., my long-lost virtual
grandfather, didn't name it "International
Business Machines" so that we could envision "interfacing" with our PCs someday
while playing the latest version of DOOM,
or so we could completely space-out midday in front of our silly little screen saver,
scattered with throwaway photos from
last year's Sports Illustrated swimsuit
edition. The summary reckoning of zeros
and ones was meant to be difficult, timeconsuming, and frustrating. If you're not
completely frustrated by these machines
on a regular basis, you're probably doing
something wrong.
I'm firmly convinced we've entered the
age of "WIMP" computing, where WIMP
doesn't stand for "Where is my prompt?"
or "What is my password?" but rather suggests the more infantile "Where is my
Pacifier?"-with a capital "P." The latest
manifestations of WIMP computing can be
seen in the likes of Microsoft's Bob or
Computer Associates' Simply Village, with
their hand-holding cast of friendly characters who help novice users take that first,
unsure step into the digital domain.
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During my first jaunt to the cafeteria at
the IBM facility in lovely Somers, New
York-a walk whose duration even Henry
David Thoreau would have envied-I
stopped dead in my tracks at the sight of
the huge and glorious IBM 701 premainframe computer, resting silently off
to one side of the hallway. The majesty of
this machine nearly took my breath away.
Its grandeur seems unthinkable today.
Indeed, many would now laugh at its outdated infrastructure and immense proportions. At seven feet tall and six feet wide,
I can just imagine it sitting on my desk.
Need to reboot? Fine, get bipartisan
approval from the 104th Congress and
it's a done deal. RAM? Who needs memory
when you got rows and rows of vacuum
tubes? Icons? We don't need no stinkin'
icons!
The ThinkPad on which I write this article has umpteen more times the MIPS
than the 701 designers ever dreamt about.
But I still can't help wondering if the
champions of human-centric computing
are barking up the wrong tree. Such
naysayers would probably also fail to see
the beauty and engineering brilliancenay, the entirely awesome ingenuitybehind such breakthrough human inventions as the atlatl, which brought roaming
mammals to their knees with the equivalent of a Nolan Ryan fastball; the featherweight flight taken by the mammoth
Hindenburg dirigible, whose promise was
outweighed only by its ballast; or the
sheer elegance of the eight-track player,
whose short-lived existence could not be
outweighed by its ability to play the
entire Captain and Tennile "Love Will
Keep Us Together" album in perpetuity.
Perhaps I'm just an unacknowledged technology Luddite in my own right, afraid
that the rapid advances of cartoon computing will soon leave me in harm's way.
The sky is falling, Chicken Little, and
there's no place left to hide.
We've been found out.
The day will soon come when I know I'll
be terrified to click on that cute little
quacking duck in order to retrieve my
daily dose of e-mail. When I'll have to
point at the blabbering Max Headroomlike, animated icon in order to surf the

"net," the one that simply won't shut his
trap, but behind which lay the secrets to
digital bliss. When I'll be forced to sing an
aria from La Traviata in perfect pitch just
to turn on my computer!
A self-admitted command-line commando,
maybe I'm destined to be relegated to the
DOS 3.3 retirement home, babbling off in
one corner about CD backslash or renaming directories or, heaven forbid, EDLIN
AUTO EXEC. BAT like some Rainmanish,
information age idiot savant. A blast from
the warped past. A washed up has been.
But fear not! They'll drag me kicking and
screaming away from my beloved keyboard, they will. With the permanently
implanted memory of accidentally erasing
my first hard drive screaming through my
neurons, with the glee of setting my first
field aflame using an outlawed bottle
rocket, I'll eschew their mandated conversion to Daffy Duck computing and continue to blather away, fingers scurrying
across the keyboard in a Beethoven-like
frenzy.
As the ramparts we watch, and the buffalo
roam, I'll look for the whites of those
beady little eyes as the troops march up
the pastures of Somers looking for me,
and I swear by my DOS prompt to fight
the good fight ••• ___ •••

"Turbo"Todd
Watson currently
serves as electronic media communications specialist
and editor of
Software Quarterly
on the Internet for
the IBM Software
Solutions Division
in Somers , New York. With Big Blue
since 1991 , he holds a BA degree in
English and an MA in Mass Media
Studies from the University of North
Texas in Denton. He can be reached via
the Internet at radar@vnet.ibm.com.
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Getting Warped and
Connected Too!
OS/ 2 Warp's superior 32-bit multitasking, crash protection, objectoriented user interface and full/unction applications make it the most
robust 32-bit operating system on the market today. OS/ 2 Warp is the
totally cool way to run your computer!
Now you can get Warped and connected too! OS/ 2 Warp Connect builds
on OS/ 2 Warp 's foundation by adding network components to connect
you to the most popular network resources found today. OS/ 2 Warp
Connect's extensive networking software connects to OS/ 2 LAN servers,
NetWare servers, Lotus Notes servers, transmission control protocol/
internet protocol (TCP/ IP) hosts, the Internet, and more. OS/ 2 Warp
Connect also provides you with full OS/ 2 Peer-to-Peer networking that
interoperates with Windows for Workgroups, OS/ 2 LAN Server, and
many others. With all these features, OS/ 2 Warp Connect is the new
32-bit, multitasking, multimedia, Internet-accessed, crash-protected,
Windowsfrien dly, totally cool way to run and network your computer!
'fhis article is the first of a two-part article that will look at the networking components in OS/ 2 Warp Connect. In part one, we will look
closely at OS/ 2 Warp Connect's installation as well as the connection
capabilities it provides. In part two, we will investigate OS/ 2 Warp
Connect's connection applications and take a close look at the new
OS/ 2 Peer.
S/ 2 Warp Connect is based on the two previous Warp productsOS/ 2 Warp Version 3 and OS/ 2 Warp Version 3 with WIN-OS2. OS/ 2
Warp Connect combines these products with several networking components that provide local area network (LAN) and wide area network (WAN)
connectivity, making OS/ 2 Warp Connect a super client.

0

Edward Duhe'
IBM Corporation
Roanoke, Texas
Bret Curran
Curran Consulting
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The following components have been
added to OS/ 2 Warp to create OS/ 2
Warp Connect:
■

OS/ 2 LAN Requester 4. 0: Provides
access to LAN resources such as
files, printers, applications, and
modems in an OS/ 2 LAN Server or
OS/ 2 LAN Server-compatible network
environment.

■

IBM Peer fo r OS/ 2: Enables clients to share local devices with other users,
as well as to access resources on other peer networks or on IBMor
Microsoft networks.

■

Novell NetWare Client 2. 11 fo r OS/ 2: Provides the NetWare requester for
native Novell servers.
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■

IBM TCP/ IP for OS/ 2 3. 0: Provides the
necessary components to participate
in an IP network environment. It also
lets you simultaneously connect to a
serial line internet protocol (SLIP)- or
point-to-point protocol (PPP)-accessed
IP network and a LAN IP network.

■

Network SignON Coordinator/ 2:
Provides a productivity aid that lets
you log on, log off, or change passwords on multiple IBMservers, Novell
servers, local UPM accounts, and an
IBM3270/ 5250 host.

■

LAN Distance Remote 1. 11:Allows
you to dial another machi ne running

LAN Distance Remote to create a "LAN
over a phone line" or to dial a LAN
Distance Connection server to remotely
access LAN resources.
■

■

■

Multiple Protocol Transport Services
(MPTS): Provides support for LAN
adapters and protocols, including
NetBIOS, TCP/IP, NetBIOS over TCP/IP,
and NetBIOS over IPX.
Lotus Notes Express: A Lotus Notes
client that includes a collection of
communication and collaboration
applications.
AskPSP: Provides answers to questions
and problems concerning OS/ 2 Warp,
LAN Requester, LAN Distance, and
NetWare Client. It is a personal help
desk that helps you solve problems.

All of these components and capabilities
in one package demonstrate OS/ 2 Warp
Connect's industrial-strength networking
power.

A New Warped Install That
Works with CONNECTions!
You may think that installing all of these
products individually may be frustrating.
Not to worry! One of the most significant
applications in the OS/ 2 Warp Connect
package is its integrated and flexible
install program.
OS/ 2's base operating system install process was much improved in OS/ 2 Warp;
problems are far fewer than before. OS/ 2
Warp Connect continues this installation
improvement.
Let's take a closer look at the OS/ 2 Warp
Connect install process. First, we'll cover
some pre-installation issues to make sure
you have the resources to install OS/ 2
Warp Connect, then we'll focus on the
OS/ 2 Warp Connect installation itself.
We'll concentrate on the new parts of the
installation.

Pre-Installation Issues
As with any software, you need to consider several things before installation-possibly even before purchasing the software.
The three main issues to examine are
migration considerations , hardware
requirements, and installation methods.
Migration Considerations
The biggest migration consideration is which
OS/2 operating system you have now.

Product Name

Amount of Disk Space in MB

OS/2 Warp base operating system
BonusPak
Multiple Protocol Transport Services (MPTS)
IBM OS/2 Peer 1.0
IBM OS/2 LAN Requester 4.0
Novell NetWare Requester 2.11
IBM LAN Distance Client 1.11
IBM TCP/IP for OS/2 3.0
Network SignON Coordinator/2
First Failure Support Technology/2
Lotus Notes Express
AskPSP

43.0
30.0

4.5
8.0
12.0
3.0
5.0
20 to 30
1.0
1.0

38.2
1 to 4

Figure 1. Disk Space Needed for 0S/2 Warp Connect Components

OS/ 2 Warp Connect continues the practice
of packaging the two versions in two
differently colored product boxes, one
with a red spine and the other with a
blue spine. The blue-spine box includes
IBM's WIN-OS2 support; the red-spine
box does not include WIN-OS2 and
depends on Windows 3.1 to be present
for OS/ 2 Warp Connect to support
Windows applications.
Since OS/ 2 Warp Connect is basically a
packaging of OS/ 2 Warp with networking
products, the same migration rules apply:
If you currently have an OS/ 2 version that
has WIN-OS2 (for example, OS/ 2 2.x),
then you need to migrate with the bluespine box. If you have an OS/ 2 version
that does not have WIN-OS2 (for example,
OS/ 2 for Windows), then you need to
migrate with the red-spine box.
If you currently have a version of either
NetWare Requester or LAN Distance, your
installation will proceed much easier if
you remove those products before
installing OS/ 2 Warp Connect. If you do
not remove them, the installation program will detect them, abort the install,
and ask you to remove them.

Hardware Requirements
Three main hardware considerations
when moving to OS/ 2 Warp Connect are
memory, CD-ROM, and hard-disk space.

Memory-Because the OS/ 2 Warp component in OS/ 2 Warp Connect is much the
same code as in the stand-alone operating
system, it takes about the same amount
of memory; however, the networking
applications can take quite a bit more.

Of course, your memory requirement
depends upon which applications you run
and, to an extent, how you run the applications (e.g., the number of protocol
stacks, the number of requesters, and so
forth). To use the Remote Installation service, we recommend 8 MB of memory on
the client and 16 MB on the server.
In general, 8 MB is the minimum for most
OS/ 2 Warp Connect installations; 12 MB
or 16 MB is better.
CD-ROM-OS/ 2 Warp Connect comes only
on a CD-ROM. To install the product, you
need to have either a local CD-ROM drive
or one that you temporarily attach via a
network.

Technically, it is not mandatory to have a
CD-ROM drive to install OS/ 2 Warp
Connect; there are other ways, some of
which I'll discuss later. But we highly recommend using a CD-ROM drive; you'll be
much happier than if you use other ways.
Hard-Disk Space-OS/ 2 used to take a
relatively high amount of disk space. Two
things have changed to lessen the impact;
hard-disk prices are much cheaper now,
and most major software applications are
huge-50 to 100 MB.

Nonetheless, you'll need a significant
amount of free hard-disk space to install
OS/ 2 Warp Connect, especially if you
want to install everything that comes
with it. Figure 1 estimates what to expect
in disk space usage. Figure 1 doesn't
include space for the swapper and spool
files or the general increase in the size of
your operating system partition.
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Number of Diskettes

Component

21 without WIN-OS2
25 including WIN-OS2

OS/2 Warp base operating system

3

LAN Distance Remote
LAN Requester
Multiple Protocol Transport Services
NetWare Client for OS/2
Network SignON Coordinator/2
IBM Peer for OS/2
TCP/ IP for OS/2
BonusPak

3
7
1

7
8

6

is an easy-to-use interface that
lets you install individual products or
make diskettes.
PRODINST

Although you can make four additional diskettes for the Internet Connection in the BonusPak, IBM
strongly recommends that you use the Internet access provided by TCP/ IP for OS/ 2 3.0 because of the
fixes and enhancements that are in TCP/ IP for OS/ 2 3.0.

Figure 2 shows the number of diskettes
required for each OS/ 2 Warp Connect
component.

figure 2. Number of Diskettes Required to Back Up 0S/2 Warp Connect Components

Installing from Local CD-ROM-If you

LAN Adapter-To round out the hardware

Preloaded-Ge tting your system preload-

discussion, let's discuss the LAN adapter.
You probably have a LAN adapter that
works fine already, and it will continue to
work well under OS/2 Warp Connect.

ed with OS/ 2 Warp Connect is a possibility if your machine is preconfigured and
set up specifically for you. But there are
disadvantages to having it preloaded,
especially from the corporate perspective.
Generally, the hard disk, no matter how
large it is, will be partitioned as one big
logical drive. Since many corporations
have a standard system desktop that
requires multiple drives-one drive for the
operating system, one for data, and perhaps a backup or an applications drivethey tend to erase the entire preload and
reload with their software.

Even though OS/ 2 Warp Connect is a networking package, you do not need a LAN
adapter to install or even to use the networking products. If you do not have a
LAN adapter, the install program will, by
default, install the parallel port network
driver interface specification (NDIS) driver. This means that you can use your parallel port as though it were a LAN adapter
(albeit much, much slower).
Do you have a laptop computer without a
LAN adapter? If so, go to your friendly
computer store, pay about $8 for a
LapLink-style cable, and walk home with
your new network. It's that easy. The
transfer speed using the cable is very
slow, so don't plan on transferring large
files across the link. But it is an excellent
medium for casual file transfer, as well as
for sharing resources such as that 28.8
Kbps modem on your desktop machine!
You will probably use OS/ 2 Warp Connect
without a LAN adapter from home or on
the road to connect back to the office.
Using LAN Distance, you can establish
your "virtual" LAN connection, then use the
networking products on your system as
though you were directly attached to a LAN.
Installation Methods

Another pre-installation task (besides
reading the manuals) is to learn about all
the installation possibilities, then decide
which is the most appropriate for you.
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8 (includes MPTS)

CD-ROM are damaged or lost. CDINST
makes the default diskettes, so if you
added anything to your original installation diskettes, such as device-driver support for RAID, small computer system
interface (SCSI), CD-ROM or other devices,
make sure you have backups of those
diskettes.
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Installing from Diskette-OS/2 Warp

Connect is available only on CD-ROM;
however, it is possible to create diskettes
for all the products (except for AskPSP)
that are on the CD-ROM. You can make
diskettes to back up the CD-ROM, but it
will require more than 70 diskettes, and
you probably won't want to install OS/2
Warp Connect from those diskettes.
However, if you want to head down that
road, several tools are available to help
you make diskettes.
MAKEDSKS. CMD and MAKEDSKS. BAT,
found in the OS/ 2 Warp Connect CD-ROM
root directory, are identical batch programs, with one version for OS/2 and one
for DOS. MAKEDSKS makes the entire set
of OS/ 2 Warp diskettes. For the base OS/2
Warp operating system without WIN-OS2 ,
you need 21 diskettes; for the base OS/2
Warp including WIN-OS2 , you need 25
diskettes.

lets you make the two installation
diskettes if the ones that came with your
CDINST

install OS/ 2 Warp Connect from the CDROM, you will be much happier with the
installation speed.
Figure 3 lists the 50 CD-ROM drives
supported by OS/ 2 Warp and OS/ 2
Warp Connect. This list can also be
found in OS/ 2 Warp Connect's
\0S2\ INSTALL \CD ROM. TBL file.
Installing from Remote CD-ROM-One

of the coolest of the cool features in OS/2
Warp Connect is that the install program
can be run across a network. This capability was added because not every computer system has a local CD-ROM drive.
Installing OS/2 Warp Connect from a
remote CD-ROM drive is relatively simple,
giving you and your users the flexibility
to install across the LAN.

What's New in the 0S/2 Warp
Connect Install
Except for the installation of the base
OS/ 2 Warp operating system, the entire
OS/ 2 Warp Connect install process is new
and, I'm pleased to say, quite easy to use.
The integrated install process is simply
fantastic, and the remote install has
received rave reviews from users as well.
Integrated Install

Integrated with OS/2 Warp install: The
OS/ 2 Warp Connect install is very well
integrated into the overall installation
process. Immediately after you finish
answering the questions about your selections at the beginning of phase 2 of the
OS/ 2 Warp install, the OS/2 Warp Connect
install process begins. It is designed to
enable you to answer all the necessary
questions up front; then you are free to

leave the computer. The installation continues on its own, including the necessary
reboots, until it completes. At the end, a
message displays, indicating that the
installation was successful and asking you
to perform the final reboot.

Aztech CDA-268-031-SE
CD Technology T3301, T3401
Chinon 5251
Chinon 431, 435
Chinon 535
Compaq Tray Load
Compaq Dual Speed
Creative Labs OmniCD
Goldstar GCD-R520B
Hitachi 1650S, 1750S,3650
Hitachi 1950S,3750,6750
IBM CD-ROM I
IBM CD-ROM I rev 242
IBM CD-ROM II, Enhanced CD-ROM II
IBM ISA, Panasonic 562,563
Lion Optics XC-200AI,200EI
Mitsumi CRMC-LU002S,Tandy CDR-1000
Mitsumi CRMC-LU005S
Mitsumi CRMC-FX00l
Mitsumi CRMC-FX00lD
Mitsumi CRMC-FX001DE,FX300,FX400
NEC Intersect 25,36,37,72,73,74,82,
83,84
NEC MultiSpin 4Xe,4xi,3Xi,3Xe,
3Xp,38,74-1,84-1 NEC 2vi,260
Optics Storage 8001 IDE

Integrated networking products: The networking products in OS/ 2 Warp Connect
that are part of the integrated install
(shown in Figure 4) are:
■

LAN Requester or IBM Peer (mutually
exclusive)

■

NetWare Requester

■

TCP/ IP

■

LAN Distance

■

MPTS

■

etwork SignON Coordinator/ 2 (NSC/ 2)

Note: MPTS and NSC/ 2 are part of the
integrated install but are not shown in
the dialog box since the installation program automatically installs them.
The integrated install not only integrates
the disparate installation programs into
one, it also minimizes the amount of
information you need to supply to get the
products installed.
The ability to fill in one Settings notebook (Figure 5) with all of the information needed to install all of your networking products is very appealing. But the
biggest benefit of OS/ 2 Warp Connect
installation is the integration logic built
into the install process. Previously, you
had to install the operating system followed by each of the networking products

Panasonic CF-41
Panasonic 501,LK-MC501S
Panasonic 521,522,523
Panasonic 571
Philips LMS CM-205,CM-225
Philips LMS CM-205MS,206,225MS,226
Philips LMS CM-215
Philips LMS CM-207
Pioneer DRM-600
Pioneer DRM-604X
Plextor DM-3028,DM-5028,4PLEX
Sanyo CRD-450P
Sony CDU-31A,33A,7305,7405
Sony CDU-531,535,6150,6201,
6205,6251,7201,7205CDU-535
Sony CDU-55D,55E,76E
Sony 541,561,6211,7211,7811
Sony 6111
Texel 3021,5021
Texel 3024,3028,5024,5028
ThinkPad 755CD, Teac CD-40E
Toshiba 3201
Toshiba 3301,3401,4101,3501,5201
Toshiba 5302B
Wearnes CDD-120
Non-listed IDE CD-ROM

Figure 3. CD-ROM Drives Supported by OS/2 Warp and OS/2 Warp Connect

individually. It wasn't uncommon to
spend considerable time to get them to
work together, especially when using multiple protocol stacks and requesters. But
now, in OS/ 2 Warp Connect, all you have
to do is answer some basic questions via
the integrated install's Settings notebook.

If you do an Easy install of OS/ 2 Warp
Connect, it performs an Easy install of
OS/ 2 Warp, then lets you install one or
more of the following:

Easy versus Advanced Paths

■

IBM Peer for OS/ 2

■

NetWare Client for OS/ 2

■

Internet Connection Kit (modem)

As you know, OS/ 2 Warp has both Easy
and Advanced install paths. OS/ 2 Warp
Connect adds to that with its own Easy

P,oduct Select ion

Select the JWoducts you want to Install oo this workstation from the

and Advanced install paths. How do the
Easy and Advanced paths fit together?

IBM P- fo, OS/2

Adapt•

Installation drive:

OS/2 Paa

list betow:

A

✓

lle!Wae
IBM client products

TCP/IP

..., IBM Peer fo, OS/2

LAN Dlstln:e

!.i IBM LAH Requester 4.0
~

if]

..f

Novell llelW•e Oient 2.11 fo, OS/2

✓ IBM TCP/IP lo, OS/2 3.0 (Includes Internet access)

./' IBM LAN Distance Remote 1.11

Drive:
Protocol
Nt,1BIOS OV<M fCP/IP

1

E:

r--~-

--Page~ ·•~wl
Figure 4. Integrated Install Product Selection

I

D:

r.)lletBIOS

172MB
143MB

:

0MB
0MB

I
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:SRVIFS INI file for GRPWARE - BFPKKYA3
Name - BFPKKYA3
GroupName - NO
Adapter - 0
MaxClients - 1
MaxFiles - 9999
ClientWorkers - 6
Path - G:\
Alias - ReadOnly,Single,CDROM,G:\
Alias - ReadWrite,Single,STATUS,D:\GRPWARE\CLIENTS\LADCLT
Figure 6. Contents ol\GRPWARE\CLIENTS\GRPWARE.INI

If you want to install some of the other
networking products, or if you need to
install to a partition other than the C:
drive, you'll have to do an Advanced
install. But if you're looking for the simplest way to get OS/ 2 Warp Connect
onto your computer, choose the Easy
installation path.
OS/ 2 Warp Connect's Advanced install
first installs OS/ 2 Warp, then allows you
to selectively install remaining OS/ 2 Warp
Connect products from the same CD-ROM.
(Lotus Notes Express and the BonusPak,
for example, are on separate CD-ROMs, so
they are not part of the integrated
install.)
You can choose to install any or all of the
following products:
■

IBM networking software (LAN
Requester or Peer)

■

NetWare Client for OS/ 2

■

TCP/IP for OS/ 2 (LAN or modem)

■

LAN Distance Remote

Once again, IBM Peer for OS/ 2 and IBM
OS/ 2 LAN Requester are mutually exclusive, so the install process asks you to
select only one.
The Network SignON Coordinator product
installs automatically, behind the scenes,
whenever you install one or more of the
network requesters.

Remote Install
The OS/ 2 Warp Connect Remote
Installation service, one of the best new
features, allows you to install OS/ 2 Warp
Connect from the LAN on the OS/ 2 Warp
Connect CD-ROM with a network-attached
computer.
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or remote, is a hybrid redirected install.
Your entries in the Settings notebook are
inputs into the process creating the
response files to install the products. All
told, it does a nice installation job.
Providing automation and simplification
usually comes at the expense of customization and flexibility. While you can
ignore the entire integrated install to
regain flexibility, a few things are
designed into the installation process to
allow you to customize it somewhat.

When you examine the Presentation
Manager (PM) program, which is written
mostly in VX-REXX, you'll find that it is
simply an automated and simplified configuration/ installation/distribution (CID)
process. The OS/ 2 Warp Connect Remote
Installation process hides CID complexities, so that you won't even know you're
working with CID processes unless you
want to dig deeper to expand some of the
capabilities.

Customizing Installation:
Multiple Installs
In its default configuration, remote installation allows you to install only one client
at a time. It was a good idea to limit it to
one client in the default configuration,
because the CD-ROM would really become
a bottleneck if you were to try to install
more-it would probably get even slower
if you were to install five clients at the
same time versus serially installing five.

To remotely install, you need two computer systems-one acting as the server and
the other as your client or target system.
Once you connect the two, the installation
process is the same as if you were
installing it from a local CD-ROM drive.

There is a simple way to raise the
limit of concurrent installs. Your
\GRPWARE\CLIENTS\GRPWARE. INI file,
shown in Figure 6, is just a standard
SRVIFS INI file.

It is very easy to prepare for the remote

install. From an OS/ 2 Warp Connect system that still has the OS/ 2 Warp Connect
Install/Remove folder on it, you'll need to:
1. Create remote boot diskettes, which
will be unique according to the type
of adapter (e.g., IBM Ethernet/A is
different from an SMC card).
2. On the system you will be installing
from, initiate the Warp Connect
Remote Installation Service. Note:
"Warp Connect Remote Installation
Service" is the screen caption that you
will see when you double-click on the
Warp Connect Remote Install object.
3. Boot the client, or target, computer
with the remote boot diskettes.
That's all it takes to get up and going in
no time at all!
Again, the install process is still CID
under the covers. The "server" is an
SRVIFS server. The redirection is an
SRVIFS SRVATTCH going across a NetBIOS
connection. The install, whether local

To raise the limit, modify the MaxCl i ents
parameter. But be aware that if you are
still using the CD-ROM as the source, your
CD-ROM will quickly begin "thrashing."
(Thrashing is a condition in which most
of the CD-ROM activity consists of scanning
the CD rather than actually transferring
data.) There's an easy fix for that, too!
Notice that the CD-ROM alias in the IN I
file points to G: \, which is my CD-ROM
drive. If you have approximately 110 MB
of free disk space, just copy the \ CID,
\0S2IMAGE, \GRPWARE, VROBJ.DLL, and
OS2SE20. SRC files to another directory,
such as C: \ SOM EDI R. Then change your
alias statement in the GRPWARE. IN I to
look like Ali as - ReadOn l y. Single.
CD ROM. C: \SOM ED IR. Do not put a backward slash (\) at the end of the directory
name; if you do, SRVlFS will not start.
Once you are reading the files from your
hard-disk drive, you'll be able to install
many clients concurrently; the number
will vary depending on your hardware.
One hundred clients is the maximum theoretical limit that SRVlFS will allow. From

past experience, 30 is the point where
diminishing returns occur, but we have
seen cases of approximately 70 clients
attached at the same time.

Extending the 0S/2 Warp
Connect Install
How do you extend the installation process to include custom routines? The
DEFAULT. LC L program includes the code
shown in Figure 7 that allows you to easily extend the installation process to meet
your needs.
As you probably see in Figure 7 (from
the comment line rather than the code),
there is a user exit, which runs a file
called us ER. CMD if it is present in the
\GRPWARE\CLIENTS\LADCLT directory on
the target computer. If present, the command file will run at the end of the installation process, near the cleanup process. If
you run a command file that requires
user intervention, whether it's a question
or an error, your system will appear
hung. This is because the OS/ 2 Warp
Connect install panel is shown full-screen,
while the actual program is being run
from an OS/ 2 Window behind the install
panel. Press the keystroke combination
Ait+Shift+F3 to see both your desktop and
the running program.
One of the tricky parts is to get the
USER. CMD onto the target system. One way
to do that is to put the USER. CMD file in
your server's \GRPWARE\CLI ENTS\ LADCL T
subdirectory. Then you can insert the
following line of code at the end of the
CONFIG.SYS file on your second boot
diskette (the LAN transport diskette):
CALL-\OS2 \ CMD.EXE /0 IC COPY
W:\USER.CMD\GRPWARE\CLIENTS\LADCLT.

This line is copied to the CONFIG.SYS file
on the hard-disk drive during the installation process. Your USER. CMD file, if it
exists, will run at the end of the install
process. Therefore, when you run your
us ER. CMD file, it will need to remove the
above line from the CONFIG.SYS file. !fit
remains in your CONFIG.SYS file, you
will get an error message when you boot.

When Not to Use the Parallel Port
ihe parallel port DIS driver that is new
with OS/ 2 Warp Connect can come in
handy if you are stuck in a situation
where you don't have a network connection. As long as you are not transferring

/* Run user . cmd, if it exists*/
if stream( ' &Y_D&ladclt\User.cmd' ,'C' ,'query exists') \- ··
then do call '&Y_D&ladclt\User.cmd'
end
Figure 7. How USER.CM D is Called

huge files, it performs well enough to use
occasionally or to share resources such as
a modem.
I tested an OS/ 2 Warp Connect installation using the parallel port NDIS driver. I
created the diskettes, altered some of the
timing parameters on the server, and was
off and crawling-not much faster than my
infant daughter!
To provide a reference point, I did some
timings for the OS/ 2 Warp Connect
install. If you are doing a single install,
my tests show that there is no significant
time difference in the following scenarios:
■

Local CD-ROM install (single-speed
CD-ROM)

■

Remote install from 2x CD-ROM

■

Remote install from hard disk

Roughly speaking, it takes about an hour
to install OS/ 2 Warp Connect and the networking products. This is the same equipment used to install the parallel port, so it
provides a valid reference.
When installing via the parallel port, it
took 3 hours 35 minutes just to get to the
end of phase 1 of the base OS/ 2 Warp
install. This was equivalent to installing
the first six or seven diskettes in that
amount of time. Now, extrapolate to the
70 or so diskettes that comprise the OS/ 2
Warp Connect CD-ROM, and... no, I didn't
let it take the estimated 36 hours to finish!
So I would not recommend using the
parallel port as a way to install. If you happen to have a PC that has no LAN adapter,
no CD-ROM, and no diskette drive, you
might consider it-but before doing that,
consider buying a SCSI parallel port CDROM and saving yourself some time!

0S/2 Wa rp Connect
Install Conclusions
Overall, the OS/ 2 Warp Connect developers have created an excellent installation
program. Most users' experiences have
been very positive, especially those who
have had to "battle" with previous versions.

Is there still room for improvement?
Of course. For example, now that the
installation is more automated and
simplified, there will be occasions where
an advanced configuration is desired but
impossible. Adding the automation sacrificed the ability to fully customize each of
the products' features.
Basing the installation on CID is the right
idea. Unfortunately, it appears that if
you move OS/ 2 Warp Connect into a CID
configuration, you cannot use the entire
integrated install process-you'll have to
rely on the products' individual install
programs and your expertise.

CONNECTing to the
Rest of the World
Several components of OS/ 2 Warp
Connect actually provide some type of
connection capability.

TCP/IP
TCP/ IP for OS/ 2 3.0, included with OS/ 2
Warp Connect, provides access to TCP/IP
networks, including the Internet, the most
popular TCP / IP network today. TCP/IP for
OS/ 2 gets you connected by providing an
implementation of the TCP/ IP protocols
and application suites to communicate
over a LAN via Token Ring or Ethernet,
and async via SLIP or PPP.
Before OS/ 2 Warp Connect was available,
the TCP/IP functions for the LAN were
available by installing a separate product
called TCP/IP for OS/ 2 2.0 base kit.
Enhancements and fixes were applied to
the 2.0 base to create the TCP/ IP 3.0
base. TCP/IP for OS/ 2 3.0 is not available
as a separate product; it is available only
in the OS/ 2 Warp Connect package.
TCP/IP for OS/ 2 3.0 provides a superset
of function above that provided by the
Internet Connection for OS/ 2 in the OS/ 2
Warp BonusPak and by TCP/IP for OS/ 2
2.0. The Internet Connection for OS/ 2 was
designed to provide access to the Internet
via a SLIP or PPP connection; it did not
provide any TCP/IP support for a LAN
PERSO NAL SYSTEMS • NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1995
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Figure 10. LAN Default Route

environment. If your environment also
required access to a TCP/ IP network over
a LAN connection, you had to install
TCP/IP for OS/ 2 2.0. Unfortunately, these
two products did not coexist well. You
could install both products and gain some
functions from both, but this environment
was not officially tested or supported.
One of the problems in this environment
was that objects in the Internet Connection for OS/ 2 folders were configured for
a dial connection. You had to create new
objects to use the applications that were
supplied with the Internet Connection for
OS/2 over a LAN connection.
TCP/IP for OS/ 2 3.0 fixed this problem by
including all of the applications that come
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with the Internet Connection for OS/2
and all of the applications that come with
TCP/IP 2.0. These applications' objects are
configured both for LAN access in the
TCP /IP folder and for dial access in the
IBM Internet Connection for OS/ 2 folder.
Figure 8 illustrates both TCP/IP folders
and Internet Connection folders.
Ultimedia Mail/2 Lite was another source
of problems. It was configured for an
Internet mailbox server, not a LAN-based
mailbox server. TCP/IP 3.0 now lets you
configure your mail for LA only, Internet
only, or LAN and Internet. You can also
enable Ultimedia Mail/2 Lite to support
multiple users' mail on one workstation.

Figure 11. Internet Default Route
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Other problems arose when users tried to
simultaneously use the LAN TCP/IP network and the Internet TCP/ IP network.
Once dialed into the Internet, your name
resolution (looking up host addresses
based on a nickname) was performed by
your Internet name server, not your LAN
name server. The Internet name server
had no knowledge of your LAN hosts and,
therefore, could not resolve any request
for those hosts.
To overcome this problem, you could create a HO STS file that contained your LAN
host's address, or you could access your
LAN hosts by their IP addresses instead of
using nicknames.
The name-resolution problem occurred
because both the Internet dial connection
and the TCP/IP 2.0 LAN connection used
the same RESO LV file to identify the

domain name server. This RESOLV file
was re-created with the Internet domain
name server information every time you
connected via your SLIP or PPP connection, thereby removing the LAN name
server information.
TCP/ IP 3.0 corrected this problem by
implementing a RESO Lv2 file. This file
is used when LAN-based domain name
resolution queries take place. The Internet
dialer still uses the RESOLV file to query
domain name servers. If you are connected
to both the Internet and the LAN, the
name servers in the RESOLV file and
RESOLV2 file are queried simultaneously.
Figure 9 shows an example of file contents of both RESOLV and RESOLV2 .
Another coexistence problem between the
Internet Connection for OS/ 2 from the
BonusPak and TCP/IP 2.0 occurred if your
network was a "routed" network-a network with multiple LAN segments that
have IP routers forwarding traffic to different segments. In this case, you would
lose your default LAN router definition
when you dialed the Internet. When you
connected to the Internet, your default
route would change to the router on the
Internet, thereby losing the capability to
access the LA host through your LAN
router. You could overcome this situation
by creating host, network, or subnet
routes for TCP/ IP hosts that you access
through your LAN routers.
TCP/ IP 3.0 addressed this problem by
creating two default routes. Assuming

you are configured for both LAN and
Internet access, you will have an initial
default route for your LAN, as shown in
Figure 10. Once you connect to the
Internet, a second default route is added
that refers to your Internet router (see
Figure 11). Because this new default route
definition is first in the list, it will be
used to route traffic. Once you terminate
the Internet connection, the new default
route definition goes away, and you are
back to using your original default route
definition.

over these earlier versions; it combines
the capabilities of both into one converged MPTS. One enhancement is that
OS/ 2 Warp Connect's MPTS is compatible
with the AnyNet/ 2 product. AnyNet/ 2 is
an implementation of the sockets interface that permits non-native protocols on
a LAN. For example, you may want to use
OS/ 2 Peer, which is a NetBIOS application,
over your SNA network. With OS/ 2 Warp
Connect and AnyNet/2, your OS/2 Peer workstation can communicate via NetBIOS over
SNA to other resources in your network.

A possible security exposure exists when
you use the Internet Connection for OS/ 2
with TCP/ IP for OS/ 2 2.0. When TCP/IP
2.0 is configured with two interfaces, the
default action is to route traffic between
the interfaces. This means that in the
environment where you are connected to
the Internet and have LAN access (so that
you have two interfaces, a SLIP interface
and a LAN interface), traffic can be routed
to and from the Internet over your LAN.
Though this exposure is small, someone
could gain access to your network and
resources via your dial-up connection to
the Internet. Avoid this by issuing the
IPGATE OFF command on the OS/ 2 command line. The I PGATE command enables
or disables IP forwarding when TCP/IP
is acting as an IP router. To correct the
problem, TCP/ IP 3.0 has changed the
default to be IPGATE OFF.

MPTS is made up of two components: LAN
Adapter and Protocol Support (LAPS)
2.60.5 and Sockets/ MPTS 2.0. LAPS provides the support for your LAN adapters
and protocols. Sockets/ MPTS enables
applications written to the sockets interface to utilize the NetBIOS, TCP/IP, or
Local !PC Driver transports. You will also
find some new drivers in OS/ 2 Warp
Connect MPTS, including a NetBIOS for
IPX protocol, a driver for the IBM Wireless LAN Adapter, and an NDIS driver that
turns your parallel port into a virtual LAN
Adapter.

With OS/ 2 Warp Connect, your TCP/IP
connections can be over the LAN, phone
lines, or even both simultaneously. That's
what I call getting TCP/ IP-connected with
OS/ 2 Warp Connect!

MPTS, the True Connector
Of all the products included with OS/ 2
Warp Connect, Multiple Protocol Transport Services (MPTS) is what really puts
the "Connect" into the package.
Each of the networking products included
with OS/ 2 Warp Connect can use one or
more protocols to communicate: NetBIOS,
TCP/IP, and !PX. MPTS makes it possible
to enable all of these protocols on a single
system at the same time and to have all of
the protocols share the same physical
network adapter.
You may be familiar with MPTS from OS/ 2
LA Server or the IBM AnyNet/ 2 product.
OS/ 2 Warp Connect's MPTS is enhanced

NetBIOS for !PX is very useful for running NetBIOS applications in an environment that utilizes !PX routers to interconnect different LAN segments. MPTS's implementation of NetBIOS over IPX uses the
Novell NetBIOS emulator (IPXNB) that
comes with the NetWare Client for
OS/ 2 2.11. You install this emulator by
selecting Optional Protocols when installing
the NetWare Client 2.11 software.
Although NetBIOS over IPX provides a
good solution for running NetBIOS
applications in an !PX environment, there
are a few things to keep in mind. An
application using NetBIOS emulation over
!PX (IPXNB) cannot talk to an application
that uses native NetBIOS. If you are using
IPXNB for an application, the target system for that application must also be
using IPXNB. The IPXNB does not actually
transmit NetBIOS traffic on the LAN, but
encapsulates it in !PX packets. This encapsulation will impact performance over
native NetBIOS. However, in situations
where IPX routing is required, a little
slower performance should be better than
none at all.
The Parallel Port NDIS MAC driver allows
two machines connected via parallel ports

to operate as though the two machines
were on a LAN. To connect the machines'
parallel ports, you can use one of the
following cables:
■

LAPLINK/ I TERLI K cable

■

JFACOMM half-duplex cable

■

PPLINK full-duplex cable

The parallel port driver is configured
through MPTS like any other LAN card
driver. However, this is not a fast LAN.
This connection is viable for small file
transfers between machines and for
sharing modems, but you don't want to
use this connection for loading applications from a network or for distributing
software.

LAN Distance Remote:
Connecting You From Wherever
We have talked about great ways to get
connected on the LAN, even if that LAN is
utilizing parallel ports. What about getting connected to the LAN when you and
the LAN are not physically in the same
place? In this situation, LA Distance
Remote provides a valuable service.
LAN Distance connects you to your office
LAN via some type of wide area network
connection. This is usually a dial-up connection where you can operate essentially
as though you were physically attached to
the office LAN. LAN Distance uses remotenode technology and is best compared to
another popular technology known as

remote control.
In a remote control environment, a
workstation at the office is physically
connected to the LAN, with a modem
attached and running the remote control
server software. On the remote side, there
is a workstation, with a modem, running
the remote control client software. When
the client side connects to the server side,
the client takes control of the server workstation. All screen updates on the server
are displayed on the client, and the client's
keyboard supplies input to the server. In
this environment, programs actually run on
the server machine. Only the screen and
keyboard are on the remote.
In contrast, remote node technology
actually extends the LAN, not just the
screen and keyboard, to the remote
client. By extending the LAN, your remote
machine operates much like the one that
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • NOVEMBER/OECEMBER 1995
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is physically connected to the network.
Each remote access method has pros and
cons; however, remote node technology
can provide the best of both worlds.
Many remote control applications, such as
PC Anywhere, Carbon Copy, and DCAF,
can also provide remote control function
over a LAN. With remote node technology,
your connection essentially is a LAN, and,
therefore, you can take advantage of these
remote control products over your remote
node connection.
One thing to understand about remote
node technology, and, therefore, about
LAN Distance, is that this product creates
the LAN connection just as though you
had put two Ethernet or Token-Ring
cards into two machines and wired them
together. Once connected, you have a LAN
connection.

LAN Distance Connection Server, an OS/ 2
application, is purchased separately from
OS/ 2 Warp Connect. If you want your
remote workstations to dial in on your
network and actually be a node on the
network, you will need LAN Distance
Connection Server. The Connection Server
is attached to your LAN, manages the
incoming calls from the remotes, and
routes network traffic between the remote
and the LAN. In effect, the LAN Distance
Connection Server bridges the remote
workstation into the LAN environment. In
addition, LAN Distance Connection Server
provides extensive security to protect
your LAN from unauthorized access.

You must then run a network application
over this connection. For example, after
the LAN Distance connection is made,
you can run OS/ 2 Peer to access resources
of another OS/ 2 Peer or LAN Server
machine.

LAN Distance Connection Server comes in
two flavors-the 8-port version and the
full version. The 8-port version allows
only up to eight simultaneous connections, while the full version is limited
only by the hardware you are using.

To understand LAN Distance's full capabilities, you should first understand all of
the product's components. The LAN
Distance family of products consists of:

LAN Distance supports connections via
async, ISDN, X.25, and synchronous
adapters. By far the most popular method
at this time is async. The minimum
modem speed supported in an async environment is 9600 bps, but 14.4 Kbps or
above is recommended. The LAN Distance
Connection Server also attaches to
Ethernet or Token-Ring networks. Be sure
that you are using a LAN Distance-supported adapter on your Connection
Server, because not all adapters will work.

■

LAN Distance Remote for OS/ 2
(supplied with OS/ 2 Warp Connect)

■

LAN Distance Remote for Windows

■

LAN Distance Connection Server
(8-port)

■

LAN Distance Connection Server

LAN Distance Remote for OS/ 2 enables a
workstation that is not physically connected to a LAN to dial in and operate as
though it were on a LAN. To become a
remote node on a network, the LAN
Distance Remote client must dial into a
LAN Distance Connection Server. (More
about this below.) LAN Distance Remote
can also dial into another LAN Distance
Remote workstation. In this environment,
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you have created a virtual point-to-point
LAN over your dial-in connection. Actually,
a LAN Distance Remote workstation can
support two concurrent connections to
create a three-way virtual network.
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LAN Distance supports NDIS-compliant
protocols (NetBIOS, TCP/ IP, 802.2, and
IPX via the NDI2ODI driver) and the
applications using them. This means that
all the products included with OS/ 2 Warp
Connect can run over a LAN Distance connection. There is one possible configuration with OS/ 2 Warp Connect that will
not operate over LAN Distance: NetBIOS
over TCP/ IP. TCPBEUI is not compatible
with LAN Distance.

CONNECTed and Cool!
So far we have looked at the major
improvements of the OS/ 2 Warp Connect
installation and how OS/ 2 Warp Connect
actually gets you connected. In the next
step, which we will cover in part two, we
will look at the different applications that
OS/ 2 Warp Connect provides to make use
of your connections. These applications
include the TCP/IP suite of applications
and the new Peer applications.
OS/ 2 Warp Connect is the 32-bit, multitasking, multimedia, Internet-accessed, crashprotected, Windows-friendly, totally cool
way to run and NETWORK your computer!

Edward Duhe' is a
marketing support
representative in
the IBM Personal
Systems Competency Center in
Roanoke , Texas.
He provides technical support for LAN
Distance and OS/2.
Edward joined IBM in 1987 as a systems engineer in South Louisiana. He
has a BS degree in Business
Administration from Louisiana State
University and can be reached via
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independent OS/2
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specializing in helping corporations
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OS/2 publishing
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authored several of the OS/2 certification
tests. Bret has a bachelor's degree and a
MBA in Business Computer Information
Systems from the University of North
Texas . You can reach Bret at
curranb@i bm . net . Look for the book
titled OS/2 Warp Administrators' Survival
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(ISBN 0-672-30744-8) .

Infrared: LANs Without Wires
Imagine creating an instant, moveable, wireless computer network in
the most important place in your organization-"the meeting room."
Imagine that those attending your strategic planning session or team
meeting increase their interaction using the most advanced laptop
computers. Imagine every computer tied by a meeting-room serverinstantly, easily, and completely-to every other computer in your
business.
Create this powerful business environment by simply plugging in a
small, pocket-sized, infrared LAN adapter card. It can cost less than
one computer consultant working a day to install a traditional wired
local area network in your meeting room.
This article discusses how infrared technology can power your
business environment.
ireless communications is usually referred to as wide area wireless
or even metropolitan area wireless. (Common examples of these
communications are paging systems and cellular phones.) Now, however, wireless communications can include local area communications or
"in-building" communications.

W

Workers spend most of their time in just a few building locations, such as
private and open office areas, conference rooms, or classrooms. Opportunity
for communication advances lies within building walls. Traditionally, this has
been the role of wired networks
and, more specifically, wired
local area networks such as
Ethernet or Token-Ring.

Wireless Applications
Both traditional corporate enterprises and
vertical industries, such as medical or
education, will find the flexibility of wireless LAN extensions an aid in re-engineering their business processes.
"Roaming office" capability can be added
to existing wired LANs quickly and
easily. Roaming is transparent to the
existing network operating system and
supports existing LAN-based applications
without change. Roaming may occur in
three scenarios:
■

Within a single wireless LAN

■

From one wireless LAN segment to a
second segment while both are connected to the wired LAN

■

From one wireless LAN segment (node)
within a wired network to another
wireless LAN segment within a second
wired network

Wireless roaming provides the ultimate
flexibility for local area networks.
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Wired networks have several
important advantages. They
provide high data throughput,
low data-transport error rates,
and usually low cost per byte
transported. Wired networks,
however, are inherently inflexible because they require fixed
wiring and therefore restrict
network usage to a single location. Sometimes wiring is
impossible, or cost-prohibitive,
and if users require data while
away from their network connection, wires are useless.

"
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Ad Hoc Networks
A spontaneously created, temporary LAN
is called an ad hoc LAN. You may require
such a network simply to meet the needs
of a specific situation, or you might use it
to solve the needs of your "frequent
movers."

between the portable and the power
workstation without worrying about intermediate transfer media such as diskettes,
route applications to the faster processor,
and enjoy the benefits of device sharing
without having to "rewire."

Specific examples of ad hoc LANs include:

In general, wireless local area networks
make sense when:

Wireless Versus Wired
■

Wireless conference rooms

■

Special task forces

■

Wireless classrooms or decision support
centers

■

Shows and special events

In all of these examples, current groupware (group conferencing software and
group decision-making software, for
example) that is supported by a network
operating system can be supported for a
wireless ad hoc LAN. Such a network
requires no LAN administration-only a
need for the participants to link together
and the availability of common software.

Wiring Replacement
Many businesses prefer to invest in the
business itself rather than in building
infrastructure. In fact, many businesses
rent the premises they use. In other situations, for health and safety reasons,
wiring may not be feasible (for instance,
older buildings may have asbestos in ceilings and walls). In some areas, the sheer
cost of pulling wire to install wired networks may make infrared LANs practical.
Serial Connectivity
Many businesses have highly mobile professionals, such as marketing personnel or
consultants, using portable computers
away from the office. The portable may be
their only PC, and when they return to
their home base, they want to re-integrate
into their office systems with minimum
hassle.
Other professionals may require powerful
workstations, perhaps with specialized
peripherals such as publishing-quality
printers, very large storage devices, or
simply very fast processors. These same
workers may also be mobile or may perform significant parts of their jobs at
home on a portable or less powerful system. In these cases, the power of a personal local area network can be a real
advantage. These workers can share files
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■

Traditional wiring is difficult or
expensive

■

There is a need for in-building mobility

■

Businesses are migrating their workforce out of the office

■

There is a need to create small and
changing workgroups

■

There is a high rate of change in
workers' locations

■

Savings can be found in shared
network resources

. . .the wireless network's
throughput will be better
than a wired LAN
Marketplace Perceptions
Businesses have been slow to accept
wireless LAN technology despite the
predictions of the industry's most knowledgeable consultants. Still, the predictions
remain solid and show a growing marketplace. Two questions remain: When will
wireless LANs take hold in businesses?
What has impeded their acceptance?

Function and Economics
Before 1994, it was arguable that no single vendor had a complete wireless LAN
offering, and those that had offerings
were priced beyond most businesses' implementations. As the market matures, many
providers are approaching a comprehensive
product offering at an affordable price.
We define the minimum solution for a
mobile office as an offering that includes:
■

Personal Computer Memory Card
International Association (PCMCIA) and
industry standard architecture (ISA)
adapters

■

Access point units

■

Ethernet and/ or Token-Ring LAN access

■

Roaming capabilities

Adapter pricing may still be an issue for
some businesses, but when analyzed from
a systems perspective (factoring in
support services savings and productivity
gains), wireless networks can be more
cost-effective than wired LANs, and they
can provide a competitive advantage. (See
the "Evaluating Wireless LANs" section
later in this article for comparisons.)

Wireless LAN Trade-Offs
Another hurdle many businesses may face
is the perception that function and performance must be sacrificed for a wireless
LAN's flexibility and convenience. These
businesses may have adopted a wait-andsee attitude before considering wireless
LANs. They are waiting for wireless LANs
to provide throughput and reliability
equivalent to wired LANs.
There is no need to wait. IBM's infrared
wireless LAN can offer comparable user
performance at a cost that is easily justified through added productivity associated with constant access to LAN-based
resources and data. To better understand
this claim, you need to look at data
throughput available to the user instead
of the total system throughput.
We assume that the mobile office customer is using wireless LANs to connect
to wired LAN-based resources from various locations within the company's building. The key to understanding the wireless performance issue is not in comparing the LAN's theoretical or effective
speeds but in determining whether or not
the wireless LAN is capable of supporting
a business's daily activities.
LAN throughput must be divided between
the number of users in each LAN segment.
So, to determine whether or not a wireless network will become a bottleneck in
daily activities, you must understand how
much throughput each user can expect to
have in normal operations.
Within each segment a maximum, minimum, and an average throughput is available to the individual user. Maximum user
throughput is achieved when no one else
in the segment is trying to use the LAN.
Minimum user throughput is achieved
when all users are trying to concurrently

access the LAN. The average throughput
happens when some number of users try
to concurrently use the network.
Each installation, as well as each LAN segment within an installation, will have its
own average, depending upon the type of
business and size of the LAN. Figure 1
models some typical environments that
would benefit from mobile office capabilities and shows what type of average
throughput can be expected by comparing
that throughput to the throughput from
the wired LAN backbone. While the average user throughput values vary depending upon the environment, it is clear that,
in most cases, IR wireless LAN communications will not be a bottleneck for the
mobile user. In some situations the wireless network's throughput will be better
than a wired LAN.

IR Versus RF
The wireless LAN marketplace is predominantly characterized as a radio frequency
(RF) LAN opportunity. Infrared opportunity is most often inaccurately defined as
in-room only and often as line-of-sight.
The fact that RF's range is typically measured in the tens or hundreds of meters is
held as an advantage in performance.
Neither perception accurately depicts the
function or performance of IBM's infrared
wireless LAN adapters nor any advantage
of RF range.
IR LAN is an in-building solution that can
provide wireless connectivity for multiple
IR cells that are connected via a wired
network. It is not a solution for a completely wireless LAN, because it requires a
mechanism for moving data between
wireless cells bounded by walls. This is
not often an issue, because the usual
requirement is to extend the mobile users'
access to data and resources to areas
other than their own offices.
Given that the LAN exists, IR is a costeffective solution to extend connectivity
to other areas within building walls.
There is little need to create wireless
cells that go beyond (or through) walled
areas (offices, meeting rooms, bullpens),
because the roaming and bridging functions that come with every IR adapter allow
you to gain access to all your corporate
resources as you move between these areas.
Although RF can transmit through walls,
most RF LANs are not suited to creating
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Ethernet (high usage)

25

10 Mbps

15

0.67 Mbps

Ethernet (low usage)

25

10 Mbps

5

2.00 Mbps

Token Ring (high usage)

40

16 Mbps

24

0.67 Mbps

Token Ring (low usage)

40

16 Mbps

8

2.00 Mbps

IR Wireless (office)

2

1 Mbps

1

1.00 Mbps

IR Wireless (meeting room)

6

l Mbps

1

1.00 Mbps

IR Wireless (bullpen)

20

1 Mbps

3

0.33 Mbps

RF Wireless (office)

15

2 Mbps

10

0.20 Mbps

RF Wireless (warehouse)

10

2 Mbps

5

0.40 Mbps

Figure 1. LAN Characteristics

entirely wireless networks. They are limited by the number of users that they can
effectively support on their medium
(which is 1 Mbps for most vendors) and
therefore must create several RF segments
to guarantee an acceptable average user
throughput rate. These segments must be
linked together to allow all the users in
the company to communicate and share
resources and data. This connection
requires another LAN card (whether it is
wireless or wired) to accomplish this
bridging. Assuming that most companies
interested in mobile office applications
already have a wired LAN installed, it
makes sense that the linkage be on the
wired network.
Another potential issue with the RF range
is that it can cause cells to overlap and
interfere with each other, effectively

diminishing the throughput of each
overlapping cell. This means that, in most
situations (except the large physical cell
with few users), IR and RF LANs will
require a comparable number of connections to the wired LAN. IR and RF LANs
can be positioned in a simplistic four-cell
grid, as shown in Figure 2.
The inherent simplicity in IR technology
(just like a TV remote control), the ability
to partition wireless cells (to avoid overlap and throughput degradation), and the
price differential compared to RF adapters
brings up a question: Why haven't you
considered IR?

Infrared is Easy
Infrared light is the same technology used
to remotely control a variety of consumer

Explanation of Terms
LAN segment: A physical partition of
the LAN. Common resources between
bridges and/or routers. In an Ethernet
LAN, this equates to an Ethernet segment; in a Token-Ring LAN, this
equates to a ring; and in a wireless
network, this equates to a cell or basic
service area (BSA).

Theoretical throughput: The total
number of bits that can be carried by
the medium within a LAN segment.
Effective throughput: The total number of bits of user data that can be carried by the medium within a LAN segment-the theoretical limit minus all
protocol overhead.
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Infrared: Price Advantage

Situation Dependent
• Environment
distance and/or rooms
EMT
• Usage patterns
balanced load?
band width requirements?
• Number users
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Figure 2. Wireless Products Positioning
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devices such as televisions and stereos.
However, the IR light used to change TV
channels is typically directed (it requires
an unobstructed line of sight), and it
doesn't have the bandwidth to transfer
more than simple commands.

pulses bounce off walls and ceilings, such
that users located throughout the room
can receive the same signals. Thus, IR is a
suitable medium for transmitting data signals throughout a room without the need
for aiming or a complicated setup. It's as
simple as turning on your computer!

A few companies, including IBM, have pioneered the use of this same part of the
light spectrum to provide robust connectivity associated with typical wired LANs.
This technology uses multiple light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and various light-modulation techniques simultaneously to
transmit high volumes of information
throughout a room. These diffused light

To ensure this simplicity, even in crowded
rooms with several users trying to communicate with each other, a communications protocol (much like that used in traditional wired LANs) is required. This
protocol, referred to as the media access
control (MAC), has to share the available
bandwidth efficiently among users,
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recover errors (in such a flexible environment, it is possible that, either initially or
periodically, a specific user's transceiver
may be "hidden" from others), bridge
wireless users to wired networks, and
allow the user to roam between connected wireless cells.
IBM's infrared wireless LANs use a MAC
that is CSMA/ CA (carrier sense multiple
access/collision avoidance)-based, with a
medium reservation mechanism. On top
of this MAC, IBM has implemented extensions that provide MAC-level wireless
bridging and roaming.

Wireless Bridging and
Roaming
Wireless bridging and roaming allow
users of IBM's infrared wireless LAN
adapters to truly become mobile within
their building while remaining connected
to an Ethernet LAN and any shared
resources on the LAN. A machine that is
infrared-enabled is referred to as a
mobile PC (MPC).
Bridging and roaming require at least
one infrared-enabled computer (specifically, bridging requires one or more, and
roaming requires two or more) that is
also connected to a wired LAN (Ethernet
or Token Ring). These machines that have
both wireless and wired access are called
access points (APs). An access point unit
is assumed to be in a fixed position,
because it must maintain its access to
the wired LAN. Each access point also has
a range in which it is able to communicate wirelessly, limited by the type of
wireless adapter used and its technology.
The coverage area of an access point is
referred to as a basic service area (BSA).
In Figure 3, BSAl and BSA2, denoted by
the circles, indicate the range limits of
APl and AP2 respectively.
Both bridging and roaming require that
each participating mobile PC and access
point communicate using the same protocol. In the infrared wireless LAN adapters,
this protocol is built into each mobile
PC's adapter and its associated device
drivers. A separate program is also included for the supervisory functions performed by the access point.

Bridging
Bridging is the term used to describe a
mobile PC's ability to seamlessly connect,
without special software, to an existing

Ethernet wired LAN through an access
point. It makes the mobile PC appear as a
regular wired node on the network. It
ensures that any data on the wired LAN
that is destined for a mobile PC within an
access point's basic service area is forwarded to that mobile PC, from the access
point, through an infrared transmission.
Likewise, it also ensures that any data
from the mobile PC that is destined for a
node not within the basic service area is
forwarded on the wired LAN.
In Figure 3, the bridging function shows
mobile PCl (MPCl) accessing resources
on the server node, which is part of the
wired LAN. All of this happens without
intervention from the users of either the
mobile PC or the wired LAN node. Neither
mobile PCl nor the server knows that
they are communicating through APl.

Roaming
Roaming is the term used to describe a

mobile PC's ability to remain connected
to a wired LAN and continue to access its
shared resources as it moves between the
basic service areas of different access
points. This is very similar to the way
cellular phone systems switch callers
between cells. When a mobile PC is roaming, the access points use the communication protocol to sense when the mobile
PC moves out of range of one access point
and into the range of another. At this
point, the second access point assumes
responsibility for the mobile PC's communications. All the function is built into
the access point and mobile PC protocol.
Roaming is completely transparent to
mobile PC users as long as the basic
service areas overlap.
In Figure 3, mobile PCl roams between

APl and AP2. When it moves out of BSAl ,
it automatically looks for another access
point to support its transmissions. When
mobile PCl reaches the position marked by
X, it is in an area that is not serviced by
either of the access points-a dead zone.
While in the dead zone, it is unable to
access any of the LAN services; it is still
connected but unable to communicate with
wired LAN-based resources. Once it moves
into BSA2, it will be able to communicate
with those resources on the LAN through
AP2. If it remains in the dead zone for an
extended period of time (several minutes-a
time limit that the LAN administrator sets),
it will lose its connection.

Assumptions
Adapter
Access Point
+Cable Drop
Roaming/Bridging Support

350
1,150
300

Bandwidth
Access Point
Coverage Area
Maximum Number of Users

700
1,300
300
1,000

I

900
15

22,500
15

Scenarios
Conference Room
Number of Users
Area
Access Points Required

0.42

1

I

14.33

11.01

12

4

2.95

2.29

2

2

400

Bull Pen Office
Number of Users
Area
Access Points Required

50
10,000

Small Office (Open Area+ Offices)
Cubicle Area
Number of Users
Area
Access Points Required
Offices
Number of Users
Area
Access Points Required

20
1,600

4
500
4

Corporate (Open Area+ Offices)
Cubicle Area
Number of Users
Area
Access Points Required

9.84

8.3

6

4

50
5,000

Number of Users
Area
Access Points Required

10

2,250
10

Warehouse
Number of Users
Area
Access Points Required

0.81
10

5.68

24.59

34

2

10

30,000

Figure 4. Sample Scenarios for WLNI Calculations

Wireless bridging and roaming will
become catalysts for quicker and more
efficient operations within regular business processes. Decisions can be made
immediately, since all the required information is now with the mobile user-not
locked up back at the user's desk.
If you have already moved to portables
and laptops, the bridging and routing

functions can provide you with a costeffective solution to move entirely onto
the portable machine without having to
maintain a desktop machine. Roaming
lets you continually access data and information required to run your business at
all times and all locations-not just in
your office. Its simplicity and transparency allow for easy adoption and use.
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Figure 5. Wireless LAN Comparison-Normalization Index

Evaluating Wireless LANs
The marketplace for wireless LANs is just
starting to mature technologically, but it
is still in its infancy with respect to user
knowledge. How do you compare and
decide on which offering is best for your
business? You must ensure that you consider your business's needs today as well
as tomorrow.
The first level of decision-making should
be functional and should be used to limit
the number of solutions. Consider the
following:
■

Operating systems supported

■

Bus/ interface required (e.g., ISA, Micro
Channel architecture, PCMCIA)

■

Network operating systems supported
(e.g., Novell, Lantastic, LAN Manager)

■

Mobility
- Bridging and roaming capabilities
- Physical form factor (integrated
versus tethered units)

■

Environmental/usage issues
Electromagnetic interference (EM!)
Security

Once you create a list of vendors, you
need to compare vendor claims and values. The first step is to understand the
cost of the system to be installed. This
includes adapter costs, central control
units (if any), access points (if any), and
infrastructure costs (wiring and support
costs) that can be predicted over the
company's normal planning period.
One way to compare the various solutions
is to normalize the differences of each
solution's key differentiating factors into
a single value. Figure 4 shows some typical scenarios which might require a wireless LAN. Figure 5 uses a wireless LAN
normalization index (WLNI) to help you
better understand each wireless offering's
value in the various scenarios. The actual
numbers are not as important as the relative difference of the numbers calculated
for various solutions. No single measurement can answer all questions, but you
can use it to position various offerings
against each other. What it does show is
that for most situations, IR and RF LANs
are comparable solutions from a cost perspective. In many situations, IR is the
most cost-effective solution when the simplicity of the solution is considered.

Worldwide availability
Sufficient user throughput
It is important to understand that cost of a

solution is different from its price. Price is a
one-time outlay, whereas cost includes the
initial price plus the continuing expense to
support the solution over time.
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The WLNI is computed as the inverse
function of cost/ff/user/ bandwidth. The
higher the WLNI value, the better the
solution. Logically, this appears to be a
good measure: the less expensive the solution with all other attributes held constant, the larger the index value.
Similarly, the greater the area covered by
the solution with all other attributes held
constant, the larger the index value. An
increase in the number of users or bandwidth will also increase the index value.
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In this article, we calculate a WLNI using:
■

Total network cost

■

Solution coverage area

■

Number of users to be connected

■

Bandwidth available

To better understand how this index
might be used, refer to the assumptions
and calculations in Figure 4. Each scenario is described in terms of the number
of users requiring wireless LAN connections and the area that must be enabled for
wireless communication. This is the area
that must be serviced by access points to
provide access to the wired LAN and/or
linkages for separate wireless cells.
The number of access points is calculated
for each scenario as the maximum value
of either:
■

The area divided by the access point
coverage area, rounded up to the nearest integer, or

■

The number of users divided by the
maximum number of users that an
access point can effectively serve,
rounded up to the nearest integer

For example, in the IR bullpen scenario,
this value is computed as follows:
10,000
- 12
- -50)Max ( 900 ' 10

The actual index value is computed as the
total system cost, divided by the number
of users, divided by the area covered,
divided by the available throughput. Total
system cost is the sum of all adapters,
plus all access points (including LAN cable
drops), plus roaming support (if not provided as part of adapter), plus an estimate of ongoing support costs. In our
example, we have not tried to estimate
the value of support, because it depends
almost entirely on the user environment
and usage patterns; however, it is an
extremely important value, and you must
include its estimate in your calculation. In
general, you can assume that IR will be
much cheaper to support, because the technology is inherently less complex than RF.

Then, using the IR bullpen example, the
equation looks like the following:
(

((50 • 350)+J 2 • (J ,J50+300) +0 +0))-l = J4_ 6
32
(50 • 10,000 • I)

IR Advantages
IR LANs are meant for in-room and inbuilding communications. In this area, the
infrared technology provides some significant advantages for wireless LANs.
Environments such as personal offices,
open office areas, conference rooms, classrooms, doctors' offices, and health clinics
are ideally suited for an infrared network.
IR channels are available worldwide and
are always consistent (i.e., IR is always in
the same spot in the light spectrum). IR is
not a regulated part of the spectrum and
is not licensed in any country. IR creates
no electromagnetic interference with
other devices. IR is inherently secure,
since IR signals stay within the room and
are reflected off walls and ceilings.
In-room LANs don't need to worry about
security issues, since the users in the

network are visible and presumably
known. Since in-room LANs are limited by
room size, IR LANs don't typically need to
worry about compression technologies to
improve bandwidth. In fact, IR LANs have
excellent available bandwidth, limited
only by the designer's ability to switch
light on and off faster.

deals with 10 percent of the wireless
opportunity. Local area wireless deals
with the other 90 percent of the opportunity. IR is the only wireless technology
that has the potential to become pervasive as the worlds of consumer products,
computers, and communications collide to
change our lives.

When compared to RF, IR is typically
lower cost, provides higher throughput
potential, has lower power requirements
(making it very suitable for battery-powered devices), has no licensing costs or
regulatory issues, has no EM! concerns,
has no health and safety concerns, and
provides inherently secure and easily partitioned service areas.

IR can change channels, handle high volumes of information, and provide interfaces between any and all devices and
appliances, easily and economically, without wires. The spectrum is consistent
worldwide, unregulated, safe, and secure.
The potential for increased speed and
bandwidth is very high. The distinction
between directed or line-of-sight IR communications and diffuse IR communications will blur. Finally, IR offers a familiar
paradigm that can substantially reduce
complexity and allay the fears of the noncomputer-literate.

Growth and the Future
Wireless communications in general is at
the heart of a communications revolution
being driven by business needs for productivity and competitive advantage provided by both mobility and increased
flexibility in work processes. While wide
area wireless is in the vanguard, it really

For more information about IBM's
infrared products, contact your local IBM
representative.
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Security and Auditing in
IBM LAN Server
Ifyou administer an IBM LAN Server domain, you want to sleep well at
night knowing that your server resources are protected and fully audited. This article provides an overview of LAN Server's security and
auditing architecture.
ontrolling access to a LAN Server domain requires that resources be
accessible only to authorized users. Also you must have the ability to
audit or track usage, changes, and unauthorized access attempts. Both of
these requirements are easily accomplished with LAN Server's built-in security
and auditing features.

C

At the core of LAN Server's security model are the concepts of privilege levels,
access controls, and user policies. Privilege levels control the administrative
functions that an account can perform. Access controls provide programmable
limits (based on the user's identity and group memberships) to the LAN
resources. User policies control the overall password handling in the system.
LAN Server provides three general levels of privilege:
Administrator, user, and guest.

Philip Lieberman
Lieberman and Associates
Beverly Hills, California

Administrator
Privilege-Top of
the Heap
An account with administrator
authority has full access to all
directories and files. Access control systems are not enforced for
users with administrator authority. Administrators have virtually unlimited access to everything in the system and can
change anything they wish.
Consequently, you should be
careful about granting this
authority.
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Administrators can:
■

Add or delete user accounts

■

Set the account privilege level

■

Set/reset passwords or implement
password requirements

■

Disable/ enable user accounts

■

Add, delete, and modify groups and
their membership lists

■

Set permissions on resources based on
users and groups

User Privilege Level
Most accounts are created with user
authority. At this level, accounts can't do

much more than use the resources set in
place by an administrator. The privileges
granted to an ordinary user account
include:
■

Log on/off domain

■

View user profile (Iogon assignments,
name, privilege level)

■

Change own password

■

Add comments

■

Send messages

Administrators can grant a user account
with privileges known as operator rights.
These are extra rights and include one or
more of the following: accounts, server,
print, and comm. Each of these rights
increases a user's capabilities but never
grants the user the unimpeded access of
an account with administrator privilege.
Figure 1 summarizes the extra privileges
granted with each right.

Adding Operator Privileges
to a User's Account
Adding operator privileges to a user-level
account can be done from the command
line using the following one-line command (separating multiple arguments by
commas):
NET USER USERNAME
/OPERATOR:{ACCOUNTS,
COMM.PRINT . SERVER}

<Enter>

Another, easier method of adding operator privilege is to use the LAN Server 4.0
graphical user interface (GUI). This user
account property can be brought up by
using the following sequence:
1. Open the LAN Server Administration
icon.
2. Open the domain icon (the icon with
the name of the domain).
3. Open the User Accounts folder.
4. Open the icon for the user account to
receive operator privileges.
5. Select the Privileges tab.
6. Select the added/ removed operator
privileges.

Operator

Privilege

Accounts Operator

A user with accounts operator privilege can manage users
and groups within the domain. This user can add, modify, or
delete users and groups but cannot create or modify user
accounts with administrative or operator privilege. The user
with accounts operator privilege can manage user and group
accounts from UPM or from the command line.

Server Operator

A user with server operator privilege can manage aliases and
other shared resources and view network status within the
domain. This user can create, modify, or delete aliases or
other shared resources. The user with server operator privilege can manage shared resources and view network status
from the command line.

Print Operator

A user with print operator privilege can manage print queues
and print jobs. This user can create, modify, or delete print
jobs or queues on servers within the domain and can share
print queues and manage remote jobs on shared queues. The
user with print operator privilege can manage queues and
print jobs from either Print Queues (printer objects) or the
command line.

Comm Operator

A user with comm operator privilege can manage serial
devices. This user can share serial devices and manage
remote jobs on shared serial devices from the command line.

Figure 1. Privileges Granted with Operator Rights

or her full administrator privilege permanently. If you accidentally do grant operator rights to an administrator account,
you will have to delete the account and
recreate it to restore its capabilities.

Tip! Never grant operator rights to an

administrator, because it will remove his

PrlvHege level

Identity

• User

eassword

Sp~cial prMleqes

Prl¥11eges

~Print - Manage printer queues
Accounts
COMM

Manage users and 9f0tJPS

Manage serial de'<llces

Server - Manage shared resources

Guest Privilege-Visitors Only
The guest operator privilege is a special
account type that is normally reserved for
users who attempt to use a server within
a domain but who don't have an account
on that machine. There is normally only
one guest account (called Guest) on a LAN
Server domain. The guest account may be
totally disabled, or a required password
can be supplied to improve the security of
your system.
Although the GUI does not allow it, you
can have multiple accounts with guest
privilege. To create an account with guest
privilege, use the following command:
NET USER USERNAME /PRI VILEGE: GUEST

Figure 2 shows the LAN Server Settings
page for operator privileges.

~•
&i;Aal!MmH~l&·~#=i---------• □
Qb)ect Ylew tff!lp

Having multiple guest accounts might be
used to provide more than one type of
limited guest access.

t,tomeDlr~tory
~ccount Info
Assk)l}ments
Appllcallom
Groups

Admln!strator

Menu
General

Undo

Default

Help

User, may have speclal privileges

CE]

APf)ty

Reset

Cance½

Figure 2. Operator Privileges Settings Page

How Privileges
Affect Permissions
We will look at the access control list
system later in this article, but it is
important to know at this point that
special groups are created based solely
on privilege.
The default groups based on security level
are users, admins, and guests.
All users, including administrators, are
members of the admins group. You cannot
add a user to this group or delete a
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Command

Description

/ FORCE LOGO FF: minutes I NO

Causes all user sessions with the specified account
to be forced off the network after the period of
time specified by minutes has passed following an
account expiration or a Iogon time that is not
valid. See the / TIMES parameter described in the
NET USER command for information about how to
specify valid logon times. The NO option prevents
FORCELOGOFF from working.
The / FORCELOGOFF parameter disconnects all the
user's sessions at the server but does not log off
the user. The sessions are disconnected and automatically reconnected when the user's next Iogon
time frame occurs. For example, if a user can log on
only between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., /FORCE LOGOFF: 10
disconnects the user's sessions at 5:10 p.m., but the
user's sessions are reconnected at 8 a.m.

/MAXPWAGE: days I UNLIMITED

Sets the maximum time (in days) that a password
is valid. The UNLIMITED option means there is no
maximum time. Conversely, /M INPWAGE:day s sets
the minimum time (in days) that must pass before
a user can change a password.

/MI NPWLEN: 1ength

Sets the minimum number of bytes for a user
account password. The range is O to 14, and the
default is 4. A zero-length password means that a
user can be defined without a password. User
Profile Management accepts passwords up to 8
bytes for the minimal character set and up to 14
bytes for the extended character set. The restrictions to the password length entered here control
the passwords allowed in the NET PASSWORD and
NET USER commands.
Sets the number of old passwords stored by the
system for each user. The range is O to 8. This
number specifies how many unique passwords
must be used before one can be reused.

/UN IOUEPW: number

member from this group except at initial
account creation. By default, admins
group members have access to everything
in the system.
The users group is received by all
accounts that are neither administrators
nor guests. Even servers themselves are
members of the users group. You must be
careful not to inadvertently grant access
to the users group, because it will grant
universal access to all non-guest users.
One security hole that should be closed
during setup is to turn off all of the
privileges granted to the guests group,
except those that are specifically desired.

User Modals-Security Policies
One misunderstood LAN Server area is its
domain security policies, also known as
user modals. LAN Server provides an
adjustable set of policies for both workstations (used in peer-to-peer) and for a
LAN Server domain as a whole. These settings can be changed from the command
line using the NET ACCOUNTS command
and via C and REXX programs using the
LAN Server application programming
interfaces (APis).
To change a domain's security policy, you
must use the NET ACCOUNTS command at
the domain controller console or via
remote execution using the NET ADMIN
command with the NET ACCOUNTS command as the command argument. If you
attempt to use the NET ACCOUNTS command at a requester workstation, the security policy of only that workstation will
change, but it will really have no effect
unless there is a peer-to-peer access of the
workstation.

Figure 3. NET ACCOUNTS Command Arguments
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Figure 5. Structure of an Access Control List (ACL)

Up to 64 ACEs
per resource

Access
Control
Entries

Figure 3 describes the arguments for the
NET ACCOUNTS command.

Logan Hours
One of LAN Server's least used features is
the logon hours feature, which allows you
to restrict the hours any specific account
uses. You can set the allowable logon hours
and days with a one-hour granularity.
The logon hours restriction is controlled via
the command: NET USER USERNAME
/TIMES:ALL I Days.hours. This command must be executed for each user to
enforce the logon hours restriction.

Limiting User Access to
Certain Workstations
Another rarely used feature is workstation
restriction. You can limit a user account to
specific workstations with the NET USER
USERNAME /WORKSTATIONS:* I
NAM El, NAME2 ... command. It can

also
be set via the LAN Server 4.0 GUI using
the following sequence:

Permission
Delete (D)

Permits deleting subdirectories and files.

Attributes (A)

Permits changing OS/2 file attributes such as A (archive), R (read
only), and related file information such as the time and date the
file was updated. Also, some applications may require attributes
permission to copy files.

None (N)

Denies access to the resource.

Execute (X)

Permits running (not copying) program or command files such as
. EXE or . COM files. Note: Read permission, in addition to execute
permission, is required for users to run . BAT files, . CMD files, and
DOS applications.

Read (R)

Permits reading and running files in a directory plus copying files
from a directory but not writing to (modifying) files. Lets users
view file names in a shared directory. Used alone, read lets users
view or run programs only.

Write (W)

Permits writing to (modifying) a files resource in a shared directory. Used alone, write lets users modify files but not read, run, create, or delete them. Use write with read permission in most cases;
always use the combination when editing files . Files resources
with write permission also need attributes permission if they are
used in applications that change file attributes.

Create (C)

Permits creating subdirectories and files in a shared directory.
Used alone, create lets users create a file in a directory and modify the file during its creation. Once a file is created and closed,
however, the same user cannot modify it again. To write to a serial device, users must have both C and W permissions.

Permissions (P)

Permits changing resource access permissions, giving a user limited administrator authority over the resource. A user, however,
cannot create an access control profile.

1. Open the LAN Server Administration

icon.
2. Open the domain icon (the icon with
the name of the domain).
3. Open the User Accounts folder.
4. Open the icon for the user account that
is to receive operator privileges.
5. Select the Account Info tab, and go to
the second page.
6. Add the workstation names via the
dialog page.
Figure 4 shows the Account Info page for
logon workstations.

Access Control Lists
Access controls let you control access to
resources on the server. The implementation of the system is simple. You can
grant permissions to both users and
groups. You can have up to 64 permission
entries (called Access Control Entries
[ACEs]) per resource. This restriction of
64 permissions per resource is removed
when using 386HPFS.
Resources that have permissions include
serial ports, printer queues, disks, directories, and files. The most common level
of permission is the directory for disk
devices. Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between resources and permissions,
and Figure 6 outlines the different
permissions and their functions .

Description

Figure 6. Access Control Permissions
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Figure 7. Access Permissions Applicable to Resource Types
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then all bets are off for that user-no
permission is granted to the resource.
■

User denied
requested access.

A special case exists for the root of the
drive. If you erase all of the permissions on a drive and place permissions
on the root of the drive (i.e., C: [not
C: \ ]), then all of the directories
within that drive will receive the
permissions of the root. This is a common trick used to share a CD-ROM
drive without having to worry about its
subdirectory structure.

The flowchart in Figure 8 describes the
internal logic within LAN Server that deter•
mines whether access is granted to a file.

Adding/Deleting
Access Controls
User granted
requested access.

User denied
requested access.

Combine applicable
group permissions.

User denied
requested access.

You can add permissions to a resource
with either the GUI or via the command
line (or you can write a program to handle permissions). The one-line command
for controlling permissions is:
NET ACCESS RESOURCE ACTION
USER/GROUP:Permissions <Enter>
For example, to add a new access control
list to the resource MAGNUM , and also add
the access control entry for Phil with read
and write permission, use the
following command:

No

NET ACCESS C:\MAGNUM /AOD PHIL:RW
User granted
requested access.

To add another user to this resource, you
can use the /GRANT action. For example,
let's add Fred as a user with read authority:
NET ACCESS C: \MAGNUM /GRANT FRED: R

User denied
requested access.

Figure 8. How a User is Granted Access to a Files Resource
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As you look through the different permission types, you can see that some of the
permissions do not apply in all cases. For
example, it makes no sense to give a
printer or a serial port execute permission (no, you cannot execute a print job!).
Figure 7 outlines the different permissions that can be applied to the different
resource types.

needs to do. What makes this difficult is
the logic behind the accumulation of permissions. Three rules are used to determine whether or not a user will have
access to a resource:
■

Permissions begin with the parent
directory and accrue to the files within
that directory if there are no specific
permissions on the file.

The hardest task for the access control
system is determining whether a user has
enough permission to do what he or she

■

If a user, or a group that the user
belongs to, has a specific lock out of a
resource (Permission- NONE or -N),

PERSONAL SYSTEMS • NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1995

It is normal to have additional subdirecto-

ries below the one to which you have
assigned permissions. These lower subdirectories, however, are not notified of
your new users or groups unless you propagate the access control entries down the
directory tree using the APPLY action. For
example, to apply the permissions of Fred
and Phil to all of the subdirectories below
C: \MAGNUM, use the command:
NET ACCESS C:\MAGNUM /APPLY
To get an idea of the different actions
that are possible with the NET ACCESS
command, refer to Figure 9.

Using the GUI to
Apply Permissions
The NET ACCESS command is very

powerful but is a bit intimidating to new
LAN Server administrators. The easier
method (in my opinion) is to use the GUI.

Description
Reports access control profiles with associated permissions for the
specified resource and all its subdirectories.

Using the Gill, modifying existing access
control lists is pretty simple:

/ADD

Creates an access control profile with associated permissions for users
and groups to use the resource specified. You must create an access
control profile before you can modify it. If access was previously
given to a resource, use the /GRANT parameter to add more users.

/CHANGE

Changes the permissions of users or groups for a resource.

/GRANT

Adds new user names or group names, as well as corresponding permissions, to an existing access control profile. If access has not previously been given to a resource, use the I ADD parameter to add users.

/REVOKE

Removes the permissions granted to users or groups to use a resource.

/APPLY

Applies the access control profile of the specified directory to all the
subdirectories under it.

/DELETE

Removes the access control profile for a resource from the access
control database.

i. Open the LAN Server Administration

icon.
2. Open the domain icon (the icon with
the name of the domain).
3. Open the Resource Definitions folder.
At this point, you see existing permissions
for aliases. When you double-click on this
icon, you are presented with a notebook
similar to that in Figure 10. By clicking
on the Manage access button, you can
bring up another notebook that holds the
permissions for the resource, as shown in
Figure 11.
In Figure 11 , the first tab holds the
identity of the resource and is not modifiable. The second tab, Permissions (see
Figure 12), is where all of the action is.
On this page, you can add users and
groups, as well as set the permissions for
the user/group.
When you have completed updating the
members and their permissions in the
access control list, you may want to
switch to the Auditing tab and enable the
appropriate auditing for this resource
(see the Auditing section below for more
details).
Once you are happy with the access control profile settings, click on the Set button. After pressing the Set button, you
will be asked if you want to propagate the
permission to all of the subdirectories.
Before you click on OK, remember that
this may be a lengthy process. Also, automatically applying permissions to subdirectories may overwrite permissions that
you want to retain.
Tip! You can propagate the permissions of
an alias by clicking on the Apply button
at the bottom of the alias definition.

Problems with
Access Control Lists
If you have been following along so far,
you may be wondering how you modify
the permissions of the files and subdirectories that are not aliases. Well, the

Figure 9. NET ACCESS Actions

answer is not in the LAN Administration
objects at all (surprise!). Access control
lists are controlled using the Drives
object. Here's how you do it.
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First, open up the Drives object and locate
a drive that is shared on the network
(these are the drives with PCs behind
them), as shown in Figure 13.
Open any network drive, and right-click
on any subdirectory (or folder, to be more
accurate). You will see a new option on
the object menu: Manage access. Select the
Manage access option, then complete the
dialog as described previously. Simple?
Indeed. Obvious? Maybe not.
Tip! Regular users cannot create access
control profiles. Modifications of pennissions should be left to administrators,
because they are never restricted.
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Until now, we have looked at the mechanisms to control different users' access.
Another, equally important function is
resource usage monitoring, which is
accomplished via the auditing functions
built into LAN Server.
Events that are audited are:
■

Service Status Changes

_Apply
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Cancel

J

Figure 10. Alias Notebook
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Figure 11. Resource Permissions Notebook
■

Session Begins

■

Session Ends
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■

Network Logon Denied

■

Account Limit Exceeded

Tip! To turn on auditing, you must issue

a NET STOP SERVER command, followed
by a NET START SERVER /AUDIT :YES
command.
To review the contents of the audit log,
you can use either the NET AUDIT command, or you can use the GUI interface to
the audit log. If you are not running at
the domain controller, you will need to
use the NET ADM IN command to remotely
run the NET AUDIT command.

Figure 14. Audit Log-Main Screen

User IO

Event

Network Logoff Record

HelP

Event

Pl

■

Auditing is normally turned off. You can
enable it either by starting the server
with the command NET START SERVER
/AUDIT:YES or by changing the parameter AUDITING- NO to AUDITING-YES in
the I BM LAN. IN I file.

Figure 13. Example Network Drives Object

fHe

Network Logon Record

The auditing information is kept in an
audit log that defaults to 100 KB. The
audit log is a circular list of events;
when the log becomes full, the oldest
entries are reused. You can change the
audit log size in the IBM LAN. IN I file by
modifying the max audit log- parameter.
You can also change the audit log size
when you start the domain controller via
the NET START SERVER MAXA(UDITLOG): n
command (where n denotes the maximum
size, in KB, of the audit log file).

Figure 12. Access Control Profile
Permissions

User ID

■

user1group account change

Description

User account SYSASID was added

I

[

Figure 15. Audit Log-Details

■

Password Error

■

Connection Started

■

Connection Stopped

■

Connection Rejected

■

Access Granted

■

Access Rejected

■

File Closed

■

Service Status Code or Text Changed

■

Access Control List Modification

■

User Account Subsystem Modification

The GUI Audit program will inform you
about its inability to run from the
requester and then offer to run remotely
from the domain controller.
To use the GUI interface, double-click on
the Audit Log icon. If the audit function
was started, you should see a screen similar to the one in Figure 14.
Notice that the list in Figure 14 breaks
down the entries by user ID, event, date,
and time. To get the specifics of a particular audit log entry, you can double-click
on the entry. For example, by double-clicking on the User/ group account change,
you can see the details, as shown in
Figure 15.
Tip! One of the reasons that administra-

tors turn auditing off is because of the
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extra overhead and the lack of tools to
deal with the audit log information.
You have two operations, though, in
LAN Server. First, you can select the
events that go into the audit log by modifying the parameter to the right of the
auditing- in the IBMLAN. INI file or on
the NET START SERVER AUDIT:event
command line. The audit event options
are summarized in Figure 16.
The syntax of the one-line command is:
NET START /AUD(ITING):
YES I NO Ievent ( .... ) <Enter>
When you set the /AUDITING parameter
with the YES option, the audit log records
information about all of the event types
represented by the options shown in
Figure 16. If you specify NO with this
parameter, auditing is stopped (this is
the default). To record information about
specific event types, you can set the
/AUDITING parameter with one or more
of the following event options.
Tip! The audit logs are normally not used

for anything other than error tracing
because of the unusable format of the
data presented via the Audit Log utility. A
new program from Lieberman and
Associates, called Intensive Care Audit for
IBM LAN Server, runs on the server to collect the audit data and feed it into a relational database of your choice. The program breaks down each event type into a
separate database table and provides a
summary database format. With the
Intensive Care Audit tool, audit log
rollovers are eliminated, since the data is
captured before the data is lost. Reports
can then be prepared using the reporting
tools of the database chosen. Details
about the product can be obtained from
this article's author (see biography at the
end of the article).

Auditing Resources
The auditing just described provides
events filtering; however, you can also
control which resource access will generate audit events at the same time you add
the permissions to a resource (described
previously). You can also modify resource
auditing via the NET ACCESS command
with the parameters listed below.
/TRAIL: YES I NO-Turns auditing on or off
for a resource. If the / TRA I L parameter is
not specified, all successful and unsuccessful resource access attempts are audited.

Do not use the /TRAIL parameter with
the /SUCCESS or /FAILURE parameters.
/FAILURE-Audits failed resource access
attempts. Specifies the type of information being audited by using one or more
of the following values, separated by
semicolons:

Option

Description

Logan

Includes Netl ogon and Sessl ogon. Records each time a user
starts or stops one of the server's services. Logan is a superset
ofNetlogon and Sesslogon.

Logonlimit

Records each time a user exceeds logon hours for the user
account.

Netlogon

Includes Badnetl ogon and Goodnetl ogon. Records each time
a user logs on to the network. Netl ogon is a superset of
Badnetl ogon and Goodnetl ogon.

■

OPEN-Audits failed attempts to open
shared files

■

WRITE-Audits failed attempts to write
to shared files

Badnetlogon

Records each time a user fails in an attempt to log on to the
network.

■

DELETE-Audits failed attempts to
delete shared files

Goodnetlogon

Records each time a user successfully logs on to the network.

Permissions

Records each time a user makes changes to the list of permissions for a file.

Resource

Records each time a user accesses a resource in a way that is
defined in the auditing options for the resource.

Service

Records each time a user starts or stops one of the server's
services.

Sesslogon

Includes Badsess l ogon and Goodsess l ogon . Records each
time an attempt is made to start or end a session with the
server. Sessl ogon is a superset of Badsessl ogon and
Goodsessl ogon.

Badsesslogon

Records each time a user fails to start a session with the server.

Goodsesslogon

Records each time a user starts a session with the server.

Use

Includes Baduse and Good use. Records each time a user uses a
shared resource. Use is a superset of Baduse and Gooduse.

Baduse

Records each time a user fails in an attempt to use a shared
resource.

Gooduse

Records each time a user successfully uses a shared resource,
except where the resource allows for an unlimited number of
uses.

Userlist

Records each time a user makes changes to the user accounts
database.

■

AC L-Audits failed attempts to change
permissions for a shared resource

The following / FA I LU RE parameter values
cannot be used with any other value:
■

ALL-Audits all failed resource attempts

■

NONE-Disables failure auditing

/SUCCESS-Audits successful resource
access attempts. Specifies the type of
information being audited by using one
or more of the following values, separated
by semicolons:
■

OPEN-Audits successful attempts to
open shared files

■

WRITE-Audits successful attempts to
write to shared files

■

DELETE-Audits successful attempts to
delete shared files

■

ACL-Audits successful attempts to
change permissions for a shared
resource

Note: It is not valid to include two options together when one implies the other (for example, Use and
Good use).
Figure 16. Audit Event Options

The following /SUCCESS parameter values
cannot be used with any other value:
■

ALL-Audits all successful resource
attempts

■

NONE-Disables success auditing

Controlling and
Monitoring Your LAN
As you have seen, LAN Server provides a
rich set of protection and audit mechanisms. The trick is enabling the appropriate functions (and now you know where
they are). Using these control and auditing features, you can control and monitor
your LAN to your heart's content!

Philip Lieberman is a well-known author, lecturer, and consultant. Mr.
Lieberman is also the owner of Lieberman and Associates , which produces
the LAN Intensive Care Utilities for IBM LAN Server and Intensive Care
Audit for IBM LAN Server products. His organization also provides end-user
support, corporate software development, and all types of training services
for OS/2 and OS/2 products. Mr. Lieberman can be reached at:
Lieberman and Associates
221 N. Robertson Blvd., Suite C
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
Phone: (800) 829-6263 or
(310) 550-8575
Fax: (310) 550-1152
BBS: (310) 550-5980
CompServe: 76426,363
Internet: l ani cu@i bm. net or
76426. 363@compuserve.com (preferred)
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Multi-User Performance
Testing in a Client/Server
Environment
This article discusses an often overlooked but critical ingredient of
developing a clientjserver environment-the need to conduct a multiuser performance test before putting the clientjserver system into production. The author cites cases in which failure to implement this test
caused significant problems and expenses after rollout.

C

lient/server computing growth continues to accelerate at an enormous
rate, bringing with it complex technical challenges to the entire systems
management process. Companies start client/ server system development projects to provide better quality, efficient, and user-friendly systems.
However, once their systems roll out, many companies find that their technical support desks are swamped with performance problems and availability
complaints. Why does this happen? What goes wrong?

Bruce Huang
IBM Corporation
Roanoke , Texas

I

A decade of experience with client/server
performance issues has taught me that the
common mistake is failing to conduct a
multi-user performance test prior to the
product rollout. Implementing a multi-user
performance test is an essential step
toward minimizing potential business
risks, and it should be built into all
client/server system development projects.

A multi-user performance test validates
the entire client/server system under a
stress environment in which multiple
client workstations simultaneously send
different requests to the server to simulate an actual production workload. This
time-consuming test requires skills and
resources, but it is essential to achieve the
following key management objectives:
■

Satisfying end users

■

Improving overall user performance

■

Maximizing return on investment

Multi-User Performance
Test Components
The three key components of a multi-user
performance test are to validate:
■

Repetitive end-user scenario

■

Product integration

■

End-user performance/ capacity

I

(

1
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performance problems, running concurrently on the same client workstation?
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Review

Production
Environment

Multi-User Performance
Comprehensive Test Plan

Test Objectives & Criteria

Test Lob Facility

Test Implementation

Figure 1. Methodology for Developing a Multi-User Performance Test Plan

Repetitive End-User
Scenario Validation
With an automated, non-intrusive
client/server test tool such as the IBM
Solutions Evaluation Tool (SET)' , you can
drive an end-user scenario repeatedly to
test for the following potential problems:
■

Interrupt conflicts

■

Memory address conflicts

■

Memory leakage

■

Inefficient system resources allocation
and de-allocation

■

Excessive dynamic resources allocation
(common in graphical user interface
(GUI] applications)

A recent engagement with a major life
and casualty insurance company illustrates how serious these problems can be.

The company was unable to duplicate a
field-reported error until we tested the
application in the manner just described.
We found that, under certain circumstances, the system always hung at the
54th invocation. It was very expensive
to correct this type of problem in a production environment. If the problem
had been discovered before the rollout,
the correction cost could have been 80
percent less.

Product Integration Validation
A complex client/server system runs more
than one application. For example, an
office system for an insurance company
might include an insurance claims application, a word processor, a spreadsheet, a
calendar, and an electronic mail package.
Will the insurance claims application
cause any systems conflicts or capacity or

'The IBM Solutions Evaluation Tool is a hardware driver designated to simulate end-user activities and
to monitor system responses in a multi-user environment.
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Only testing can tell prior to putting the
system into production. In one case where
the client skipped multi-user testing, we
encountered numerous system and application traps while running multiple applications concurrently.
We have also found that the recommended network optimization parameter value
for an application can be a bottleneck for
other applications executing concurrently.

End-User Performance/Capacity
Validation
Key factors dictating client/server system
capacity are:
■

System and network resources
availability

■

End-user perceived response time

In complex client/server environments,
having a fast CPU with the maximum
installable amount of system memory
and disk storage does not always translate
into the best system performance and
capacity. Sometimes it can actually
become a bottleneck, due to system
overhead required for excessive system
resources management. It is more
efficient to determine the system requirements with real data prior to spending a
fortune on unnecessary hardware. A
multi-user performance test provides an
in-depth view of the system's characteristics, and the data collected can be used to
determine:
■

CPU, system memory, and disk storage
requirements

■

Server placement and network topology requirements

■

Number of users per server and, therefore, the number of servers required

■

An optimal network and system configuration for maximizing performance

■

End-user perceived response time and
server transaction rate

Often we concentrate only on understanding the capacity of a server system,
ignoring potential performance issues
on client workstations. As the complexity
of workstation programming environments grows, the possibility of finding
performance bottlenecks on the client

workstation increases. A multi-user performance test exercises the entire client/server system in an end-to-end environment,
validating the server, the client workstation, network infrastructure, system software, and end-user applications.
The performance benefits gained from
performance testing can be great. For
instance, in an engagement with a major
information processing company, we
found a client workstation performance
bottleneck after excessively allocating and
de-allocating unnecessary system
resources. Correcting this error with a
change in the program implementation
resulted in a 75 percent performance
improvement in end-user response time.

Multi-User Performance
Test Planning
Careful planning is the key to a successful
multi-user performance test project. A
comprehensive test plan is a document
that describes the results of the planning.
The three major components of a comprehensive test plan are:
l. Test objective and criteria planning.

The first step toward a successful performance test project is to clearly
understand your:

■

Overall test environment

■

Test objectives and methodology

■

Production workload

■

Success criteria for test entry
and exit

■

Project deliverables

2. Test lab facility planning. Rapid
changes in computer technology make
it difficult for any test lab to have a
comprehensive facility set up to
respond to every test requirement.
Therefore, it is essential to establish an
alternate plan for acquiring all the necessary hardware, software, tools, and
skills requirements.

3. Test implementation planning.
Performance testing is a time-consuming process. All specific work items,
daily schedules, and individual responsibilities must be well defined prior to
the test.

A Proven Methodology
Figure 1 shows a proven methodology for
developing the comprehensive multi-user
performance test plan just described. This
methodology was developed by the

Solutions Validation Lab, an IBM integrated services offering to assist customers in
all phases of client/server performance
test and analysis. For more information
about Solutions Validation Consulting
Services or client/server performance,
contact Bruce Huang at (817) 961-6407 or
via the Internet at bkh@vnet. i bm. com.

Bruce K. Huang is
a senior information technology (IT)
architect and an
IBM certified professional specializing in clienVserver
systems management. He is the
technical lead for
the IBM Solutions Validation Consulting
Services and is recognized internationally as an authority on clienVserver performance. Bruce received an MBA
degree in International Management
from the University of Dallas and a BS
degree in Computer Science from the
University of Texas. His Internet ID is
bkh@vnet.ibm.com.
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Personal Systems

Have you used
the reader service
card to request
fast, free
infortnation
about the products
and services
advertised in
Personal Systems?

Caution.

With the heavy traffic of
new technology to choose
from in the personal
computer market, you need
to know about all the most
recent developments.

l1se the adve1•tise1•'s index
to get the 1•eader serviee
numbers of the p1•oducts
and se1•vices for which you
,.·ant to 1•eeeive lite1•atu1•e.
( :irele the same numbers
on the 1•eader service caa•d
and fill out the necessa1•y
information.
D1•op it in the mail ( at no
ehaa•ge!), and we'll give
yom• request the g1•een
light!
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DCE Cell Performance:
High Water Marks
Will DCB Security and Cell Directory Services handle the needs of a
10,000-user enterprise? This article discusses the tests and environments designed to address this performance and capacity question.
This study yields some hardware and configuration high water marks
that can be helpful in planning large-scale cell topologies.

M

any large businesses are preparing to consolidate their corporate networks into a single Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) cell,
some under the administration of OS/ 2 Warp Server, which is optionally supported by DCE Directory and Security Services (DSS). OS/ 2 Warp
Server plus DSS is based on Open Software Foundation (OSF) DCE 1.1. It
entered beta testing in September with general availability planned for
December. The DSS-enabled OS/ 2 Warp Server client is being shipped at the
same time.

Recently, a large IBM customer, which I will call BigCo, decided to consolidate
its enterprise under OS/ 2 Warp Server with DSS. BigCo has a 10,000-user LAN
environment, however, and the capacity and performance limitations of the
current LAN Server 4.0 (LS4) domain control and administration subsystems
prevented it from expanding to a 10,000-user domain.

Bob Russell
IBM Corporation
Austin , Texas

control database (DCDB) and
NET. ACC will be migrated into
the DCE Cell Directory Service
(CDS) namespace and the DCE
Security registry. Existing clients
don't need to be upgraded,
because the replacement of
BigCo's current LS4 subsystems
will be transparent to existing
local area network (LAN)
requesters.
This study evaluates the capacity and performance of the
underlying DCE services OS/ 2
Warp Server uses relative to
BigCo's planned 10,000-user
environment.

With OS/ 2 Warp Server and DSS, the
domain security and directory functions
will be replaced by DCE Directory and
Security Services. BigCo's LS4 domain

---

Customer Requirements
BigCo, like many enterprises, is preparing to consolidate a large corporate network, consisting of several LAN Server
domains, into a single DCE cell.
The core of BigCo's network is a 16 Mbps
Token-Ring backbone with several local
departmental LAN segments. A larger
fiber-optic network ties the metropolitan
area's LAN segments and several remote
offices through 56 KB and Tl wide area
networks (WANs).
At the heart of BigCo's network is a LAN
segment containing the LAN Server
domain controllers, database, print, file,
and Lotus Notes servers. BigCo gave me
transactional and network utilization data
about its current server LAN segment,
which helped me to structure a meaningful workload and lab environment.

BigCo Statistics
The following BigCo statistics are interesting in the context of this study.

-

-
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BigCo provided graphs of daily LAN
Server domain logon activity. The
aggregation of the peak-hour activity for
each of BigCo's five major LS4 domains is
1,534 logons per hour.
The Sniffer analysis of BigCo's 16 Mbps
server LAN segment shows its network is
43 percent utilized, with 1,453 frames per
second and 587 bytes per frame. There
were 922 active network addresses.
To populate the DCE Security registry and
CDS namespace, I used statistics from
other LS4 customers. These statistics indicate an average of 50 users per domain
in the LS4 security database (NET. ACC).
The average population of the DCDB is
eight shared resources per domain and
one subdirectory per user.
Considering these populations and
BigCo's requirements, the initial population of the DCE test cell for each 1,000
users will be 1,000 accounts. Principals
will be divided into 20 groups in the DCE
Security registry. The DCE Cell Directory
namespace will contain 900 directories
and 100 objects.
In reality, a pure OS/ 2 Warp Server environment will have a much different mixture of DCE directories and objects. Each
OS/ 2 Warp Server domain controller will
create only nine CDS directories, and all
aliases, names, and resources will be
stored in these directories as DCE objects.
Therefore, these tests were conducted
under the worst-case assumptions for memory, disk, and performance.
The DCE configuration program for DCE
clients and DCE-enabled OS/ 2 Warp
Server clients creates one directory and
four objects on behalf of each configured
client. Some hints for managing the
resources and /.: /hosts directory tree
performance will be discussed in the
"DCE Cell Directory Services Performance" section later in this article.

Testing Approach
To make these tests interesting, I chose
to measure the system in its fully loaded
condition, running a modified version
of our point of sale (POS) benchmark
application.
It was necessary to reduce the average

POS Remote Procedure Call (RPC) data
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size of 3,250 bytes to keep from exceeding the 16 Mbps Token-Ring capacity at
throughput levels consistent with 10,000
users. I reduced the size by eliminating
the POS Catalog RPC, which transfers
16,384 bytes of data. This also reduced
the average number of RPCs per customer
sale from 5.5 to 4.5 and reduced the data
size to 329 bytes, which is more consistent with BigCo's 567 bytes per frame on
the network. The network utilization in
my tests ranged between 25 percent and
40 percent, which is consistent with the
utilization reported by BigCo.
An optional function of the POS benchmark is to periodically perform a DCE
Login. For these tests, the frequency was
set at one randomly distributed DCE
Login for every 15 customer sales. Each
time a DCE Login was performed, a different principal name was used from the full
population of the DCE Security registry.
In a one-hour test of the 90 MHz Pentium
DCE Security server, 25,920 DCE Logins
were performed with a population of
10,000 principals, thus providing full
coverage of the DCE Security registry.
The POS benchmark performs one CDS
namespace lookup of a CDS object for
every customer sale. Since POS does
not perform CDS directory lookups, I
created a script to randomly list directories and subdirectories from the full CDS
population in order to avoid artificially
efficient caching by the CDS primary and
secondary servers.

Cell Population
In a DCE cell of 10,000 users, the memory
and disk sizes of DCE Security and CDS
databases become quite large and must be
considered when planning hardware and
system needs.
DCE Security accounts and principals
require 1 KB each, or 10 MB for 10,000.
Therefore, for these tests, a 32 MB DCE
Security server is sufficient-16 MB for
OS/2 and DCE plus 10 MB for the registry.
There are two types of DCE CDS entities:
objects and directories. Objects, which
include exported programs, aliases,
names, and resource definitions, require
1 KB each, or 10 MB for 10,000. Directories require 14.2 KB each, or 142 MB for
10,000.

When the namespace is distributed across
several CDS replicas, the memory requirement for each replica needs to be just
enough to contain the directories
assigned to that CDS replica. For example,
for one CDS primary server and nine CDS
secondary servers with 10,000 subdirectories distributed evenly on the 10 replicas,
only 14.2 MB are required for the CDS
namespace on each replica.
A DCE cell has one primary CDS
server and may have one or many secondary servers. All CDS primary and secondary servers are referred to as replicas.
Each replica contains the cell root directory and may contain all or some of the
directories that make up the total CDS
names pace.

Note:

The root directory for the cell is replicated on all the servers. Therefore, memory
adequate for the root contents also needs
to be considered. In these tests, 1,000
CDS objects were added to the root directory, placing a 1 MB additional requirement on all 10 CDS replicas. For example,
16 MB for OS/ 2 and DCE plus 1 MB for
the root directory plus 142 MB for 10,000
directories equals 159 MB. If the namespace is distributed across 10 replicas,
then the 142 MB can be divided by 1O;
therefore, 14.2 MB plus 17 MB equals a
31.2 MB memory requirement for each
replica.
The /.: /hosts directory tree created by
DCE configuration was moved to a dedicated CDS replica.
Due to the available memory on our test
hardware, I ran some of the tests with a
full population of 10,000, while others
ran with a reduced population of 1,000. I
performed sufficient testing to quantify
the performance difference between the
two population levels and to provide a
simple algorithm to bridge them.
In the tests with a CDS primary and some
number of CDS secondary servers, half
the number of directories and subdirectories were created on each server, and
each server's top directory was replicated
on one other CDS server. By having the
top directory replicated on another server, DCE automatically maintains its contents on the second replica.
For example, in the test with one CDS primary and eight secondaries (described in

the "CDS Performance without CDS Client
Cache Refresh" section later), each CDS
replica contains one top directory,
I.: /TestDi rO to /.: /TestDi r8. Each
of these directories contains 500 subdirectories, / _: /TestDi rO/D1000 to D1499.
Also, each CDS replica contains a readonly copy (replica) of the tree from one
other server. Finally, each replica has a
copy of the 1,000 objects in the root
directory, I.: /TestObjectOOO to

Customer Sales
per Minute

8,000

TestObj ect999.

The total CDS population was 1,000
objects and 9,000 directories.
Because I used IBM DCE 1.2 for OS/ 2 and
AIX for these tests, replication of the DCE
Security server is not yet available. I used
a single DCE Security server in all the
configurations tested. In the first release
of OS/ 2 Warp Server, security replication
will be supported; it is currently available
on DCE/ 6000 for AIX 1.3. Also, in the
first release of OS/ 2 Warp Server, at least
one OS/ 2 DCE Security replica will be
required to support the function required
by LS4 legacy servers and clients.
Initial DCE Security replication tests have
been conducted on the OSF 1.1 base currently available for AIX and in beta testing for OS/ 2. These tests indicate that the
scale-up characteristics of DCE Security
replication will be similar to the CDS
replication characteristics presented in
this article.
I used a variety of OS/ 2, AIX, and
Windows DCE clients to drive the workload for these tests. In all, 56 physical
clients were used, and each client ran
one or more client processes. There were
200 logical sessions. The combined horsepower of these clients was sufficient to
drive about 8,500 POS customer sales
per minute. This was enough to fully
utilize the lower-horsepower DCE server
configurations but not some of the highend RISC System/ 6000 configurations.

Measurement Methodology
My methodology in the following tests
was to measure the system performance
in a busy state. In addition to the metrics
shown in Figures 2, 5, 6, and 7, other performance factors, which occur while the
tests are running, must be considered.
Figure 1 is a conversion table to determine the other workload factors from the
metric of interest in Figures 2, 5, 6, and 7.

lli■lllllll

Percent 16 Mbps
Network Utilized

933

139

8.9

80%

7,000

817

117

7.8

70%

6,000

700

100

6.7

60%

5,000

583

83

5.6

50%

4,000

467

67

4.4

40%

3,000

350

50

3.3

30%

2,000

233

2.2

20%

1,000

117

1.1

10%

Figure 1. Workload Conversion Table

DCE Security Performance
Three different OS/ 2-based DCE Security
servers were measured: 486-33 MHz, 48666 MHz, and a Pentium 90. I have not
reported on any RISC System/ 6000 models due to insufficient client hardware to
drive an interesting workload.
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The DCE Security server performance,
expressed as DCE Logins per second, is
shown in Figure 2. The measurements
were taken in a steady state while the
DCE Security server was nearly 100 percent utilized. The DCE Logins per second
in Figure 2 are based on a registry population of 1,000 accounts and principals.
When the population was increased to
10,000, the throughput decreased by 18
percent, suggesting a 2 percent reduction
in maximum performance for each additional 1,000 accounts and principals
above the base of 1,000.
DCE Login and other functions contacting
the DCE Security server have two options
for obtaining the network address of the
DCE Security server. (The performance of
both options for a 386-25 MHz client is
shown in Figure 3.)
The first option (the default) is to look up
the address of the DCE Security server
from CDS. The DCE Security server location is stored in the CDS namespace as an
object in the CDS root directory.
Using CDS to locate the CDS Security
server every time it is needed has two
negative performance impacts:
■

The response time for the client is
more than two times longer than

C:
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486/33

486/66

Pent90

Figure 2. DCE Security Server Performance

when CDS is not used (see option 2
in Figure 3).
■

The load on the DCE CDS server is
quite high. For example, using a RISC
System/ 6000 Model 570 CDS server
with a DCE Login rate of 8,000 DCE
Logins per hour, the DCE CDS server is
40 percent utilized with no other CDS
activity.

The second option is to allow the DCE
client to store the DCE Security server's
address in a file , called PE_ S ITE , on the
client's hard disk. The PE_ SITE option
is activated in the client's CONFIG.SYS
file with a SET BIND_ PE_ S ITE- 1 statement for IBM DCE for OS/ 2 1.2. In the
OS/ 2 Warp Server product using
OSF DCE 1.1 , the statement will be SET
TRY _ PE_ SITE- 1; the installation default
will be 1.
The OS/ 2 Warp Server domain controller
acts as the DCE client on behalf of any
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1995
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Using CDS
-

Using PE_SITE

DCE clients look up objects and directories in the CDS namespace in two ways:
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Each client has a local CDS cache containing some part of the CDS namespace on
the client's hard disk.
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In these tests, all requests were satisfied by the client's local CDS cache.
This raises the question of why the
CDS server is busy, since the client is
satisfying the requests locally. Even
though the client has the information
in its cache, it must get permission
from the CDS server to use the cached
information.

Figure 3. Performance Improvement with the PE_SITE File
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Figure 4. DCE Logins Not Using PE_SITE

legacy (LS4 and below) LAN requesters
and additional servers.

PE_SI TE is used, the improvement would
be consistent with Figure 3.

In the next section, "DCE Cell Directory
Service Performance," the results reflect
option 2, using PE_SITE. If option 1 is
used, 15 percent must be subtracted from
the maximum "CDS Lookups per Second"
reported in Figures 5, 6, and 7.

DCE Cell Directory
Service Performance

The peak DCE Login activity reported by
BigCo was 1,534 LAN logons per hour, or
0.426 logons per second. Since the three
OS/ 2-based DCE security servers tested
can support 3.7 to 7.2 DCE Logins per second, I can assert that DCE meets BigCo's
DCE Login requirements.
DCE Login's user response time depends
upon the processor speed of the DCE
client. Figure 4 shows the response times
for a range of DCE for OS/ 2 hardware
platforms. These measurements were
made without using the PE_SITE file. If
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The performance of the following DCE
CDS configurations were tested:
■

A stand-alone, single, primary CDS

server
■

■

A primary CDS server with three

Resolve the lookup in its local cache.
If the client fails to find the object/
directory in its local cache, the client
then calls the CDS server to request a
new copy of some portion of the CDS
names pace.

Force the client to request a new
cache from the CDS server. This
occurs when either the local cache does
not contain the requested information, or the cache becomes too old and
a refresh is forced. I forced the CDS
refresh in these tests by setting the
client's cache expiration age to O (zero)
seconds.

The main difference between the two
methods for DCE clients to look up
objects and directories is that the first
way doesn't retrieve any data from the
server's namespace.
The CDS performance data is presented in
both ways, "with CDS refresh" and "without CDS refresh."

General Observations on
CDS Performance Results
In the following observations of performance results:

486-66 MHz secondary servers

■

A primary CDS server with one RISC
System/6000 Model 990 secondary
server

The throughput shown in Figures 5, 6,
and 7 reflects nearly 100 percent CPU
utilization of the primary CDS server.

■

In each configuration, the Primary CDS
server was the first to reach 100 percent CPU utilization, except as noted
by an *.

■

If the DCE Security PE_SITE (described
earlier) is not used, subtract an additional 15 percent from the CDS lookups
per second.

■

A primary CDS server with six 486-33
MHz secondary servers

■

A primary CDS server with eight
486-33 MHz secondary servers

The primary CDS servers studied were
486-66 MHz, Pentium 90 MHz, and RISC
System/6000 Models 570, 580, and 990.

CDS Performance with
CDS Client Cache Refresh
Figure 5 reflects a CDS population of
1,000 CDS objects and directories. For
each additional 1,000 entries, subtract 2
percent from the CDS lookups per second.
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Figure 5 shows the maximum CDS
lookups per second for the five CDS
server machine types tested. (The
total height of the center bar of the
"cactus" is the throughput for this
configuration.)
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For a primary CDS server with three
486-66 MHz secondary servers:
■

■

The right branch of the "cactus" in
Figure 5 shows the performance
increase when three 486-66 MHz
secondary servers are added to the
primary CDS server.
In the RISC System/6000 Models 570
and 580 tests, the three secondary CDS
servers constituted the bottleneck. This
bottleneck can be relieved by either
adding more replicas or changing to
faster replicas. The CDS lookup
requests are randomly distributed
among all CDS primary and secondary
servers. Therefore, if there is a great
difference in horsepower, this type of
bottleneck might occur. A test described
later (in Figure 7) with eight CDS secondary servers demonstrates how
adding more replicas can distribute
the load across more low-horsepower
servers.

486/66

■

The left branch of the "cactus" in
Figure 5 shows the performance
increase when one RISC System/ 6000
Model 990 secondary server is added
to the primary CDS server. This configuration demonstrates that having a single high-horsepower CDS secondary can
be less effective than having more
replicas to distribute the randomly
assigned workload.
For the 486-66 MHz and the Pentium
90 primary CDS servers, the single
RISC System/6000 Model 990 secondary did not do as well as the three
486-66 MHz secondaries. This is due
to the random distribution-half the
requests caused the primary CDS server

Pent90

RISC570

RISC580

RISC990

RISC580

RISC990

Figure 5. Performance with CDS Cl ient Cache Refresh
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486/66

Pent90

RISC570

CDS Primary Server Type
Figure 6. Performance without CDS Client Cache Refresh

For a primary CDS server with one RISC
System/6000 Model 990 secondary server:
■

20

to reach 100 percent, while the 990
was underutilized.
■

In the RISC System/6000 Model 570
test, the single 990 looks much better,
at nearly twice the stand-alone, as
expected. Remember that the three
486-66 MHz secondaries were the bottleneck in these two configurations.

CDS Performance without
CDS Client Cache Refresh
For each additional 1,000 CDS entries,
subtract only 1 percent from the CDS
lookups per second. There is less degradation for additional entries than in the
"with CDS refresh" case.

Figure 6 shows the performance of the
same configurations shown in Figure 5.
The difference is that the clients are
allowed to use their local CDS client
cache.
The above comments for Figure 5 also
apply to the configurations shown in
Figure 6.
Since there is less interaction with the
CDS servers when the CDS client cache is
not refreshed, each configuration's performance is higher. In real life, there will be
a mixture of lookups with and without
refreshing the CDS client cache; therefore,
the correct answer lies somewhere in
between.
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Figu re 7. Performance with Eight CDS Secondary Servers

After completing the first two sets of tests
for a primary CDS server with eight 48633 MHz secondary servers, a question
arose about quantity versus horsepower
of the secondary CDS servers.
I intentionally selected the 486-33 MHz
machine for this test to demonstrate that
more CPUs might be better than bigger
CPUs. Two tests were conducted using the
Pentium 90 MHz for the primary CDS
server.
The first test was with six 486-33 MHz secondaries. The performance was much better than either of the earlier configurations, since the work was spread across
more CPUs. Figure 7 shows there was
noticeably more benefit with cache
refresh than without cache refresh.
The second test was with eight 486-33
MHz secondary (replica) servers. This configuration 's performance is equivalent to
the stand-alone RISC System/6000 Model
990, also shown in Figure 7.
Results from the six and eight CDS secondary server tests indicate that more
is better. Adding more CDS replicas to
absorb additional workload and CDS
namespace population will increase the
DCE cell's performance and capacity
limits.

Satisfying CDS Lookup Needs
Since BigCo did not provide specific
requirements for object and directory populations and performance objectives, I can
only conclude from the populations of
other LAN Server customers that BigCo's
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population is representative. Based on
BigCo's network statistics, our POS benchmark application generated about the
same network utilization, suggesting a
similar workload. The POS benchmark
performs an unnaturally high number of
CDS lookups, higher than other customer
applications I've looked at. Therefore, I
suggest that the range of results achieved
in these tests and the potential for
improvement using additional replicas
will satisfy BigCo's CDS lookup needs.

The /.:/hosts Directory Tree
The DCE configuration program creates one
CDS directory (I.: /hosts/<hostname>)
and three or four CDS objects on behalf
of each DCE client. In a large system such
as BigCo, this will require an additional
150 to 180 MB of disk space for the CDS
namespace. The /.: /hosts directory is
created when the primary CDS server is
configured and is located by default on
the primary CDS server. Due to the
namespace disk requirement and potential
degradation in CDS lookup performance,
it is desirable to move this directory to a
dedicated CDS secondary server.
The/.: /hosts directory entries are
accessed during DCE initialization and
by some of the management tools such as
the DCE graphical user interface (GUI)
configuration tools. Otherwise, there is
very little access to this directory tree.
Since the performance of this replica is
not critical, the memory size on this
server need not be large enough to contain the full namespace database.

Immediately after creating my DCE test
cell, I deleted the / . : /hosts tree from
the primary CDS server and re-created it
on a replica. I continued configuring the
other servers and clients. No other directories or objects were replicated on this
secondary server.
For a 10,000-client DCE cell, I recommend
1 GB of disk space for the /.: /hosts
directory and OS/ 2 SWAPPER.DAT file.
The SWAPPER. DAT file can grow to three
times the size of the local CDS namespace.
During periodic CDS server daemon maintenance, the CDS namespace files can
occupy up to 2.5 times the actual size of
the namespace.
The existence of/.: /hosts/ <hostname >
and its objects is a dependency of all
OSF DCE platforms. Furthermore, the literal CDS path name is hard-coded in the
OSF source and cannot be distributed
across multiple replicas without causing a
compatibility problem with other DCE
platforms.

High Performan ce with
Ample Capacity
The DCE services supporting OS/ 2 Warp
Server can support workloads consistent
with BigCo's security and directory needs.
Through replication, DCE Cell Directory
Services' scalability can support populations and arrival rates well above the
levels measured in this study.
IBM's OS/ 2 Warp Server with DSS will
exploit DCE technology; it is a large step
forward in consolidating administration
and interoperability in large enterprise
environments.

Bob Russell is an
advisory performance analyst for
IBM PSP Systems
Performance in
Austin , Texas. Bob
joined IBM in 1963
as a customer
engineer in the
electric typewriter
division. His subsequent assignments
include branch office administration and
various systems analysis positions.
Currently, he is evaluating the performance of distributed clienVserver products on the OS/2 and AIX platforms.

Plug and Play in PC DOS 7
Plug and Play technology lets you install and configure peripheral
devices in a computer system. This article first covers Plug and Play
components, then details how PC DOS 7 implements Plug and Play
support.
onfiguring a device in a computer can be a complicated task. Installing
a card can be a time-consuming, technical process. You might have to
configure the system by setting hardware jumpers to rearrange interrupt request (IRQ) lines, direct memory access (DMA) channels, base 1/ 0,
memory address space, and communication ports. In addition to making
these manual changes to the hardware, you might also have to edit system
software files . Mobile systems, in particular, demand greater hardware and
software integration in order to dynamically insert and remove devices and
docking support.

C

To address these problems, the Plug and Play (PnP) architecture has been
defined by a group of companies including Compaq, Intel, Microsoft, and
Phoenix Technologies. Plug and Play defines a way for peripherals to communicate with a machine's BIOS and operating system and to resolve resource
conflicts with little user intervention. You don't need to be concerned about
DMAs and IRQs; device installation is automatic-just plug the device in, turn
on the system, and it works.

Architecture and Components Overview
Figure 1 shows the general structure of the Plug and Play architecture.

Mark Gehring and Kamal C. Patel
IBM Corporation
Boca Raton, Florida

00

of system board device configuration
information, communicates this information to the operating system. Each device
is associated with a unique identification
code that the operating system recognizes.
The BIOS also provides configuration services, known as runtime services, for system board devices even after the POST
process is complete. The BIOS must be
able to notify the operating system of
dynamic configuration events, such as
removing or inserting a PCMCIA card or
docking and undocking a notebook in a
docking station. The Plug and Play BIOS
specification provides a mechanism
whereby a Plug and Play operating system
can allocate resources during runtime.

Plug and Play Operating System
To provide complete Plug and Play functionality, the operating system requires
the following components:
■

Configuration manager-The configuration manager is the software that
controls the configuration process and

'0

Plug and Play BIOS
System BIOS addresses two
key areas to furnish plug
and play capabilities: resource
management and runtime
configuration.
Resource management provides
the ability to manage system
resources, which include direct
memory access, interrupt
request lines, and 1/0 and memory addresses. After the poweron self-test (POST) process ends,
the BIOS, which maintains a list
PERSONAL SYSTEMS • NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1995
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the devices' resource requirements,
retrieves the device configuration information either directly from the device
or from the central database, and configures the devices as instructed by the
configuration manager.

Plug and Play Architecture
Operating System
Configuration Management

Resource Arbitrator
Bus Enumerator
BIOS

Bus

Resource
Arbitrator

Bus

Device
Driver

Bus

Device Drivers
Plug and Play device drivers register with
the configuration manager when they are
initially loaded. They remain inactive
until they are given their resource assignments; then they are able to communicate
with applications and respond to dynamic
configuration events.

Figure 1. Plug and Play Components

communicates with all components
involved in that process.
■

Hardware tree-The hardware tree contains a database of information used to
configure the system.

■

Bus enumerators-The bus enumerator
identifies all the devices on a particular bus and their resource requirements.

■

Resource arbitrators-The resource
arbitrator allocates resources among all
devices.

Each of these components is now
discussed in turn.
Configuration Manager

The configuration manager starts the
configuration process upon receiving
either the system board device configuration list from the BIOS or a notification
of a dynamic configuration event from
either the BIOS or from one of the bus
enumerators.
To establish a working configuration for
the system, the configuration manager
coordinates the communication among
the bus enumerators, hardware tree,
device drivers, and resource arbitrators.
For each device, the configuration manager loads a driver and instructs it to await
assignment of specific resources. In case
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The resource arbitrator allocates specific
types of resources to devices and resolves
conflicts between devices that request
identical resource assignments. The
resource arbitrator interacts with the
configuration manager by assigning
resources both at system startup and
during dynamic configuration events.

of a conflict, the configuration manager
performs an interactive process of reconfiguration until a working configuration is
determined. The configuration manager
also informs the device drivers and applications of any pending or present changes
in the system layout.

Plug and Play SCSI
Plug and Play small computer system
interface (SCSI) host adapters will configure like any other board, but configuring
the individual devices on the SCSI chain
requires an extension to the basic Plug
and Play scheme.

Hardware Tree

Microsoft and SCSI adapter vendors have
collaborated to produce such an extension, which is called SCSI Configuration
Auto Magically (SCAM). SCAM requires
additional firmware on SCSI adapters and
devices. During the boot process, a SCAMcompliant SCSI subsystem allocates SCSI
addresses to avoid conflicts. SCAM also
handles SCSI termination (indicating
which devices are at the ends of the SCSI
chain). Older, non-SCAM-compliant
devices still must be configured with software updated to handle SCAM devices.

A record of the current system configuration, known as the hardware tree, is
stored in the random access memory. This
record is created every time the system
boots or a runtime change occurs to the
system configuration.
A central database, from which the tree
information is drawn, contains configuration information for all devices, whether
or not they are currently installed. From
the central database, applications and
drivers can get the information about
alternate configurations, software
required to operate these devices, and
user-defined settings.
Bus Enumerators

The bus enumerator is a type of driver
required for each specific bus type and is
responsible for building the hardware tree.
A bus enumerator identifies the devices
on that bus by assigning a unique identification code to each device. It also reads

Plug and Play ISA
The Plug and Play industry standard
architecture (ISA) specification, developed
jointly by Intel and Microsoft, allows software configuration of add-on ISA boards,
eliminating the need for hardware
jumpers or DIP switches.
Plug and Play ISA boards have unique 72bit serial IDs that differentiate one PnP
ISA board from another. The serial ID contains a manufacturer ID, a product ID,
and a serial number.

Interrupt Function
INT 2Fh Function 2000h

Check OOSDOCK Installation

INT 2F Function 200th

Get Docking Event

INT 2F Function 2002h

Get Current Dock Status

Called with

Description

Returns

This function allows the caller to
determine whether the DOSDOCK
program is resident.

AX= 2000h

AL = OOh DOSDOCK program not
installed
AL = FFh DOSDOCK program resident

This function allows the caller to
determine if a dock,ing event has
occurred. An application can use this
interrupt to determine if a docking
event has occurred, rather than
polling the PnP BIOS. After making
this call, the event flag is reset to 0.

AX= 2001h

AL = OOh no event
AL= Olh docking event occurred
AL= 21h undocking event occurred

This function returns the current dock
state (docked or undocked). An
application can use this interrupt to
determine the current dock state of
the machine. When a docking or
undocking event occurs, this flag is
modified to the new dock state.

AX = 2002h

AL = OOh machine is not docked
AL= Olh machine is docked

Figure 2. PC DOS 7 APls for Docking Support

PnP ISA boards are placed in an isolation
state during power-up. The PnP ISA
boards arbitrate for the bus, and the
board with the largest ID wins. Once a
PnP ISA board has won isolation, the
other PnP ISA boards drop off.

operating system. A configuration utility
separate from the operating system must
be installed. When the Plug and Play
device and its new driver are installed,
the system will be able to automatically
configure the new device.

The system then assigns a card select
number (CSN) to the newly isolated
board. The CS is used to single out individual boards later, without performing
the isolation sequence again. Once a
board has been assigned a CSN, it no
longer participates in the isolation
sequence, and isolation of PnP ISA boards
with lower serial IDs proceeds.

Plug and Play Support in
PC DOS 7

Backward Compatibility
The Plug and Play architecture must provide compatibility with the installed base
of existing (non-PnP) systems and peripherals. PnP components must be able to
accommodate the lack of device-reporting
mechanisms for non-PnP devices.
Information about such devices must be
stored in the system, and devices that cannot be software-configured must receive
first priority in resource allocation. When
unresolvable conflicts occur, the system
should guide you through device-configuration options.
Plug and Play devices will work on current systems that do not have either a
Plug and Play BIOS or a Plug and Play

The rest of this article details Plug and
Play support in PC DOS 7.

Docking Support

that it can recognize its newly associated
peripherals. PC DOS Ts cold docking support is enhanced with the multi-configuration support implemented in PC DOS 6.x.
During warm docking a mobile PC is in a
suspended state, and many, if not all, of
the associated peripherals are recognized
and activated.
In hot docking, a mobile PC is fully active
when docked, and many, if not all, peripherals are recognized and activated.

Docking is the process of connecting a

mobile computer to a docking station and
subsequently accessing the additional
docking station system resources such as
CD-ROMs and hard disks. Undocking is
the process of disconnecting the mobile
computer from the docking station. To
perform docking and undocking events,
both the docking station and the mobile
computer must be Plug and Play-enabled.
PC DOS 7 provides cold, warm, and hot
docking support for mobile users who
have Plug and Play-enabled hardware.
Depending on what is connected to the
docking station, PC DOS 7 docking support may eliminate the need to reboot the
docking station when the mobile PC is
docked.
In cold docking, the system must be
rebooted when a mobile PC is docked so

DOSDOCK
The DOSDOCK utility enables mobile computer users to use either hot or warm
docking. Executed at the DOS command
line, the DOSDOCK utility loads and
remains resident, waiting for a docking or
undocking event. When the event occurs,
DOSDOCK examines the environment for
the parameters and (depending upon the
plug and play interrupt received) tells
DOS to dock or undock.
Docking support cannot be activated
while running Windows. However, PC
DOS 7 notifies you, in a pop-up Windows
message, that you must shut down
Windows to allow DOSDOCK to begin.

INT 2Fh API
To provide communication between the
PC DOS 7 docking support programs,
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some new multiplex interrupt functions
are defined. The application programming
interfaces (APis) in Figure 2 are defined and
used for docking support in PC DOS 7.

DYNALOAD
The DYNALOAD command allows you to
dynamically load a device driver from the
DOS command prompt without modifying
the CONFIG.SYS file and restarting the
computer. The DYNALOAD utility does not
run under Windows virtual DOS machine
(VDM) mode or while a task swapper is
active.
The PC DOS 7 Command Reference lists
the drivers shipped with PC DOS 7 that
are supported by DYNALOAD. However,
DYNALOAD may work with other device
drivers. Because there are no standards
for loading DOS device drivers after the
CON FIG. SYS file is processed, the only
way to know if DYNALOAD works with a
particular device driver is to try loading
that driver. If it is not compatible, you
will get an error message.
DYNALOAD cannot load block device
drivers or drivers that require DOS
system initialization or execution via
the CONFIG.SYS file.

DDPOPUP
The DDPOPUP program provides DOS
docking support under Windows. When
Windows is running and DOSDOCK is
loaded, a pop-up Windows message notifies you that the dock or undock event
has occurred and instructs you to shut
down Windows to allow DOSDOCK to
function.
DDPOPUP uses the standard Windows
user interface to display the pop-up message under Windows. The DDPOPUP program executes as a command-line parameter passed to Windows through the
Windows Startup group or by executing it
via the RUN option.

Hardware Requirements
To provide complete Plug and Play functionality, a system must incorporate all
three Plug and Play system components:
BIOS (motherboard), devices (buses), and
operating system. However, partial Plug
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and Play functionality can be provided in
systems that include one or two of these
components.

Albert Saraie. "PnP To Make Users Into
Integrators." Computer Technology
Review, July 1994.

Plug and Play expansion cards require a
special programmable logic device (PLO)
or modifications to an existing application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) to
support basic handshaking functions. The
PLO or ASIC lets the device communicate
a unique identification number and list
the resources it requires and can support.

Plug and Play BIOS Specification , ver-

The major incremental benefit of having a
system with complete Plug and Play components is the ability of that system to
dynamically respond to configuration
events.

Laura Golla. "Plug and Play ISA Makes PC
Hardware Easier to Use." Instrumentation
Newsletter, Volume 7, Number 1, Spring
1995.

sion LOA, May 5, 1994.

PC DOS 7 Technical Reference, January
1995, (GG24-4459-00).

PC DOS 7 Command Reference (S83G9309).

Future of Plug and Play
The goal of Plug and Play architecture is
to easily install and configure new
devices. With a PnP system, inserting and
removing certain devices such as PCMCIA
cards or connecting and disconnecting
from a docking station is simplified without restarting the system.
Plug and Play will eventually provide a
mechanism for hardware to communicate
configuration changes to device drivers
and then to application software. Forcing
a notebook computer to save a file before
it is removed from a docking station is an
example of this capability.

Mark Gehring is a
staff programmer in
IBM Personal
Software Products,
Boca Raton ,
Florida. He has
been involved in PC
DOS development
for two years. After
Mark joined IBM in
1982, he was a chemical technician for
three years and a network systems programmer for EduQuest for eight years.
His Internet ID is

gehring@vnet.ibm.co~

Plug and Play shows great potential. It is
compatible with existing hardware, and if
all the pieces come together in the future,
expanding your system may indeed
become as simple as plugging in a card
and turning on the machine.
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Questions and Answers
I have 23 LAN Server domain controllers running LAN Server 3.0
Advanced without 386HPFS installed.
The hard drives have been formatted
as HPFS partitions. I want to add
386HPFS and keep the DCDB intact. I
attempted to follow the instructions
in the Network Administrator
Reference but have not had complete
success. Please give me detailed
instructions on the sequence of tasks
I need to perform.

To add 386HPFS support, perform the following seven steps:
1. Open the LAN Services folder from

your desktop.
2. Start the OS/ 2 LAN Services
Installation/Configuration utility.
3. Choose the Advanced installation path.
4. Choose to Install or Configure
Workstation.

5. Select the type of machine (DC, AS, or
BOC).
6. Select to Install or Remove a
Component.
7. Select 386HPFS from the list, then click
on the Install button.
This is all you need to do to install
386HPFS on your server.
I have Compaq SMP computers, and I
want to evaluate LAN Server 4.0 for
SMP. Can I simply install OS/ 2 Warp
before LAN Server, or do I need OS/ 2
SMP 2.11? Is LAN Server SMP-enabled
without OS/ 2?

To take advantage of SMP, you will need
to install the OS/ 2 SMP 2.11 operating
system. LA Server is not SMP-enabled
without OS/ 2 SMP.
The following information from a LAN
Server 4.0 white paper may be helpful to
you.

"LAN Server 4.0 has been tested with and
shown to support symmetric multi-processor (SMP) machines running under OS/ 2
for SMP. LAN Server 4.0 Advanced does
not gain additional performance benefits
from SMP machines. Its architecture has
been optimized to the point where most
requests are processed 'on interrupt'
when received from the network component. The queuing time for a request to be
processed is usually extremely short, since
there are rarely instances when a
file/ print server's CPU approaches 100
percent utilization. Under these conditions, it would not be expected that an
additional CPU would improve response
time to the requester.
"There are some situations in which LAN
Server 4.0 support of SMP does lead to an
improvement in total system throughput
performance. Since OS/ 2 is a multitasking
operating system, other applications can
run on the same machine as LAN Server.
For other applications which make extensive use of the CPU (e.g., Lotus Notes),
additional processors may make sense.
Whenever the CPU workload approaches
100 percent, the additional processor can
make a significant difference in the system throughput. LAN Server 4.0 Advanced
accommodates the use of the additional
processor unless its own workload is unusually high, in which case it takes precedence
over other applications. LAN Server 4.0
Entry runs with the same privilege as
other OS/ 2 applications and does not take
precedence in an SMP environment."
We are running OS/ 2 2.11 and are
using 386HPFS with LAN Server 3.0
Advanced. I would like to know how
LAN Server handles access control
profiles, where this information is
stored, and how it gets there.

An individual access control profile is created for each resource that is protected.
Each access control profile defines the
users and groups that have been granted
access to the resource, as well as the

access permissions. All of the access control profiles make up the access control
list. This list is continually updated as
access control profiles are added, deleted,
or modified.
In the File Allocation Table (FAT) file system and in High-Performance File System
(HPFS) on LAN Server 3.0 Entry, the
access control information is stored in the
NET. ACC file. In LAN Server 3.0 Advanced
(with 386HPFS), the access control list is
stored as part of the file system. This means:
■

Every file or directory on an HPFS volume is anchored on a fundamental file
system object called Fnode . The Fnode
is the first sector allocated to a file or
directory.

■

Each Fnode contains control and access
history information used internally by
the file system.

■

The Fnode contains allocation information for the access control list.

I have several questions about setting
passwords on LAN Server 3.0. If the
/ MINPWAGE parameter is set to a value
of 1 or higher with the NET ACCOU NT S
command, can the system administrator, with an administrator ID, change
a user password at any time? As an
example, can the administrator
change any password soon after the
user changes it in the event the user
forgets the new password?

Does the / MAXPW AGE count cause
administrator IDs to expire as well as
user IDs?
Can the default guest user ID be given
a password and be treated like any
other user ID?

An administrator can change any user's
password at any time.
The MAX PWAGE parameter also applies to
the administrator's IDs. The MINPWAGE
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parameter applies only to users trying to
change their own password, whereas
MAXPWAGE applies to all passwords on the
domain.

the user and the administrator
receive the alert? Can the alert be
received at both the OS/ 2 and DOS
requesters?

The purpose of the guest ID is to allow
users to connect to resources on any number of servers (both in and outside the
user's domain). For users to log on to a
server in another domain, they must have
the same ID and password that they have
on their logon domain, or they can access
that resource as a guest (assuming that
the guest account has access to the
requested resource). Assigning a password
to the guest ID would defeat the purpose
of having the guest ID. If, for security reasons, you are required to have passwords
for all IDs, it is probably wise to delete
the guest ID and create identical IDs and
passwords for users who need to access
resources on multiple domains.

Yes, LAN Server does provide disk full
messages. You can specify a threshold
limit of, for example, 80 percent, which
can generate an alert when the disk is 80
percent full. You can specify all the IDs to
which the alert is sent, so that both users
and administrators will receive the message. Both OS/ 2 and DOS requesters can
receive the alert. For more information,
read chapter 6 of the Network Administrator's Reference Volume 3: Network
Administrator Tasks (Sl0H-9682).

I have an OS/ 2 LAN Server 4.0 Entry
server with LAN Distance attached to
remote OS/ 2 Warp requesters. What
is the impact on the active, logged-on
requesters when the server unexpectedly goes down? In particular, after
the server comes back up, will the
requesters have to log on again to reestablish their LAN Server sessions?

Yes, LAN Distance supports the internal
modem that comes in the ThinkPad 755.
To use this modem with LAN Distance,
however, you will need to perform the
following steps:
For OS/ 2 2.11 and LAN Distance:
1. Install OS/ 2 2.11.
2. Install MMPM for OS/ 2 (Note: Install
only the Software Motion Video feature.) Shut down and reboot.

When a requester performs an OS/ 2
shutdown (without logging off LAN
Distance first), will the user automatically be logged off the LAN Server
domain?

3. From an OS/ 2 window or full screen

If the server unexpectedly goes down, the
users will not be logged off; however, the
resources that they are using will be disconnected. They can reconnect to those
resources when the server comes back up.
The LAN Distance users will need to redial
to re-establish the LAN Distance connection once the server is back up.

4. Run a: setup from Diskette 3 of the
MWAVE for OS/ 2 diskettes to install
the MMPM extensions for OS/ 2. Shut
down and reboot.

Users who don't log off prior to shutting
down their computers will be automatically logged off when the server notices that
the workstation is no longer on the ring.
When they restart their computers, they
will be prompted to log on.
Does LAN Server 4.0 give any type of
disk limit notification? For example,
if I have a disk limit of 10 MB on a
subdirectory, will I receive an alert
when it's 80 percent full? Can both
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Does LAN Distance support the internal modem that comes in the new
IBM ThinkPad 755CX?
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(on this and all subsequent steps), run
a: setup from Diskette 1 of the
MWAVE for OS/ 2 diskettes to install
MWAVE for OS/ 2. Shut down and
reboot.

5. Run ddi nsta l from the 0S2\ i nsta 71
directory with the ThinkPad
755CE/CD utility disk in drive A:.
Select Install to install the ThinkPad
System Management Device Driver.
Shut down and reboot.
6. Edit the CON FIG. SYS file to change
the following:
DEVICE=C:\0S2\C0M.SYS (2,2FB,3)
The 2 , 2FB, 3 parameter is necessary
for OS/ 2's COM driver to recognize the
DSP modem, which is normally COM2.
7. Install LAN Distance, but do not configure the port or mode.

8.Copy WINDSURF.PIF to
TPMWAVE.PIF, edit TPMWAFE.PIF to
change WINDSURF to TPMWAVE, change
the Title to differentiate this new PIF
from the WINDSURF. PI F, then add
PCMC I A= YES as a new line after the
title line.
[TPMWAVEJ
DLL = WCLVPCM
Entry= StartVPCM
Autostart - YES
PIF - TPMWAVE.PIF
Title - "IBM MWave TP755 14400
Modem"
PCMCIA - YES

Note: This is a temporary workaround
until we determine why LAN Distance
is not able to recognize the COM port
where the WCLCPMAC. 0S2 file is loaded.
9. Click on the LAN Distance Settings
notebook, define COM2 as a port, and
assign the TPMWAVE modem type to
COM2. Shut down and reboot.
10. Turn on the MWAVE modem by
double-clicking on the MWAVE Modem
icon. Then start LAN Distance and dial
the modem.
For OS/ 2 Warp and LAN Distance:
1. Install OS/ 2 Warp (MMPM installs
automatically).
2. Follow steps 3 through 5 above.

3. Apply the MWAVE CSD for Warp and
download the THKPDWPl. EXE disk
image from the PC Company BBS at
(919) 517-0001.
We have been using LAN Server 4.0
for about two months and have
noticed that the graphical user interface (GUI) doesn't display the domain
users in alphabetical order, making it
very hard to find a particular user. Is
there any way that we can make the
default display in alphabetical order?

Yes, you can change the view so that it
always maintains a sorted order. Open
the Settings folder for the User Accounts
folder in the GUI under the domain that
you want to change. Click on the Sort tab,
then click on "Always maintain sort
order." This will make the User Accounts
folder always display the users in alphabetical order.

Corrective Service Information
Figure 1 shows maintenance release
levels for the listed products. This
information is effective as of October 6,
1995. CSDs may have been updated since
press time.

IBM Developer's Toolkit for OS/2 2.0
ServicePak (XR06110) on diskettes or CDROM, call (800) 494-3044. Most OS/ 2 service packages are also available electronically from the following sources:

To order all service packages-except for
the OS/ 2 2.0, OS/ 2 2.1, OS/ 2 2.1 for
Windows, and OS/ 2 2.0 Toolkit
ServicePaks-call IBM Software Solution
Services at (800) 992-4777. For the OS/ 2
2.0 ServicePak (XR06100), OS/ 2 2.1
ServicePak (XR06200), OS/ 2 2.1 for
Windows ServicePak (XR06300), or the

■

Product/Component

OS/ 2 Standard Edition

OS/ 2 Bulletin Board Service (BBS):

In Software Library, select Option 2.
(Corrective services are also listed
under the General category on the
IBMLink BBS.) To subscribe to the
OS/2 BBS, call (800) 547-1283.
■

IBM Personal Computer Company
(PCC) BBS: Call (919) 517-0001.

---- -

Service packages are located in
Directory 4.
■

CompuServe: Download service

packages from the IBM OS2 FORUM
library (GO IBMOS2 IBM DF2).
■

Internet: Do an anonymous FTP
from ps. boulder. i bm. com at
f ps / products /. TCP/IP packages are
located at software. raleigh _ibm.com
at 0S2\ V20.

-Arnie Johnson, IBM Corporation,
Austin, Texas

Comments

1.3

XR05150

XR05150

02-10-93

1.3

WR05200

WR05200

05-12-93

WR05200 replaces WR05050, which can no
longer be ordered on diskette

OS/ 2

2.0

XR06100

XR06100

09-01-93

XR06100 replaces XR06055.

OS/2 2. 10 ServicePak

2.1

XR06200

XR06200

03-01-94

This package is not for OS/2 2.1 for Windows.

OS/2 2.11 for Windows ServicePak

2.11

XR06300

XR06300

05-24-94

OS/ 2 Toolkit

2.0

XR06110

XR06110

09-01-93

1.3

XR05053

XR05053

03-23-92

OS/ 2 LAN Server/ Requester ServicePak

2.0

IP06030

IP06030

04-25-93

OS/2 LAN Server/ Requester ServicePak

3.0

IP07060

IP07060

05-10-95

IBM LAN Server/Requester
OS/2 Warp Connect LS 4.0 ServicePak

4.00

IP08150

IP08150

9-29-95

OS/2 Extended Services
Database Manager ServicePak

1.0

WR06035

WR06035

11-18-93

082/2 SelectPak

1.0

WR07030

WR07030

02-26-95

DDCS/ 2 ServicePak

2.0

WR07031

WR07031

02-06-95

Database Manager DB2/ 2

1.2

WR07047

WR07047

06-06-95

DDCS/ 2

2.0

WR07046

WR07046

06-06-95

Client Application Enabler/ 2 (CAE/2)

1.2

WR07043

WR07043

06-06-95

Software Developers Kit/ 2 (SDK/ 2)

1.2

WR07048

WR07048

06-06-95

Extended Services Comm Mgr ServicePak

1.0

WR06025

WR06025

l 1-29-93

System Performance Monitor (SPM/2)
ServicePak

2.0

WR06075

WR06075

12-10-93

OS/2 Extended Edition

Supersedes IP07045.
Supersedes the following LS 4.0 FixPaks:
IP08003, IP08005, IP08011 , IP08012 ,
IP08036, IP08037, IP08038, IP08039,
IP08040, IP08041 , and IP08042.
Supersedes WR06001 , WR06002 , WR06003 ,
WR06004, WR06014, and WR06015.

Figure 1. Maintenance Release Levels (continued on next page)
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Product/Component

... ..

Comments

1.1

IP07050

IP07050

10-18-94

OS/ 2 Network Transport Services/2
SelectPak

2.00

WR07060

WR07060

05-10-95

Must be LAPS 2.11 or above. If not, order
WR07045 first.

OS/ 2 LAN Adapter and
Protocol Support SelectPak

2.20.2

WR07060

WR07060

05-10-95

Must be LAPS 2. 11 or above. If not, order
WR07045 first.

Communications Manager/ 2
Version 1.01 ServicePak

1.01

WR06050

WR06050

06-11-93

Available only on diskette.

CM/ 2 Version 1. 11 ServicePak

1.11

WR06150

WR06150

05-31-94 Available on diskette and CD-ROM.

4.0, 4.01

UR35284

UR35284

09-26-91

5.0

UR37387

UR37387

09-22-92

1.0

CS00050

XR06150

06-29-93

C Set C++ Compiler

2.0/ 2.01

CTC0002

XR06102

12-15-93

C Set C++ Compiler

2.0/ 2.01

CTC00l0

XR06190

09-15-94

C Set C++ Utilities

2.01

CfM0006

XR06196

09-15-94

C Set C++ Utilities

2.00

CI10007

XR06197

09-15-94

TCP/ IP for OS/ 2 Base and Application Kit

2.0

UN64092

UN64092

08-24-94

TCP/IP for OS/ 2 DOS Access

2.0

UN57546

UN57546

08-24-94

TCP/IP for OS/ 2 Extended Networking

2.0

UN60005

UN60005

06-21-94

TCP/IP for OS/ 2 Programmer's Toolkit

2.0

UN57887

UN57887

06-21-94

TCP/IP for OS/ 2 Domain Name Server

2.0

UN60004

UN60004

08-24-94

TCP/ IP for OS/ 2 Network File System

2.0

UN57064

UN57064

06-21-94

TCP/IP for OS/ 2 X-Windows Server

2.0

UN68122

UN68122

01-20-95

TCP/ IP for OS/ 2 X-Windows Client

2.0

UN59347

UN59374

08-24-94

LAN Distance ServicePak

DOS

C Set/ 2 Compiler

Figure 1. Maintenance Release Levels

Trademarks

The fo llowing terms are trademarks of the IBM Corporation in the United States or other countries or both:
Advanced Peer-to-Peer Networking, AIX, AIX/6000, APPN, AS/ 400, BookManager, BookMaster, Common User Access, Communications Manager, C Set ++, CUA,
DATABASE 2, DATABASE 2 OS/ 400, 082, 082/ 400, 082/6000, Distributed Database Connection Services/ 2, DProp, DRDA, DSOM, Dua!Stor, IBM, IBMLink, IIN, LAN
Distance, LANStreamer, Micro Channel, MYS, MYS/ OE, NetView, OS/ 2, OS/ 400, Person to Person, PowerPC, Presentation Manager, PS/ 2, RISC System/ 6000,
ServicePak, SOM, Systcm/390, ThinkPad, Ultimedia, ValuePoint, YisualAge, YisualGen, YM, VoiceType, WI N-OS2, Workplace Shell, XGA
Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
UNIX is a registered trademark in the United States and other countries licensed exclusively through X/Open Company Limited.
Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.
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ISSUE

INDEX

These back issues of Personal Systems are available to provide valuable information. Indicate the desired quantity for the issues you
want to order and complete the information on the following page.

September/October 1995
What's New for OS/ 2?
Mesa 2 for OS/ 2
Manage Your Files with FileStar/ 2 for OS/ 2
PartitionMagic for OS/ 2
Managing LAN Server Home Directories
IBM DualStor for OS/ 2
Human-Computer Interaction Overview
User Interface 2000
IBM's Strategy for OS/ 2 Platform Products Fix Support
Road Trip! Back to School
TalkLink Gets a Facelift
OpenDoc and Human-Computer Interaction
Supporting HCI Technologies in Applications
An Introduction to Speech Recognition with OS/ 2
Intelligent Agents: A Primer
CID Installation of OS/ 2 and Its Platform Applications
Creating Your Own INF Hyperlinked Files

July/ August 1995
What's New for OS/ 2?
The Soap Box Derby
Easily Load and Lock Desktops
Road Trip! Cruisin' to the Olympics
DB2 for OS/ 2 V2. I: The Next Generation
OS/ 2 Victories from the Data Management Front Lines
Voting Kiosks: The Future of Electronic Elections
Performance Enhancements in DB2 for OS/ 2 V2. l
DB2 for OS/ 2 Administrative Tools
Database Recovery with DB2 for OS/ 2
Getting Object-Oriented with DB2 for OS/ 2 V2.l
Enhanced SQL in DB2 for OS/ 2 V2. l
Enterprisewide Connectivity Using DB2
Visualizer Development
Performance: DCE RPG as a DB2 for OS/ 2 and DB2 for AIX Transport
Remote Program Load of OS/ 2 Warp from NetWare 3.12

May/June 1995
What's New for OS/ 2'/
Thanks for the Memory
Road Trip! Disney on the Internet
Apache Students Use the Power of the Pen (Light Pen)
Visualizer: The Conversion Continues
The Internet: A New Dimension?
IBM LAN Doctor Services
Borland C++ 2.0 Brings OWL to the OS/ 2 Presentation Manager
LAN Server Logon Internals
LAN Server 4.0 Performance, Capacity Enhancements, and
Tuning Tips
OS/ 2 Warp for Developing PC Games
Controlling the OS/ 2 Desktop From a File Server
Jump-Start Your PC with Component Upgrades

March/April 1995
What's New for OS/ 2?
Mesa 2: Gaining the Competitive Edge with OS/ 2
Managing the Workplace Shell with DeskMan/ 2
Circus du COMDEX: The Running of the Geeks
Road Trip! Touring the Side Roads of the Internet
What's New in PC DOS 7
OS/ 2 Boot and Recovery Options
TCP/ IP: How It Works
A Guide to OS/ 2 Warp's Internet Access Kit

CID Installation of OS/ 2 Warp and LAPS
Wrapping Up an 00 Experience

January/February 1995
Technical Connection Personal Software Is the Answer!
Visualizer, DB2 , and You-An End-User's Perspective
Insiders' Software Unveiled
Need a Specialist for Your LAN Server 4.0?
One-Stop Shopping
OS/ 2 Warp
OS/ 2 for SMP
Multimedia File 1/0 Services
Need a Fix?
IBM LAN Server 4.0: New Features and Comparisons with
NetWare
IBM DCE Hetrogeneous Enterprise Performance

November/December 1994
Evolution, Not Revolution-Pen Computing Comes of Age
Handwriting Recognition: The State of the Art
Pen Digitizing Hardware
It's HapPENing!
Bill Carr: Fastest Draw in the West
Work Management in the Field
Communicating Without Wires: IBM 's Mobile
Communications Module
Tomorrow's Networking Today-from IBM's
Personal Systems Competency Center
Customers Speak Out About Consult Line
New DeScribe 5.0-Leader of the Pack
Super-Fast PenDOS
Pen for OS/ 2
A Development Environment for Pen-Centric Applications
Writing DOS Installation Programs for Selective Boot Systems
OS/2 for PowerPC: Transforming Architecture into Implementation

September/October 1994
"Sneaker Net" or Systems Management?
Like Father, Like Son
The Book Shelf
Cajun Electric Cooks Up OS/ 2 GUI with Visl'ro/ REXX!
Application Development by Program Integration
IBM REXX for NetWare
GammaTech REXX SuperSet/ 2-Give Your REXX Programs the
Power of C
BranchCard: A Viable Option to Stand-Alone Hubs
A Hands-On Primer for REXX
Visual REXX Development Environments
CID Installation of OS/ 2 2.11 and LAPS
Upgrading from Microsoft LAN Manager to IBM LAN Server 3.0
Stretching Your LAN with LAN Distance
DB2/ 2-More Than Ever Before!
NetBIOS, SNA, and NetWare IPX Coexistence Under OS/ 2

July/August 1994
IBM 's Personal Systems Support Family-Customer-Influenced
Design
OS/ 2 Times and Scores the 1994 Indianapolis 500
Software Compatibility: Good Relationship or One Night Stand?
Migrating Windows Applications to OS/ 2: Easing the Migration Path
OS/ 2 Conference Draws Praise
DCE: An Application Primer
Distributed Performance Characteristics of IBM DCE for OS/ 2
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Architecture Soup: Understanding Modern IBM PC Architecture
TSHELL: A Text-Based Alternate Shell for OS/ 2
Extended Attributes for Files
Developing Lotus Notes Applications
Conserving Power with Personal System Power Management
Superstor/DS Data Compression in PC DOS 6.x
LAN NetView Object Registration Services

May/June 1994
"Wrightsizing" at USAir
Getting the Word Out at Chemical Banking Corporation
Back Up for the Future
Lost in Cyberspace
The Book Shelf
Threads
Redirected Installation of OS/ 2 2.x
LAN Server Ultimedia 1.0 Performance and Tuning

Point of View: Not Just Another Database Article
Professional Certification Program from IBM
Celebrate the Past on Your Trip Back to the Future!
OS/ 2 2.1 Performance Tuning Tips-Part II
PC File Systems
NetWare 4.01 for OS/ 2: Features and Installation
NetWare Requester for OS/ 2, V2.0 I: Features and Installation
What's New in Novell NetWare 3.12?
LAN Analysis Using IBM 's DatagLANce Network Analyzer
NetWare Questions and Answers

January/February 1994
Plan, Plan, Plan Your NetWare 4.01 Network
LAD/ 2 in the LCU and NetView DM/ 2 Environments
Easy Setup of CID Code Servers
Managing Token-Ring Bridges with IBM's LAN Network Manager
IBM DCE for OS/ 2 Multiuser Application Performance
Performance of Key Functions in DCE for OS/ 2
VisualAge: Its Features and Virtues

March/April 1994
If I Only Had a Brain
Speech Recognition Products Untie Your Hands
Telecommuting in the '90s
Send this form with a check or money order, payable to NCi\1 Enterprise, to: NCM Enterprise, P.O. Box 165447, Irving, TX 75016-9939. You can also
fax both pages of this form to (214) 518-2507 (please include VlSA / MasterCard /AmEx/ Diners number and expiration date), or call (800) 678-8014.
All orders must be prepaid. Checks must be in U.S. dollars.
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ORDER

FORM

Price is $12.00 per issue, plus $3.95 shipping & handling
per copy. Overseas orders add $9.95 shipping & handling
per copy.
Texas residents add applicable sales tax.
D Money order
I have enclosed a: D Check
Charge to: D VISA D MasterCard D AmEx D Diners

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __
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IBM believes the statements contained herein are
accurate as of the date of puhlication of this document. However, IBM hereby disclaims all warranties
as to materials and workmanship, either expressed or
implied, including without limitation any implied
warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. In no event will IBM be liable to you for
any damages, including any lost profits, lost savings,
or other incidental or consequential damage arising
out of the use or inability to use any information
provided through th is service even if IBM has been
advised of the possibility of such damages, or for any
claim by any other party.
Some states do not allow the limitation or exclusion of liability for incidental or consequential dan1ages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not
apply to you.
This publication could contain technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Also, illustrations contained herein may show prototype equipment. Your
system configuration may differ slightly.
IBM has tested the programs contained in this publication. However, IBM does not guarantee that the
programs contain no errors.
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This information is not intended to be a statement of
direction or an assertion of future action. IBM expressly
reserves the right to change or withdraw current products that may or may not have the same characteristics
or codes listed in this publication. Should IBM modify its
products in a way that may affect the information contained in this publication, IBM assumes no
obligation whatever to inform any user of the modification.
Some of the information in this magazine concerns
future products or future releases of products currently
commercially avai lable. The description and discussion of
IBM's future products, performance, functions, and availability are based upon IBM's current intent and are subject to change.
IBM may have patents or pending patent applications
covering subject matter in this document. The furnishing
of this document does not imply giving license to these
patents.
It is possible that this material may contain
reference to, or information about, IBM products
(machines and programs), programming, or
services that are not announced in your country. Such

references or information must not be construed to
mean that IBM intends to announce such products,
programming, or services in your country.
IBM may use or distribute any of the information
you supply in any way it believes appropriate without
incurring any obligation whatever.
The articles in this publication represent the views
of their authors and do not necessarily represent the
views of IBM. This publication may contain articles
by non-lllM authors. IBM does not endorse any nonIBM products that may be mentioned. Questions
should be directed to the authors.
Publication of advertising material in this magazine does not constitute an expressed or implied recommendation of endorsement of IBM of any particular product, service, company, or technology. IBM
takes no responsibility whatsoever with regard to the
selection, performance, or use of any advertised products. All understandings, agreements, or warranties
must take place directly between the vendor and
prospective users.
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astest
easiest

IT'S THE

HyperACCESS for OS/2 is a hot new communi cations program that makes going
online faster, eas ier and more fun than ever before. With a resource library of
thousa nd s of ready-to-ca ll online systems, telnet access to the Internet, and a
gold mine of exc iting new graphi ca l powers, you ' ll be connected to the
worl d in no time - and see stunning graphi cs dow n loaded at W arp speed !

HyperACCESS for OS/2 is 100% 32-bit code - w ritten from the
ground up to take full advantage of OS/2 multiple threads,
the PM interface, and Workpl ace shell - by the renow ned
deve lopers of H yperACC ESS/5, the top-se lling OS/2
communications p rogram since 1989, and HyperACC ESS
Lite, the neat li ttle program in the OS/2 Warp BonusPak.
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CompuServe Delphi Dow Jon•• Generic 88S

IBH

Hilgraeve BBS

New Phonebook

Optiona

IBM National
Support 88S
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HewaHet
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Internet Shell
Account

HCI Hait

HyQ_~ _

S10 Support BBS

Entry Template

COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE FOR

Hy~rACCES offers
effortless icon-driven
communication, ultra-fast
file transfers and terminal
emulators, and support for
hundreds of modems.

OS/2

free with purchase!
LUI

•v.,-.t

l'lltS:
Atl rltt:

1 of 3

Split-Second

D

,..

45a of 77K

Total

45il:of 1511(

Ca lls a U.S. Govt. BBS and sets your PC's
time & date aga inst the atomi c time standard.

Weather Report
~t

•'* tranar•

gpe/bpll

Down loads and displ ays current weather
maps from a free Federal information BBS.

SID.SYS
O rder FREE Test Drive disks by ca lling

High-performance shareware O S/2 comm
driver - supports up to 11 5,200 bps.

II00-11:Z6-:.!760 ($7.50 S&H), or download the
files haotdl _1.zip and haotdl _2.zip from the
Hilgraeve BBS (]1 'l-:.!41-'i'J I 5); CompuServe
(Go Hilgraeve), or Internet (ftp.hilgraeve.com).

Order Today!

Hilgraeve
High-performance software to advance communications
111 Conant Avenue, Monroe, M l 4816 1
Internet home page: http://www.h ilgraeve.com
Phone: 313/243-0576, Fax: 313/243-0645

OS/2 On-Call
A list of more than 300 read-to-call OS/2 BBS 's.

Call 1-800-826-2760
Hypt>rA(lf'iS for()',/' is ava ilab le from th ese and oth er fin e retail and ma il order ou tl ets:
CompUSA, Micro Center, Elek-Tek, Fry's, J& R Computer Worl d, Com puter Att ic, Ba llard/Doppler, PC
Connecti o n, Programmer's W areho uses, Programmer's Shop, Programmer's P:i rad ise, Provantage, Sohmart,
Sohwa re Spectrum, CDW, Indeli ble Blue, OS/2 Express, Softchoice, Sohware House lnt' I.

(0 1995 Hilgraeve, 1nc. All rights reserved. Made in the USA. HyperACCESS is a registered trademark of Hilgraeve Inc. 05/2 is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation.

Please circle #32 on reader service card.

(

We'll solve
yourOS/2
problems so
fast it's not
funny.
If it can be Designed, Developed or
Debugged on OS/2, we can do it.
Infrastructure Incorporated is committed to it's customers.
We are experts in Client / Server system and application
Architecture, Design and Development. We excel in
Debugging and Performance Tuning , Subsystem
Programming , and Testing. We are committed to the OS/2
platform from 1.x to OS/2 Warp. Infrastructure has the ski Ils
and experience to help make your OS/2 projects successful!

8

l lsf:!lti~
INCORPORATED

Voice: 1-800-642-3953 Internet: iHELP@ibm.net Fax: 817-321-3039
Are you an OS/2 Guru? Email or Fax us your resume and join the team of experts

Hey, where ya going?
Wait! 11II work
this time ... cross my
Pentium, hope to
crash . .. aw,
---- gee whiz •..

iiDesign
Let the experts help you make the correct decision!
We can help validate your OS/2 Application Design and Network
Architecture to insure you are taking advantage of today's technology.

iiDevelopment
New- SOMI OSOMI OpenOoc Consulting Services!
Application / Subsystem Programming, Class Library Development,
API Development, Problem Determination, Performance Tuning , Code
Reviews and more ... call us!!

iiDebug
We eat 0S/2 hangs andtraps tor lunch every day!
If you are experiencing OS/2 hangs, traps, memory leaks or
performance problems, we can help pinpoint the source of the
problem, even in OS/2 itself.

iiTesting
Thoroughly testyour unique hardware, software &network!
Complete hardware based testing used to stress your most complex
Client/ Server Architectures. Roll out with confidence! Don't wait for
your Practical Joker to strike!

Please circle #33 on reader service card.

